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G0MMUNALI3M AND NATIONAL IN P^EGRATION 
I n t r o d u c t i o n : 
I choose the: t o p i c communal ism and n a t i o n a l i n t e g r a t i o n 
i t i s a h igh t ime t o dea l t h e n a t i o n a l problem, I have t r i e d 
my b e s t t o touch mciximum p o s s i b l e problem bu t I can achieve 
o n l y l i t t l e o b j e c t t o some e x t e n t . These y e a r s I n d i a i s 
p a s s i n g through t h e d a r k e s t y e a r s of Indian democracy which 
i s most populous coun t ry in t h e wor ld . The whole c o u n t r y i s 
f a c i n g t h e problem of communal ism. I t i s not on ly t h e s o c i a l 
problem of t h e s o c i e t y but i t i s t h e mental problem of t h e 
c i t i z e n s of I n d i a . Soc i a l problems may be checked b u t mental 
problems have no s o l u t i o n . 
I nd i a i s f a c i n g s e v e r a l problems i . e . r e g i o n a l i s m ^ 
Punjab , Kashmir, Assam, Bodoland(^ U t t a r k h a h , Jha rkhand , 
Nagaland, Mizoram, T r i p u r a are t h e main. Language problem 
H i n d i V, Urdu, H ind i V. non-Hind i , R e l i g i o u s c o n f l i c t s a re 
a l s o p r e v a l e n t in our s o c i e t y c o r r u p t i o n and bFibu(^ i s a t 
peak . But one of t h e most impor tan t problem i s communal 
p rob lem. I n t e g r i t y of I nd i a i s a t s t a k e . At any c o s t t h a t 
must be m a i n t a i n e d . Caste ism i s a l s o deep s e a t e d in our 
s o c i e t y , even a f t e r 43 yea r s of independence t h i s s t igma 
of c a s t e i s m i s s t i l l p e r s i s t e n c e in Hindu s o c i e t y . H a r l j a n ' s 
do not have a d i g n i f i e d l i f e even t o d a y . They e a n ' t s i t with 
h i g h e r c a s t e , t h e y c a n ' t took b* th in t h e same b a t h i n g g h a t , 
t h e y c a n ' t v i s i t s t o mandir . Higher c a s t e Hindus Zamindar 
and money l a n d » r s a re blood s u c k e r s of t h e H a r i j a n s so t h e y 
r e v o l t t ime t o t ime which causes g r e a t r e sen tment o r 
sometimes in t h e form of r i o t s . 
The c u l t u r a l , l i n g u i s t i c and r e l i g i o u s g roups are 
f i g h t i n g for t h e i r i d e n t i t y , Assam, T r i p u r a , l^agal and, Mizoram 
are t h e example of t h e s e c o n f l i c t s . All the seven s i s t e r s -
s t a t e s are having u n r e s t in one way or o t h e r . 
But above t h e a l l , communal ism i s the wors t among a l l 
t h e problems. I t ha s hydra-headed face and i t s t e n t a c l e s 
have penetrated In a l l walk of l i f e . In every sphere . The 
p o l i t i c i a n s play a wors t" ro le , the cu l t u r a l r e l i g i o u s and 
i^fttell.i^ctuals backv/ard I3 misused by them. The Indian 
s i t u a t i o n i s f e r t i l e for communal ism even t r i v i a l cause 
f l j xe up the communal t ens ion . Communalists and funda-
menta l i s t s misdirect and mis - in t e rp re t the s o c i o - p o l i t i c a l 
s i t u a t i o n with communal s i t u a t i o n , what we can say about 
i l l i t e r a t e even l i t e r a t e and educated are i l l - equ ipped t o 
r e s i s t and counter the commiinal ideology. 
Today India i s facing great c r i s i s of the d i s i n t e -
gra t ion gradual erosion and breakdown of t r a d i t i o n a l values 
of brotherhood, love and unity in d i v e r s i t y , which crea ted 
e t h i c a l vaccum and moral roo t l e s sness which produces ideal 
grounds for propagat ing, immorality, i r r a t i o n a l i t y , ha t red , 
f e a r , mis t rus t , c o n f l i c t , violence and u l t imate ly ends into 
communal ism, 
India i s passing through a worst phase of her h i s t o r y , 
t h e r e i s great c r i s i s of unity of India side by s ide the re 
are several other problems i . e . unemployment mi l l i ons of 
graduate are roaming on the road, regional ism, un touchab i l i ty , 
'^sate.^bride burning, a t r o c i t i e s on H a r i j a n ' s , cas te i sm, 
corruption and b r ibe ry at every l e v e l , food and drug a l t e r a -
t i o n , hoarding- chi ld labour bonded labour , f lesh t r a d e i s 
common and important t o handle. But Alas I the p o l i t i c i a n s 
misdi rec t t h e i r mind to wrong, unwanted problems. Among the 
above a l l the communalism i s w o r s t ' s problem. From 1947-1990 
near ly 10,000 commional r i o t s has been recorded. 
In l a s t 10 year 4500 communals^riots occurs in which 
7,000 people has been Hilled and worth of c rores of c rores 
rupees property tuirn^into ashes. 
1, Amar Ujala, Sunday Magazine, June 16, 1991, p . 1, 
3 
"In U.P, In 1991 t i l l June 89 person were k i l l e d in 
communal v io lence , 30 persons In Meerut, 11 In Uulandsliahar, 
10 in Ghazlabad, 10 Saharanpur, lo Varanasi. In ^^ihar 3 
persons k i l l e d . In Gujarat 15 persons k i l l e d in S u r a t / 
Anl?te^war and Baroda , Minister of State for Home M.M. 
3 Jacob , inforned the house tha t 2,025 pe r soaa jc l l l ed in 62 
communal r i o t s (mainly due Babii l iasjid - Ram Janam Bhoomi) , 
The year wise break up i s in 1989, 1174 persons k i l l e d in 
18 r i o t s . In 1990, 693 people k i l l e d in 28 r i o t s and in 1991 
(upto now) 158 people k i l l e d in 16 r i o t s . In 1989 maximum 
number of s ix r i o t s took place in Bihar in which a t o t a l 
of 1061 people were k i l l e d , of these 984 were k i l l e d in 
s ing le r i o t in Bhagalpur, In Rajasthan 30 people l o s t l i f e 
in communal v io lence , in Badaun and Varansi 30 and 7 person 
l o s t l i f e In 1989". In U.P. 1990, 304 persons ki l led-^in-
5 ( ^ communal r i o t s , 112 in Aligarh, 46 in Bijnor, 4 (in Karnelganj-^, 
29 in Agra, 26 Kanpur, In Andhra Pradesh 62 person k i l l e d 
20 only in Hyderabad", ^^  I'here i s l i s t of major communal c lashes 
in 1989-90, i s a t l a s t page. 
The p o l i t i c i a n s and r e l i g i o u s fundamental is ts are 
c r ea t i ng the problems they never r a t e important i s sues and 
problem but they turn every small c lash into communal r i o t s . 
There are numerous problems and black spot on our democracy 
but p o l i t i c i a n s are over looklny. Tliey are only In t e r e s t ed 
in vote catching problem vjjhich i s grea t ly damages the secula-
r i sm, democratic nature of India and t h r ea t to i t s i n t e g r i t y . 
There i s stigma on our freedom and progress because we are 
marching towards 21st century. Mrs. Kamala Sinha t o l d in 
Rajya Sabha t h a t 60 Lakhs females are involved in p r o s t i t u t i o n 
and f lesh t r a d e . ^ 
2. Qumi Awaz(urdu Daily) July 18, 1991 P. 7. 
3. The Hindustan Times, July 18, 1991, p . 9, 
4 . Qumi Awaz (Urdu Daily) July 18, 1991, p . 5. 
5. Swatantra Bharat (Kanpur), August 6, 1991, p. 1 
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Nearly 3 lakh children (minor) are Involved In flegh 
t r a d e . Nearly 4 4 mil l ion chi ldren are force\3 to under sub-
human condition desp i t e the chi ld Labour' Act (Prohibi t ion and 
Regulation) Act 1986, One lakh t o 5 lakhs aire s t r e e t ch i ld ren . 
In Maharashtra 8_Karnataka, 5,000 t o 10,0^0 g i r l s involved 
in Devdasi .in eveiry year . In Andhra Pradesh at c h i l a k u r t i * ,. 
in Nalgonda d i s t r i c t , a middle age backward women was paradded 
nakedly on the s t r e e t . The Maya Tayagi case of June i"980 
i s not f o r g e t a b l e . ' There are 14,269 a t r o c i t i e s on Hari jans 
in 1989 included 479 murders and 759 rapes .^ A t o t a l 2005 
cases r e l a t i n g to crime against women were r e g i s t e r e d in 
Delhi alone during the f i r s t s ix month of 1989 as against 
2/344 and 1,7299 in the corresponding period of 1988 and 
9 1987. India i s l a r g e s t producer of abondoned and neglected 
1 0 chi ldren avai lable for foreigner for adoption. 
But Alas I who care about above mentioned examples, 
I In t en t iona l ly used a l l these example because these are 
shameful for u s . But p o l i t i c i a n s touch those problems which 
are benef ic ia l to t h e i r e lec t ion compaign, 'There i s d e p r i -
vat ion of the n e c e s s i t i e s of l i f e and heal th in India - 737 
mi l l ion people l i v e without acce/ss to adequate s a n i t a t i o n ; 
352 mill ion w l tho i r t t o access to safe water, 46 mi l l ion 
chi ldren are malnourished and the under-five mor t a l i t y r a t e 
i s 14.5%. Tend-O )^ mill ion chi ldren do not go t o school while 
297 mil l ion ^ u l t s are i l l i t e r a t e some 394 mil l ion l i v e 
under poverty l i n e , the p o l i t i c i a n s seek nurshing vote-banks, 
based on caste or r e l i g i o u s a f f i l i a t i o n s while giving inade-
quate if not ins incere a t ten t ion t o t h i s bas ic problem i s 
shor t - s igh ted ^-'-^ 
6. The Hindustan Times, Child abuse and neg lec t , Oct.4# 1991. 
7 . The Hindustan Times, August 23, 1991, p . 11 , 
8. The Hindustan Times, May 3, 1991, p, 9, 
9. The Mil i tary Law Journal , Crime Against women, vo l . 25, 
No. 2, June 1987. 
10. The Hindustan Times, 'The court adopting a c h i l d ' Krish 
HahajaiL,_Sept. 1991. V"— 
1 1 . The Carrier^ and Competition Times, May, 1991. 
But our h a r d - l l n e i r ' p o l i t i c i a n s r a i s e the Issue l i k e 
Babri Masjid-Ram Janam Bhoomi/ shah Bano, Anieena case . 
Ar t i c l e 370, sword o/ Tipu s u l t a n . Abolition of minori ty 
commission. Ban on • s laughter , uniform c i v i l code, Muslim 
fundamentalists are also c rea t ing problem in Kashmir to 
the nat ional un i ty , Punjab i s also inflame, s ikhs demands 
for Khal i s tan . They ereat the atmosphere of communal ism in 
p a r t i c u l a r s t a t e and in general in whole India . The r e a l 
problem which India i s facing are not pro jec ted . 
A feel ing of suspicion and mutual d i s t r u s t enimity, 
d i s l o y a l t y has fur ther widened the gulf between the two major 
communities e s p e c i a l l y Hindus and Muslims, and in general 
among the other communities also Sikhs, Chr i s t i ans Passees 
}chediil£L c a s t e , sjsliedule t r i b e s e t c , A sense of f r u s t r a t i o n , 
unce r t a in i t y among the youths p reva i l ing communal s i t u a t i o n 
i s worstening day by day not only in the sense of r e l i g i o n 
but everything i s highllghtened at the angle of communal ism, 
Hindu fundamentalists are r a i s i n g the solangs e . g , 
p ro t ec t the Hindus, p ro tec t the Hindus cultiiise, Hi^^iu Rastra , 
Hindu unity in the name -integration of India, un i te the 
on one plateform. prevent i n f i l t e r a t i o n from Bangladesh and 
PakistBn-. -Muslims fundamentalists also r a i s e t h e ^ o l a n g s e . g. 
Muslim iden t i ty and cul ture i s at s t a t e Islam i^in—-" ' ' 
danger, 
Sikhs are also not lacking behind pro tec t t|xe_jSikh 
i d e n t i t y and c u l t u r e , Anandpur sahib resolutd^pn Passee;^^; 
Chr i s t i ans / Buddhist, j a in also r a i s e so many siKrh—tWthgs, 
There i s no s ingle problem which causes communal ism 
and d i s in t eg ra t ion of India . There are bunch of problems 
which causes the d i s i n t e g r a t i o n . I t i s not the problem of 
one corner or pa r t of India, The whole India i s in i t s g r i p . 
Res t lessness i s p reva i l ing enerywhere, in every sect ion of 
the sofciety, where i s i t i s l e a d i n g us to ? Are we going to 
back to those darkle frlegHtul (partitioned^ days, we should 
take i t very se r ious ly to solve i t -o therwise i t w i l l not 
lead to one p a r t i t i o n but .^several p a r t i t i o n of the country. 
we wi l l only be responsible for thatTT At" th ls time the re 
i s no B r i t i s h e r s as i t was prev ious ly . 
This hydra-he adedfiroste^ of communal ism has 
succeeded in spreading i t s ^ ^ n t i c l e s in every sphere of our 
l i f e in suc l / a manNiear t h a t we are more or l e s s l i v i n g in 
communaiism at«i_wJ-th communalism. Every person is .J :hreaten 
by t h i s po l lu t ion / we are brea th ing conununalism, e a t i n g 
communalism, profess ing communalism. I t has assumed such a 
mojjrstxosity as if ^ there i s no way out of i t . I t i s t he r e fo re , 
meet ' ^ d proper t o find out if the re e x i s t s any lacuha in 
our secular cons t i t u t i on which fa i l ed to curb the poss ib le 
growth of communalism. Otherwise how i s i t poss ib le for 
communalism to f lour i sh in such (^obundanqe' under such 
cond i t ion . Or was the climate conducive to i t s growth ? Has our 
cons t i t u t i on in any way become instrumental to f a s t e r and 
nur ture i t ? was the seed of the communalism d i s u n i t y and 
discord embedded in our cons t i t u t ion ? Did t h ^ f r a m e ^ of 
the cons t i tu t ion f a i l to not ice i t ? or overlOo)r-±t ? I s the 
secularism or secular minded people ahanged t h e i r mind ? Are 
we not fa i thful and loyal to the country ? The country was 
long ridden by communal v i r u s . This i s not new phenomenon in 
our society or na t ion . All e f f o r t s and measures should be 
taken t o remove i t , rdtots, branches, without leaving any 
loopholes by shaking off a l l weakness, h e s i t a t i o n s or emo-
t i o n a l p u l l s at t he very beginning. Those who t u r n s the 
problems into communal should be d e a l t severely without any 
h e s i t a t i o n . There should be no l a x i t y or compromise at t h i s 
s t age . Caste c o n f l i c t , language r i o t , ( interneeIv^ quarre l 
between sects of the same community, acrimonious r e l a t i o n -
ship between the haves and the have-nots and so on so 
also exacerbate the atmosphere. H i s t o r i c a l , s o c i o l o g i c a l , 
economic and p o l i t i c a l prospect ives of communalism c a n ' t be 
by-passed. 
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The communal Ism passed a pol-1-uted atmosphere, youth 
and chi ldren are involved in thifex^enonouir. communal ism. 
Peace loving people feel suffocatioh^ln communal atmosphere. 
The atmosphere of brotherhood, to le rance and mutual ad jus t -
ment i s turning in to worst form of in tolerance i l l ad jus t -
ment even no adjustment and tha t u l t imate ly leads to 
communalism and communallsm leads to d i s i n t e g r a t i o n . 
In the name of r e l i g i o n , 1 anguagej. caste/, cu l tu re , 
h e r i t a g e an imaginary and a r t i f i c i a l b a r r i e r s ' are e rec ted 
and an i n f e r i o r i t y psyche i s f o i s t e d . The rea l probXem of 
nat ion are kept away so an t i -na t i ona l i s t s ^ - success lon ls t^ 
separat is ts-braised t h e i r head. The r e a l probIem~never 
discussed (not in parliament or s t r e e t s by the p o l i t i c i a n s . 
The people of India are i l l fed half fed, hungry, no food, 
i l l shedded, half ^adde^ , no roof but p o l i t i c i a n s never 
c a r e s , ^ ^ 
communallsm in any form and colour, at any l e v e l , 
of a very l i t t l e ex ten t i s very dangerous for a na t i on . Our 
nat ion can ' t bear more any p a r t i t i o n or d i v i s i o n . I t has 
already devided in 1947, Communallsm Is f i r s t and foremost 
element for d i s i n t e g r a t i o n of na t ion . I t t h r i v e s whenever 
t he re i s difference between one community over o ther commu-
n i t y , r a c e , r e l i g i o n , caste and c u l t u r e , Communallsm i s 
venom to the n a t i o n s . Venom of communallsm wi l l shov; I t s 
e f f e c t s In near fu tu re . 
In t h i s work I have dea l t in f i r s t chapter the 
b r i e f about nat ion in t eg ra t ion , meaning of the secular ism 
as gu i l ty In Indian c o n s t i t u t i o n . Protect ion to d i f f e r e n t 
communities br ief h i s to ry of communalism, ro le of h i s t o r i a n s . 
In second I have dea l t the few fac tors which are 
responsible for d i s in t eg ra t i on of country as well as soc ie ty . 
In t h i r d offences e f fec t ing communal harmony and 
na t iona l i n t eg ra t i on . And in the l a s t chapter I have dea l t 
the preventive measure to control the communalism and na t ional 
d i s i n t e g r a t i o n . 
/ 
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I am ending here with the following para of Raj 
Mohan Gandhi's a r t i c l e in which he compared the days of 
Lincoln and today. 
- 'with malice towards^bnl with char i ty for a l l , with 
firmness in the r i g h t as God gives us to see the r i g h t , 
l e t us see the r i g h t , l e t us s t r i v e t o f in i sh the work we 
are i n , to bind up the n a t i o n ' s wounds to can for wounds 
to case for him who sha l l have borne the b a t t l e and ' for 
h i s widow and h i s orphan, to do a l l whicJiLn\fiY;_achieve and 
cher ish a jus t and l a s t i n g peace amongSgyerselves^and 
with a l l nations* 
Abraham L inco ln ' s 
second Inaugural,March 186 5 
- With char i ty for myself alone and malice for the r e s t , 
with i^5stlncy* in the wrong and h e s i t a t i o n the r i g h t 
pa th , l e t us push on to demolish what o thers may have 
b u i l t , to pierce old scars u n t i l they turn in to fresh 
wounds, to banish from memory Xhim who f e l l from k n i f e , 
b u l l e t or bomb, and h i s widow and h i s orphan, to do a l l 
which may secure an unending chain of reverange d iv id ing 
Indian from Indian and a l l Indians from the world. 
Apparent Indian resolve 1991 
Raj Mohan Gandhi 
* The Hindustan Times, Raj Mohan Gandhi Ar t ic le 
'Independence Supplement', August 15, 1991. 
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CONCEPT AND MEANING OF NATIONAL INTEGRATION 
1. Concept and Meaning : 
In the complex society as our today power is supremecevery 
party, group region want to be powerful above all. Increasing 
tension between the relegious group, ethinic group, caste 
linguistic groups etc. is very common. Fear and mistrust among 
the groups create the tension and which drives the group further 
away from each other. Today the national integration is a vital 
and emergent issue before the nation. National integration is 
important factor in country's progress and achievements but the 
very survival of humanity. Our political Pandits are using very 
frequently this slogan but it only confinds up to the slogans, 
there are not taken positive steps towards this vital issue. It 
requires intelligent, honest and sincere consideration. 
Today the necessity of national integration arises because 
of the increasing instances of inter-group tension. The tension 
become healthier in where the politician play a debious role for 
gaining the power. Ultimately the turmoil and choas vvRTich degrade 
the values in the society. Tolerance, peace and brotherhood are 
the centre or heart of the civilized society, but communal ten-
sions ruin these values. Hate, aggression are new word but those 
were having no values, that is why humanity is survived. Intense 
love to the society in which they belong and intense hatred for 
an outgroup has been invariably admired rather than discouraged. 
In present political war, the national integration lagging 
behind, because present political groups are divided into two 
groups mainly Hardliner i.e. religious fundamentalists and 
Liberal group. They have not belief in religious politics. This 
group is divided into five groups according to Mr. Birendra Prasad; 
Nationalism is classified into five groups namely (l) Moderate or 
Liberal Nationalism (2) Extremist or Militant Nati onalism 
1. Prasad^ Birendra, India Nationalism and Asia, B.Fl. Publishing 
Corporation, Delhi 1st Edition (1979) P. 1. 
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(3) Relegious Nationalism (Hindu Nationalism, Muslim Nationalism 
Sikh Nationalism) (4) Economic Nationalism (5) Secular Nationalism. 
Hindu Nationalism pxote-c-t—the interest of Hindus, Muslim 
Nationalism protect the interest of Muslims, Sikh Nationalism 
protect the interst of Sikhs. But urgent need of the time is not 
above mentioned nationalism, but is of Indian Nationalism.^ *' Which 
can protect the interest of all without any discrimination on the 
basis of caste, creed, culture, language religion, place of birth 
in India. 
Secular nationalism can save the country at crucial juncture 
which is_ the country is facing. Secular minded persons should 
unite and should fought against the communalism and extremist to 
protect the integrity of India. Any part of India is not free 
from problem of regionalism, coummunalism casteistn etc. 
Jawahar Lai Nehru wanted to establish the secular state 
society based on justice and equality to all. Maulana Azad 
critised the policy of Muslim Leugue and 'Two Nation Iheory' 
2 
the creation of Pakistan has not solvea the problem . 
India has long tradition of relegious tolerance which now 
is formed the basis of Indian secularism. India is a country 
like the~'garden in which different kinds of plants are there 
with different flowers in size, colour and perfumes. Same is the 
Indian society having unity in diversity. 
Hate, aggression, violence are the first steps in destruc-
tion of the society ultimately destruction of the nation. 
Intense love to a resticted society is harmful that creat the 
intense hatred to outgroup has been invariably administered 
2. Azad Maulana Abul Kalam, India Wins Freedom, Orient 
Longmans Reprinted (1964) p. 226. 
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rather than discouraged. Human should not adhere to his own 
community only but in civilized society individual must come 
outside his caste, region, relegion for the benefit of the whole 
country and humanity lesser interest of the individual or commu-
nity or relegion or region can be sacrificed at the cost of 
larger interest of the nation which is the supreme and above 
everything. There should be no compromise with the fundamentalist, 
regionalist, linguistic groups whoa£e_creating the scene ofchoas 
and tension in the peace loving society from a centuries. 
'The crucial issue involved in national integration is how to 
fnake vai:ipAJL,s^ section of the people and organised group subordinate 
their narrow loyalties to larger loyalty, how to make them see 
that their primary and most important loyalty is to India as whole, 
rather than to caste or tribe into which they are born, the 
relegious community through which their spiritual needs are 
^ 3 
satisfied, the language they speak etc' 
Integration is not other than emotional integration. This is 
needed at this crucial juncture. In the minds of youth and chil-
dren must be inculcated with emotional integration, they are 
future of India, and integration is above all. 
National integration has generally three obvious symbols 
embodied in the flag, the anthem and the language of communica-
tion. This unity was achieved under the c^ ongress flag with the 
'Bandematram' as the accepted and respected anthem and the English 
language. Congress flag is now a national flag, there is no 
controversy regarding the flag and the national anthem. Now the 
government declared the Hindi as a national language. It is also 
3. P.S. Namboodrlpad, 'National Integration* Minorities and Law 
'Indian Minorities' S.C. Thanvi, Dean Faculty of Law, 
University of Jodhpur, p. 96. 
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accepted to all without any controversy. Hindi has no enimity 
with other languages. The problem is this that the lingual 
diversity in India is great. In South India they have tlieir own 
regional language.. Flegional political Pandits declare the war 
against theHindi language. 
Inspite of all these diversities tjie population are held 
under the same umberella. English language is acting as a cement-
•"- — — " ' 
ing factor between the North and South. 
We, Indians, today have a mammoth task before us the task of 
building up of the unity and solidarity of our people. India has 
often stood up like a huge and so lidflike Himalyan mountain in 
the face of danger like foreign attack, armed conflicts, external 
aggression on our territary. Occasions of brifor-t.unate and distur-
bing devisions on the basis of reJegion, caste, culture, region 
have appeared in our society and have weakened the very basis of 
our solidarity. The National integration refers to the bonds 
tying together the people of a particular country into a unified 
relationship. India declared 'unity in diversity', however, it 
Would be dangerously blind to existing situations to believe this 
implicity for there is more diversity than unity at present. 
Problem of Indian nationalism is more complex. 
In a vast country like India the problem of national inte-
gration is related to discovery of one's identity in a multi-
lingual, multi-relegious, multi-cultural and regional diversities' 
in state. The communiti^es revolve round relegion, language, 
culture, region and history. It is often happens the unbalanced 
progress of one community against the otlTers^Teads people to 
their own communal cocoons and vested interest develops in their 
groups behaviour. Even educational institutions, student associ-
ation and the communal virus through text books have all disturbed 
national integration and counter measures have to be taken to wean 
away these structures from communalism. 
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National integration can be cemented only with the positive 
steps for the social and economic progress. The government should 
take the social economic upliftment is essential item to raise 
the economic condition of different segments. 
•Integration in fact is a mixture of regional nationalism, 
social values political system and national welfare and security. 
Indian people must be acquinted with all these to root-out 
communal riots. India has had a tradition of tolerance and the 
country has, by and large, maintained internal unity. The present 
constitution, parliamentary democracy, federation, policies of 
socialism and secularism help the ideological bases of national 
integration. The whole political system have ^capacity to promote 
unity in diversity. . The concepts of a single citizenship and 
strong centre are ample safeguards against any fragmentation of 
4' the country 
National integration can't be left to government only. 
Personal and group efforts to establish national entity to pro-
mote national integration. A National integration council with 
the Prime Minister at the head was established in 196^ 8.' The 
government decided after communal riots of 1979 and 1980, to 
review National integration council after a lapse of 12 year in 
1980.^ In New year^T992 Prime Minister P.V. Narsimha Rao also 
called the meeting of National Integration Council for solving 
the problem of Punjab, Kashmir and other related problems like 
Babri Masjid and Ram Janam Bhumi . 
4. Advanced General Studies for Civil Services Exam. 1989 
Unique Publication, 8th Revised Ed. 1989. 
5. Ibid. 
6. Nav Bharat Times (Hindi) January 2, 1992. 
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National integration means revival of lost sense of 
responsibility towarcis the couritiy, the re-af f irrnation of our 
trust in the prevailing democratic set-up of the nation, devotion 
to the nation, building activities, uprooting evil practices 
like corruption, providing adequate means of livelihock/and employ-
ment and above all to evolve and promote the golden principle of 
'one for all and all for one*. National integration stands for 
unity, love and co-operation among the people of different 
communities. It means national unity or a feeling of oneness or 
combining the people beloning to different castes and creeds into 
a single whole. All our religious social, lingual and cultural 
differences should be merged to form a colourful mosaic in which 
each element will retain its best individuality but still contri-
bute its best to the growth of unity and harmony in this country. 
Thus present situation in India, is very depressing so the 
thought of unity and brotherhood can't make home in the minds of 
masses if their servival and existance is in danger. National 
integration requires courage and far sightedness to dissolve all 
our communal, lingual, cultural and relegious differences. 
'Perhaps more blood has been shededin the name of relegion 
" " • ^ 
than in the name of anything else'. Nehru in his famous book 
7 
The Discovery of India had said that,'the communal feelings are 
encouraged by interested parties and fanned by selfish politi-
cians. The communal rivalries exist and the violent act and 
conflicts take place just to exhibit the importance and prestige 
of one relegion over the other. 
Today, even for a very minor and pitty issues, the spirit of 
separation is broadened. The government is sitting over these 
7. Competition Affairs, Sept. 1991, p. 14. 
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issues and is not doing anything to curb these mad activities, 
resulting the loss of life and pioperty. . Today we can find no 
centrifugal personality like Gandhi, Nehru, Maulana Azad^ , 
Shashtri and Indira Gandhi, who can promote the common link of 
brotherhood and communal harmony amongst Indians. 
The need of time is to inculcate in the minds of the Indian, 
feelings of universal brotherhood, communal harmony and mutual 
tolerance. This is clear example of National integration if all 
of us start this work afresh with renewed vigour, enthusiasm and 
zeal to fulfil the greatest need of our motherland today i.e. 
National Integration. 
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2* MEANING OF SECULARISM 
India Is a secular state : 
Meaning and concept : The concept of secularism Is impllcet. In 
the preamble of the constitution which declares to secure to all 
its citizens 'liberety of thought, belief, faith and worship'. 
The 42nd Amendment Act 1976, has inserted the word 'secular* in 
the preamble. Before this Amendment the constitution was secular 
in its aim, object and spirit. But that was not clearly mentioned 
but character of the constitution was secular. India, a secular 
state was never considered as an irrelegious or atheistic state. 
It means the state is neutral in the matter of relegion. It is 
ancient doctrine and culture of the India that the state protects 
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all relegious but interferes with none . Explaining the secular 
character of the Indian constitution the supreme court said 
'There is no misticism in the secular character of the state. 
Secularism is neither anti-God nor pro-God, it treats alike the 
devout, the antagonistic and the atheist. It eliminates God from 
the matters of the state and ensures that no one shall be descri-
9 
minated against on the ground of r_elegion-.-. The state can have 
no relegion of its own. It should treat all relegions equally. 
The state must extend similar treatment to the Church, the Mosque 
and the Temple. In a secular state, the state is only concerned 
with relation between man and man. It is not concerned with the 
relation of man with God. It is left to the individual's cons-
cience. Every man should be allowed, to go to Heaven in his own 
way worshiping God should be according to the dectates of one's 
own conscience . Religion is purly personal matters. State is 
8. Vasudev, V. Vamanji, ILR 1881 Bombay, 80. 
9. St. Xavier's College V. State of Gujrat, AIR 1974 SC 1389. 
10. Downes V. Bidwell, (1901) 182 U.S. 244. 
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not concern with relegion. Individual is free what relegion he 
chooses, how he is following that relegion. The man is not 
answerable to the state for his reiegTous views. The right of 
worship was granted by God for man to worship as he pleased. 
The first Amendment of American constitution says : Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of relegion or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof '. The American 
supreme court in Everson V» Board/observed : 'The establishment 
f 
of relegion clause of the First Amendment means at least this. 
Neither a state nor federal government setup church. Neither can 
they pass laws which aid one relegion, and all relegions a prefer 
one relegion over another '. No tax in amount of large or 
small can be levied to support any relegious activities or 
institutions, whatever form they may adopt to teach a practise 
relegio_n» Neither a state or a fedral government can openly or 
secretly participate in the affairs of any relexiious organisa-
tions or groups and vice versa*. 
According to the Encyclopaedia of Britanica the'secular' 
means non-spiritual, having no concern with relegion or spiritual 
matters anything which is distinct oppose to, or not connec-
ted with the relegion or ac_c 1 isj,^^icB-1 things, temperal or 
opposed tc spiritual or acclislastlcal . The term secular indi-
cate a state of being not connected with, separated from 
12 
relegion . 'In its most universal usage in social sciences the 
term refers to wordly, the civil or the non relegious as distin-
guished from the spiritual and accllsias^ical.The secular is that 
is not dedicated to relegious ends and uses '. The term secular 
11. Encyclopaedia of Britanica Vol. XX (I960), p. 264. 
12. Dr. Luthera V.P., The Secular State and India, Oxford 
University Press, 1st Eddition (1964) p. 15. 
13. A Dictionary of Social Sciences, Edited by Jalles Gould 
and William L. Koeb, 5th Printing (1969), p. 625. 
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means 'Temporal* or wordly 14 
The term 'secular sta^e' Smith D^ E^ ' defines which guarantees 
individual as a citizen irri&«^9-ec4:-4-Are'of his relegion is not 
constitutionally connected to a particular relegion nor does it 
seeks either to promote or interfere with relegion . In opinion 
of_Jimak^ irt__..S-axe4Ta^ 'a secular state is that, which works for the 
benefit of all citizens without any distinction of caste, colour 
or relegion ' . 
Pt. Nehru was a leading champion of a non communal secular 
state . Mahatma Gandhi also viewed the Indian politics from 
non-communal point, he propogated the humansim and releglous 
tolerance, and*non-intereference'. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17, 
Websters New Twenteth Century Dictionary Vol. II, 2nd Ed. 
1967, p. 1641.'^ ^ ' _ .^  
Smith p.E. India as a secular state,/^Pricicition' University 
Press< New Jersey, (1963) p. 4. ^ — ^ 
Dr. Saxena/,Um,akant, A Secular State and Its Institutional 
rerTrr7t^ ay7Ti^ rP?akashan, Bhopal, 1st Ed. (1964) p. 14. 
Palmer-NToT^e Indian Political System, Houghton Miff in 
Compan'y, Bostan 2nd Ed. (1971) p. 109. 
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3. ANTl SECULAR PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES 
No doubt Indian constitution is secular and democratic in 
its real sense but there are certain provisions and aspects which 
are in not in accordance with the principles of secularism. 
(ii) Special Provisions and Reservations : One of the anti-secular 
principles can be traced in Articlel5(4) and 16{4) by which state 
can make provisions for advancement of backward classes and 
reservations of appointments or posts in favour of any backward 
class. This created caste and communal consciousness and vested 
interest in economic, social and educational reservation. 
(ii) Prohibition on Cow Slaughter : Article 48 of the constitution 
direct the state to prohibit cow slaughter. Many states have 
pass e dthe le^s_Xa t i oia jjg—thi s effect, can jiot be called secular. 
The reason 'cow* has certain relegious references especially to 
Hinduism. 
(iii) Representation on the basis of Releqion and Caste : Reservation 
based on relegiojT^nd caste is also contrary to the principles 
of secularism. Representation of the Anglo Indian in the House 
of people (Article 331) and in Legislative Assembly of the states 
(Article 333). The reservation of seats for schedule caste and 
sche^iUe tribes in the House of People (Article 330) in the 
Legislative Assemblies of the states (Article 334). 
(iv) Procedure of Oath : The constitutation of India, no doubt 
vested sovereignty in the people of India and not in the God. 
Oath by the President, the Governors, Prime Minister etc. is 
taken in the name of God or solemnly affirm his loyalty to the 
constitution. 
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Flecently, in 1991 U.P. Government headed by BJP*s Kalyan 
Singh as a Chief Minister and his cabinets took the oath in the 
name ^hagwan and shouted slogans like Jai Shia Ram on the floor 
of the House. It is a non secular practice. Taking oath in the 
name of God is not compulsory. This constitutional practice is 
contrary to the Dictionary meaning of the secularism which exclude 
all references to God. There is also a practice of taking oath 
in the courts of Indian in the name of God or touching Gita or 
•Quran' etc. is also anti-secular. The^^ojistitution of India 
as well as pe-opljes. Representative Act prohibit anti-secular 
activities I ~~~ — 
(V) Performance of Releqlous Ceremonies; The state dignitaries like 
President, Governor, Prime Minister and other Minister, Officer 
and V.I.P. perform reJ^ egjjiiLS-_^  ere monies at public functions. 
They should avoid all these because they represent all the people 
and not a particular community. But they start with Pooja, 
Bhumi Poojan etc. It encourage the relegious sentiments of other 
communities. The practice of new project with an relegious 
ceremony such as 'Breaking of Coconuts, invocati'^ rT'of Hiitdtr-Gta-d-. 
The presence of the VIP at these functions gives a official 
recognisition, which is against the constitution and its spirit. 
There is well known practice that in every public office i.e. 
NatJ.onalise Banks, Railway Offices, Police Stations and Courts 
have idols of different Gods. The constitution prohibits any 
state relegion, officers are _^ ±^ai_ej_^  hand and foot of the 
government, so they should avoid all these activities. 
(vi) Relegious Demands of Political Parties : The political parties 
fn rndi''§l^ ake relegious, communal, regional, lingual, caste, 
based demands and nlay dirty politics. The declares 'Dharam-
yudh', party like BJP, Muslim League, JKLF^ -tltFAT- MNF. etc. 
should be banned. There should be restriction on these parties. 
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In 1991, General Election (Mid Term Poll) BJP raised the Mandlr 
issue, Janta Dal ~ Mandal issue, Imam Bukhari of Delhi issued 
fatwa to vote particular party. All these activities are against 
18 
the spirit of the constitution. Rajiv Gandhi started his elec-
tion compaigning after getting blessing from Deoraha Baba. 
Bhartiya Janta Party's whole UP cabinet visited Ayudhaya a 
19 disputed place after taking oath , just for political gain. 
(vii)Use of Media : It is my personal experience that after 80's 
the communal feelings spreaded the role of media is not very 
hopeful, showing of flamayana, MahabharatancT^ead bodies in 
communal clashes increases the tension between communities. 
Energy of youth westjui_J,n relegiojj^ s festivals. When Muslims 
decorates the houses and markets in Bara Flabi Ulwal in reaction 
Hindu decorates in their festivals and vicp versa, tlie electric 
is wasted nobody pays electric charges evefi in releginus 
ceremonies. 
(viiijOther Practices : There are several other practices which are 
against the spirit of constitution. Government not only recog-
nises but observe the public holidays on relegious festivals of 
all the communities, Hindu, Sikhs, Muslims, Christians, Bhudha^ 
Jain, and Parsi etc. 
Temples and Mosque are common in public offices, hardly any 
Police station. Railway station, Court compound and Govt, 
colonies are left without relegious places. Educational institu-
tion named as Hindu School, College and University, Muslim School, 
College and University, Christian, Sikh School, College and 
University. All these are contrary to the constitution and 
increases the communal feelings. Similarly there are separate 
18. The Times of India, May 10, 1991, New Delhi. 
19. The Hindustan Times, July 1, 1991, New Delhi. 
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hostels for students on the basis of caste and relegjj 
Separate Herijan colonies are established by the government, it 
must be avoided in all circumstances. All the above mentioned 
and many other inconsistences are found in Indian secularism 
Indian constitution should be more secular in its spirit, 
f—-
principles of secularism must be followed in real social and 
practical life in the country. 
Secularism is not a political concept. It is a philosphy 
of-—life and its ideal is progress in human life in the present 
wordyirrespective of man's relegion, sect, colour. Secularism 
does not accept anything which makes difference betvyeen man and 
man. It is most effective cement force for national integration 
It is. thread which unite the society as well as nation and 
eradicate"the'commurTalism, casteism, sectarianism from country. 
Secularism in India is the need of the society and nation as 
whole at this juncture. It is essential for peace, unity, 
integrity and progress of the nation. It must be preserved at 
,20 • 
any cost 
20. The Competlon Master,'Secularism and India', March, 1986. 
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4. PROTECTION OF THE MINORITIES IN INDIAN CONSTITUTION 
Who Is the Minority 7 
India has a composite polulation (multi relegi^iL§, multi-
lingual, multi-cultural and relegious based state). The Indian 
society lacks homogeneity, there exist numerous relegi_o_us,_ 
cultural and linguistic groups. There Hindu, Muslim, Christian, 
Parsis, Sikh, Buddhist, Jain etc. reJ_egioj2s_l,n India. Each 
releg^on is again divided within it in sect and dominations. The 
constitution has given recognition to number of languages Ir^^^^Jiight 
schedule of Indian constitution. Most of languages have own stert~^ s 
and each state has lingustic minority groups. The cultural 
pattern vary_43-4cJ£e^ _^  place and state to state. There .are Anglo-
Indian a community based on racial, religions and linguistic 
factors. The framers of an Indian constitution faced a very 
complicatedta^lr''Trr^evising suitable safeguards to meet the heeds 
and aspirations of these various sections, groups and classes of 
the people. Some of these groups are microscopic they need much 
more attention to preserve their own cultures, relegious, ^ _,. 
languages. Framers of ttio const 1 L iit: Ion pai<i more attention to the 
miTTorTties problems and tried to do their best to safeguards and 
"C ~—' ""' 
interest whether based on relegion, culture language and 
economic to give them sense of security. 
Tlie word minority lias not been defined in t\\e constitution 
but the constitution specifically recognised relegious, linguistic, 
cultural minorities and educationally bac k war oc lasses" scliedule 
castes, schedule tribes etc. 
The question of definition arose in the Kerola Education 
Bill Case^ -^ . 
21. In The Kerola Education Bill, AIR 1958 S.C. 456. 
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Problems of minorities are not similar in every places or in 
every minority. Different minorities have different problems. 
Muslim have different problems, Sikhs have different, Parsis, 
Christiany^ave different, Lihguistic, cultural have different 
,.pi(ibieiiis^ Educationally, socio-economically backwarBTTTnorities 
have different problems. 
The term minority occurs in the articles 29 and 30 and protect 
the interest of tho minorities. The constitutional provisions are 
made in Articles 29 and 30 of the Indian constitution. In this 
context Ga.jendraqadkar has remarked that 'the provisions of these 
two articles indicate that while providing for common secular citi-
zenship and guaranteeing common fundamental rights and imposing 
fundamental obligations on all citizens alike the constitution 
makers were conscious of the fact that, relegious or linguistic 
minorities needed protection in respect of their language script 
and culture and tliey did not hesitate to make appropriate provisions 
that behalf ,22 
Article 29 and 30 are unique and thereis no similar provi-
sions in the constitut: 
more secular than even 
o//J!nA. Those provisions make out state 
23 ited states of America 
The text of these two Articles reads as follows: 
Article 29 (l) 'guarantees to any section of the citizens 
residing in any part of India having a distinct language, script 
or culture of its own, the right to conserve the same, i.e. 
language, script or culture. 
22. GajendragaciJ$.ax^ ,.,P^ B. Secularism and the constitution of India 
UrrTveTsTtyof Bombay, First Edition (I97i; p. 64. 
23. Dr^ B^asjIIii.n; , Introduction to th^ constitution of India 
PreTTElce Hall of India, Pvt. Ltd.HlevirD-elhi, Tenth Edition 
(1983}, p. Ill 
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Article-29 (2) according to whiich no citizen shall be denied 
admission into any education institutions maintained by the state 
or receiving aid out of the state.t4=m4s on grounds only of 
relegion, race, caste, language (ii^ any of . 
Artiele-30 'Which says that all minorities whether based on 
relegion or language shall have the right to establish and admi-
nister educational institutions of their choice'. 
This right is further protected by Article-30(2) which 
prohibits the state in granting aid to educational Institution from 
discriminating against any educational institutions on the gound 
,^^ " ""' 
that it is under the management of minority whether based on 
25 
r^ eJ,e;£ionor language 
The problem of our constitutioji which speaking justice, social 
economic and politic^ aX» to be secured to all its~^ITizens, 
as one of^ it-s—aTms the (promoting among them all : Fraternity 
assuring the dignity of the individual and the unity of the nation. 
The constitution adopted two methods for protecting the minorities. 
First, the guarantees of what might be described as negative 
quality, which protected them from possibility of discrlFninatory 
treatment. 
Second is positive right on members of minority groups which 
they shared with other citizens of the country i.e. Equality 
before the law (Article 14), in particular, prohibition of discri-
mination on grounds of relegion,,race, caste, sex or place of birth 
(Article 15)equality of opportunity in matters of public employ-
ment (Article 16), well known six right to freedom (Article-19), 
the right to freedom of conscience and free profession, practice 
and propagation of relegion (Article 25) and freedom to manage 
24. Dr. Pandey, J.N., Constitutional Law of India, 21st Edition, 
1990, p. 206. 
25. Ibid. 
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relegious aftairs given to releqious denominations or sections 
'thereof (Article 26), special rights guarantee! to conserve their 
distinct language, scrfpt^or culture ancniie right to establish 
and administer educational institutions of their choice (Article 
29 and 30). The constitution specifically recognises ^legious^ 
minorities, lingustic minorities, cultural minorities, minorities 
prossessing special script of their own u|xto£hables » socially 
and educationally backvyard classes, schiedu_le__c.ast€s and schedule 
tribes. 
The constitution was provided ample safeguard for the 
protection of minorities in India, no one can findi 
same in other constituion of the world. 
('i) Safeguards to Minorities : Constitutional Principles, Policies 
and Framework : 
In our constitution minoiities has been protected under 
several aspects. Framers of the constitution faced very compli-
cated task in devising suitable safeguards to meet the needs of 
various sections, groups and classes. 
First and loteiiiost ArLic ie-^ .; which is considered as heart 
of the Indian constitution. Article 226 and 32 are also important 
for majority and minority, fundamental rights also preserve the 
minorities rights. A wide lange of minorities rights are covered 
by the constitutional provisions relating to the fundamental 
rights. Article 14, IL), 16 and 29(2) seek to protect them from 
hostile and discriminatory state action. Article 15(2), 17, 23 
and 24(2) are examples of constitutional provisions made to 
remove social and economic disabilities of the depressed classes 
of people, and theuntochability (offences) Act of 1955. Article 
25-30 provides for safeguarding relegion and culture of minority 
groups in India. Article 46 requires the state to take special 
case in promoting the educational and economic interests of the 
weaker sections of the people and in particular of the ^ schedule 
2/ 
castes and scliedule tribes. Article 38 requires the state to 
promote the welfare of the people by securing a social order based 
on social, economic and political justice. The constitutional 
provisions concerning elections, such as adult suffrage, also 
strengthen the position of the minorities and give them full 
political rights. There are some specific provisions regarding 
the social, economic, educational and cultural rights of the mino-
rities. Eventhough it can't be said that minorities problem has 
been solved. The new problems arises time to time place to place, 
2 5.=.-
region to region etc." . 
Minorities (relegious, cultural, linguistic and ethanic 
minorities) rights'has been protected in Indian constitution.. Both 
the majority''''anarTnrnority are arixious to preserve their peculiar 
cultural features, relegious practices and social institutions. 
In our secular and democratic country the interest of all has been 
kept mind. Equality Is the basic thing to all Indians. Consti-
tution protects the rights social, economic and political justice 
to all. The constitution provisjiins concerning election, such as 
adult suffrage, right of constesting election also strengthen the 
position of the minorities and give them full political rights and 
protects them from discrimination. Political rights of minorities 
are not less tlian majority. 
In addition to the political safeguards granted to the mino-
rities, the constitution also creats an administrative apparatus 
to supervise ttie implementation of the safeguards granted to the 
minorities and also to bring to notice of the governments and the 
legislatures concerned any defects, lapses or drawbacks to protect 
27 
these groups 
26. Minorities and the Law 'Safeguards to Minorities : Constitu-
tional Principles, Policies and Framework, M.P. Jain, 
Edited by Mohammad Imam,.Indian Law Institute, New Delhi, P. 2. 
27. Minorities and Law, 'Safeguards to Minorities : Constitutional 
Principles Policies and Framework M.P. Jain, P. 22. 
Reservations of seats on the basis of population has been 
granted to schedule caste and schedule tribes in parliament and 
in various legislature. Provision has been made for nomination 
of representative of the Anglo-Indian Comrnunitybto Parliament and 
the state legislature members of these communities can contest 
28 
eJ.ectlon in general seal also 
It is worth while to remember in this connection what Frank 
29 
Anthony said about this problem in constituent Assembly 
'I believe that today the condition are a chall encje to the 
minorities. Every wise minorities will look forward to tlie time 
sooner or later when it will take its place not under communal 
label or designation but as part and parcel of the Indian commu-
nity I say to tliem, let us march forward inspired by this 
spirit. Let us work up for this goal, and we shall sooner than 
l^t_e^_..^siiaJJ.^_ciiiimiui]La4;__l^  be bound together by all compelling 
sense of belonging to one Indian community*. 
All the constltjjtion ^ goaranted some fundamental rights but )' ^ 
Constitution of India has given special rights to the minorities/-'^ 
communities. Minorities and majority are living together here V 
for centuries with their linguistic, cultural releaious diversities. 
_rhe_J_amouiL_.s4y^ of Mahtma Gandhi^ He said 'I do not want my 
house to be walled in an all sljjes and my windows to be stuffed. 
I Want tlie cultures of all levels to be blown about my house as 
freely as possible. But I refuse to be blown off my feet by any'. 
In our country with its diverse culture, rejpgi Qn__^nd^ language 
maximum possible freedom is granted to the minorities in the 
28. Supra 
29. Minorities The Law : The Need for Minority Rights A.A. Pylee 
Principal 
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constitution to evolove the faith and confidence in minorities 
into an integrated nation. In India millions of people belongs 
to minority (linguistic and releqions). These ri<)hts are essen-
tials to brought up the level of minority equal to majority so 
equaliberium, unif^ ermi:fc--y--will be maintained and integrity and 
nationhood can be maintained, 
(ii) Constitution Protection to Cultural and Linguistic Minorities; 
People love their language without any relegious differ-
ences Muslim of Tamilj(, Kerala used the language as mother longue 
Kannad, Malyalum as their medium. 
But the minorities_Jias been given the protection of their 
^ — - — ^ ^ — • — ^ ^ 
language. In his tenth report, commissioner for Lingustic mino-
rities pointed out that the sta'te of Haryana, Jammu and Kashmir, 
Macihya Pradesh, Maharastra and Punjab did not comply with provi-
sions of Article 3bOA regarding provision of adequate facilities 
for instruction in mother tongue at primary stage to public 
belonging to linguistic minorities . This will cause difficulty 
to linguistic minorities who may not have sufficient resources to 
seen theirprivate school. This will be the fair to the minorities 
Some specific safeguards guaranteed to the linguistic mino-
lities by the constitution namely Article 29(1) and (2), 30(1) and 
(2j 347 and 3bU of the constitution. Article 29(1) guarantees to 
any section of the citizens residing in any part of India having 
a distinct language, script or culture of its own, the rightto 
deserve the same, i.e. language, script or culture. Article 29(2) 
according to wfiich no citizen shall be denied admission into any 
31 
30. Report of the Commissioner for Linguistic Minorities 80 
(1968) 
31. Report of the Commissioner for Linguistic Minorities 92 
(1969). 
32 
30 
educational institutions maintained by the state or recieviny aid 
out of state funds on grounds only of relegion, race, caste, 
language or any of them. This article applies~^nly to citizens' 
Article 29(1) and (2) and 30(1) and (2) are fundamental rights of 
linguistic minorities. Article 350A direct every state and local 
authority within the state to provide adequate facilities for 
instruction in the mother-tongue at the primary stage of education 
of the children of linguistic minorities groups. It empowers the 
president to issue directions to any state as he considers nece-
ssary or properly him for securing the provision of these facili-
ties. Article 350B creating an agency for supervising the safe-
guards for linguistic minorities. 
•^" the Kerala Education Bill 1957 the president referred 
to the s^ upreme court for its validity whether provisions of^ '^ iTls' 
impose serious restriction on the right of the Anglo-Indians 
other communities in administration of their educational institu-
tion, aid and recognised by government. The supreme court has 
ristriction infringed the rights of minorities not only under 
Article 337 but also under 30(2) and hence void. 
In D.A.V. College, Bhatinda V. State of Punjab^^- The univer-
sity declared that Punjab; would be the sole medium of instruc-
tion in the affiliated colleges. The court held the right of the 
minority to establish and administer educational institution of 
their choice include the right to have a choice of medium of 
instruction, univoisity ciirectly Irifruiginq Llie lights of 
•i,^ . 
ti^^Jio have an instructuions in Hindi as their own language, 
therefore was violative of Article 29(l) and 30(1). 
34 
In All Bihar Christian School Assn. V. State of Bihar , the 
32. Pandev Dr. J.N. Constitutional Law of India, 21st Edition 
(1990) p. 206. 
33. AIR 1971 SC 1731. 
34. AIR 19B8 SC 305. 
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petitioner, a reiegious minority society has challenged the 
constitutional validity of the Bihar Non-Government Secondary 
School (Taking over of Management and Control) Act 1981 on the 
ground that it was iviolative of Article 3d7of the constitution. 
The supreme cpurt that the taking over onify when the Managing 
coMrirtirgg-of recxxgrrrs^ cTIrTirToTTty schools vol^ u^ntary made an 
educational olfer. The section 318 are regulatory in nature. 
The Management is free to administer its school in accordance 
with rules. The selection and appointment is left to management 
of the school. Government see the qualified teachers are appointed 
their salary, security and tenure. They are observing the 
principles of natural justice. 
(iii) Constitutional Protection of Educational Institution of 
Minorities in India : Article 30(1) guarantees to all 
linguistic and reiegious minorities the right to establish and the 
right to administer educational institution of their own choice. 
Article 30(2) which prohibits the state in granting aid to educa-
tional institutions from discriminating against any educational 
institutions on the ground that it is under the management of 
35 
minority whether based on relgqlon or language 
The constitution declares it to be a fundamental rights of 
minorities. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar explained in draft Article: 
'The present situation.... is that we have concerted 
that into a fundamental right so that if a state made any law 
which is inconsistent with the provisions of this article then 
that much of the law would be invated ,36 State can regulate the 
institution in the interest of tli.e constitution in the interest of 
35. Dr. Pandey J.N. Constitutional Law of India, 21st Edition, 
1991, p. 206. 
36. 7 CA.D. 923. 
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employees and public at large but that should not be against 
the minorities. ) / 
37 State of Bombay V. Bombay Educational Society : Supreme court 
struck down the order of the Bombay Government, banning admission 
of those whose language was not English into school as medium of 
instruction because it denied admission solely on the ground of 
language. It would not be valid even of the object for making 
it was the promotion or advancement of national language. S. Azeez 
Basha V. Union of India : In this case sugi:eme court held that 
Aligarh Muslim University is not^ __e5tablished by minorities_ 
(Muslim) but efstablished urToer^ nETTe'^ sl;atute so they can not 
claim right to maintain and administer the same. 
39 In Mark Netto V. Govt, of Kerala : The appellant was manager 
of a f\oman catholic Mission school Trivendrum for boys, applied 
to the Education Authorities in Kerala for permission to admit 
girl students in their High School. Educational Authorities 
refused to give sanction for admission of the girls students under 
Kerala Education Rules, 19b9 becaused school was not established 
as mixed school and there was a facility for the education of the 
girls in Muslim Girls School within the radium of one mile. The 
appellant challenged the Authorities and'said rules violative 
of Article 30(l). Supreme court held tfiat rule was not applicable 
to the minority educational institution. The rule does not 
authorise Authorities to refuse permission to admit the girl 
students and violative of Article 30. Again following the 
— — - = = - 4Q 
Christian Medical College Hospital Employees, Union , ruling the 
37. M\\ 1954 SC. 561. 
38. S. Azeez Basha V. Union of India, ATH (196R) SC. 662. 
39. AIR 1979 SC. 83. 
40. AIR 1988 SC 37„ 
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supreme court in All Bihar Christian School Assn. V. State of 
41 
Bihar held that the statutory measures regulating standard 
and excellence of minority educational institutions are not 
violative of minorities right in Article 30(l) of the constitution. 
It requires the appointment of trained teachers, salary, security 
of tenure, retirement age, service condition must be based on 
rules of natural justice. Selection and appointment is left to 
Management of School. The government have given several rights 
tor the protecting the majority. Minority can feel securQ in this,, 
cpngl^tions. The basic aim and objective of the framers of Indian 
constitution is to protect the meniorities_j__^ 
41. AIR 1988 SC. 305. 
:u 
b. BhlllF ]]1S10HY or CUMMVNALISM 
^^^ Communal Ism of Ancient History : , cominunalism is also 
created by the inteipietation and understanding of Indian History. 
Indian history is not limited to medie^ yal or modern periods of 
history but it also prevert the interpretation and understanding 
of ancient Indian history. Hindu comniunalist try and project an 
THeal Hindu society in ancient period and attributes the ills of 
India to the coming of the 'Muslims'. Equally, Muslim communalist 
try^ -^ -mi prove the riots of separati sm f rom the<;''^ e^ ninC(^ of the 
medienal p'eriod onward 
It is forgetten that historical interpretation can be the 
product of a contemporary ideology. The choice of events was 
important factors. Interpretation is also influenced by the 
priorities which a historian takes and willing to be critical and 
analytical about his source^. 
Jame^ Mills^ j utilitarean XH-j^ory of Briltish India' in which 
he ]:aid the foundation tor a/comrrKmal interpretation of Indian 
history and thus provided ;t'he histo^i^l justification for two-
nationtheory. He was the' first historian to develop the thesis 
of deviding Indian history into three periods. Which he called 
Hindu civilisation, Muslim civilisation and British civilisation 
(ijTt^ £re;^ jtiixigJ^  enough, not Christian civilisation). Mills 
nomenclature was based on relegious aspect. Mill was severly 
c___—-—^  ^ 
critical of Hindu culture and described it as being backward in 
mical to progress and anti,-^ ational. This' led to Indian historians 
42. Bipinchandra Romila ~ Coinmunalism and the writing of the 
Indian History. 
having defined 'Hindu civilisation* even if it meant overglori-
43 fying the ancient past 
Glorifying the ancient past is legitimate to some extent 
because it is characteristic of all national movement, culture 
and heiltage. But it should be avoided where in the name of past 
heritage or culture present/of future of India is at stake. The 
communal approach does not sriways express itself openly or in a 
consciously antagonistic projection of a particular group, sect 
a relegion. What is more harmful is the communal or near communal 
assumptions. These assumptions are no longer questioned or 
challenged. The vast majority of historians accept these assump-
tion as truth without analysing. Student of history keep in 
memory and which they tJTe^ i_go op^-f^reat^ir^^and^nf.initumNeven 
when they be^ ?)rfie~Yeacher. fleeerHvly_-fe4-)-e'^ tudents eyeTi~TpacFeF^used 
the unauthentic text books, some culture are in^rmixed by histo-
rians i.e. Aryans and .Harrapan, in spite of the fact the Archae-
cological evidence is quite contrary. The great heroes of early 
Indian history Ajatashatru, Chajidragupta Maurya, Kanishka, 
Samudragupta(^Hassel^, a^ilakeshin"-)'!!, Mahendravaraman Pallava, 
Rajendra Chola et al, are the heroes primarily because they were 
concfuerers thousands of students of history proclaim Samudragupta 
as the Indian Nepolean. Mahmud of Ghazni is primarly associated 
as the despoiler of temples and breaker of idols. He was Muslim 
the assumption being that the Muslim would despoil temples and 
break idols because Islamic relegion is opposed to idol worship. 
Harsh, the eleventh centuiw kincT of Kashmir is also des-
poiler of temples. It can't be thought that he was not relegious 
but he plundered the temples for wealth. Communal interpretation 
43. Romila Thapar, Harbans Mukhia Bipin Chandra - Communalism 
and Writing of Indian History. 
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of history is poor quality. If the assumption is weak in 
evidence amr'Tup^o^PE^—they must be discarded. Historians cannot 
allow the discipline of history to degenerate to extent that 
false history becomes political mythology. 
ii) /tJAedienalxIndian History and the Communal Approach : 
ihe study of the history should be the social cliange, set 
up, administration etc. not on the basis of the ruler to which 
he belongs, y'Vye have Ziauddin Barani's, Tarlkh-i-Firuzushahi, 
Abdul Fazals', Akbar Nama. Zia Darani's work the Fatawa-i-
Jahandari, which has been translated into English by Prof. M. 
Habib and Mrs. Afsar Khan under the title The Political Theory 
of The Delhi Sultanate. Barani suggested that the high birth, 
i^ Glected group rule and advisory members were free to express 
:heir view. The threat to the identity of Hindu Rajas,^oas/^ 
t\anas rais, Zamindars etc, who were significant past of tKe 
uling class not to all those common Hindus. Hirvud community 
which was politically and socially important, it has been used 
almost in a political rather than relegious sense. Conflict were 
I 
within the ruling class of Muslims and Hindus not on social 
level 
The modern secular historians understood the terminology 
used by the contemporary histoiians to apply to the wliole society. 
Conflict to tlie ruling class is understood to conflict at an 
social level. Sultan Ala-ud-din Khalji who took strong measures 
to suppress rebellions Hindu Za^ mihdar (along with no less strong 
measures to suppress the Muslim iqtadars, including very pious 
people wlio has nothing to do wiffT'rebeilllDn). Ala-ud-din Khalji 
was a sultah who cared not a thing for the Islamic law whether in 
matter of state or in his private life. Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb 
44. Harbans Mukhia - Communalism and the Writing of Indian 
History. 
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to convert some politically important individual or families are 
patrayed as attempt to convert the Hindus into Muslim at the 
social or mass level. It is interesting that the more communal 
a Fiindu historiajis. is today the more be relies on the wards of 
contemprary orthodox Muslim historian. 
* 
The 'Nationalist' historians tried to meet the challenge of 
the communalist with all sincerity, but unfortunately they chose 
to fight the adversary on his ground. Communal historians praise 
Akbar's liberal policy to isolate other medieual rulers. When we 
study the history of society rather than history of individual 
our wtiole communal approach will cliange. Tension within ruling 
class for obvious political or economic reasons are often given a 
relegious or ideological colour. 
> » — I • — ' ' 
There is no evidence indeed, to suggest that in state 
engaged itself in converting the Hindus into Muslims on a mass 
level or in a fQ|rment, zealous effort to propogate the faith. 
The conversion by state we know of are conversion of politically 
important indivisual or families but never at the mass level. 
It was tlioughL LliaL Zazia was a compulsion on the Hindus 
to becoming Muslim. But Muslim have to pay Zakat which was tax 
levied exclusively on the Muslim. Damolition of temple could not 
have been meant for winning over the Hindus to Islam. Generally 
temples are demolished in the territory of enemy not in territory 
of sultan's because temples were considered as conspiracy or 
rebellion centre, same thing did the Hidu rulers. Subhatavarman, 
the Parmara ruler (1193-1210 AD), attacked Gujrat and plundered 
a large number of Jain temples at Dabhoi and Cambay. Harsh, 
ruler of Kashmir plundered all the temples in his own kingdom. 
By nationalist historeanis is meant those who believed that in 
medieual Indian history was not a picture of unmitegated^Communal 
conflict but of a glorious communal harmony. 
38 
But state did not engage itself in any mass scale conversion. 
(iii) Historians of Modern India and Communalism : 
'It is great question why communalism arose and grew 
in modern India spread of communalism is from last 100 yrs. We 
note that both nationalism and communalism are the products of 
a similar modern process the growing economic, political and 
administrative unity of the country. According to Dr. Romila 
Thapar and Shri Harbans Mukhia communalism was not exist in the 
ancient and medieual__-p«riods. It means that Tt is product of 
modern India Nationalism is an ideology that develops in identity 
of common interest of Indian people, in particular against the 
common enemy, foreign iimperiaiism. On the other hand conimunalism 
is developed in certain section in certain area. Communalism is 
generated by the lack of deeper penetration of nationalist out 
look and ideology. New national identity needed. Identity 
around religion was of course can not only^ ojie__a-va44ai) 1 e. Caste, 
''"^ ———^ 4^ 
language, tribe, region can serve the purpose 
Historians_axe the terrnjjin^ u J^eaders or Muslim leaders. 
They iare not cbhe-;sive unit at the villege, town or city level 
with communal bent of mind towards a community. British histo-
rians and administrator also had limitated and developed the 
'Hindu-Muslim' approach to Indian "history and also talked caste 
and race (Bengali race, Punjabi race, Maratha race^ec'.:). They 
write about Braiimin domination of the Martha empire in the same 
manner as Muslim domination of the Delhi Sultanate. Many writers 
are promoting communalism, casteism and linguism, regionalism. 
4b. Bipin Chandra - Cominunalism and Writing of Indian History. 
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Bipin Chandra explained his experience that one of his 
student cleared about communalism after every discussion but 
next time again question about communalism comes into his mind. 
Because the communalism is penetrated very deeply in the mind, 
even in the minds of those who are pucca, nationalist or super 
nation alist. This is mainly due to communal history approach, 
society and cultural influence over own mind. 
'It is also due to lack of secular approach and deeper 
penetration of nationalism. Nationalism can't make appeal 
against communalism because reJ^ g^jjQjj^  elements are there. Our 
educational institutjxiji,- mass media, including newpapers and 
All India Hadio and political parties have made no efforts to 
dessemin.ite ainontj people a modern scientific understanding rind 
awareness of nationalism. They have failed to spread a nationa-
list outlook. Their appeal to nationalism against communalism 
leaves a large number of people cold'. 
Lower caste is suppressed otherwise they will also raise 
the noice against the upper caste as happened in South India. 
Indian historian began to glorify the past. It is not a 
time to deal this. It is high time to deal with national 
identity and pride. /"PaseN 
First step is that is believed that Indian culture, civili-
sation had reached a high water mark, the golden Age in Ancient 
India from which high watermark is gradually slided downwards in 
medie al period branded as period of decay or foreign rule. 
Second step biaminc) the Mughal rule or Muslim rule in 
medieual Indian communal ideology can be uprooted through edu-
cation and mass media and should stop illogical and unhistorical 
view. 
4U 
Our Indian society is full of diverse rele^ jious and cultural 
elements or castes. So glorifying of past is not acceptable 
to vast majority of people eg. Muslim, Sikh, schedjj_le_ caste 
even to schedule tribe. 
Modern Indian historians shovved very little interest in 
nationalism. Many Indian historians project the contemporary 
politics into the past. Modern historians do not expose the bad 
man, traitors to the community or nation and selfish person 
during freedom movements. The careful study of political history 
based on economic interest and political materials and not by 
consideration of relegion, social, cultural history brought out 
forces of culturalc'oper-atio'n .and integration as well as harmo-
nious Hindu Muslim rel<itTonat lower level, village level. 
Punjabi/ Hindu stood closer culturally to a Punjabi Muslim than 
to Bengali Hindu and same is true of a Bengali Muslim in rela-
tion to a Bengali Hindu and a Punjabi Muslim. 
Communal historians of 20's and 30's never tliought that 
country will pay this much or will be damaged to such extent to 
the partition of 1947. Today communal approach had hardly to 
offer and has not only caused intense damage but can cause even 
more of it in the future. It has become tradition with our mass 
media, school text books. All India Radio, T.V. to uncritically 
pass them consequently others can exploit negative features. 
We never tell the people these great men, being men had imperfect 
understanding and also imperfect actions. 
The communal approach to history, the vicarious nationalism 
the inspirit of communalism on the minds of even secular. 
nationalist person through mass media, by the educational system 
is dangerous for future of united India. Highlighting of the 
national heroes through media be chosen very carefully. 
4 1 
A child or an adult who heard of fiana Pratap or Shivaji 
as nulional leader spontaneously accepted that it was in a 
perpetual confrontation against the 'foreign' Muslims. Real 
heros sometimes left, who faught against imperialism. Some 
heroes were important men in their own historical context. 
'Suprsisingly little efforts has been extended by communa-
list in rfosTakTngas 'national leaders' Ashoka or Chandragupta 
Harsha etc. even though they lived in so called 'Golden Age'. 
Communalist know that their name can't be used to arouse anti-
Muslim feelings, then 'nationalism' won't be anti-Muslim 
nationalism, i.e. communalism'. We should take negative aspect 
of heroes, otherwise lower castes and classes tliey may be 
reacted in tfie glorification of Zamindars, rulers and chiefs, 
V5(l_i_pes relationship to these castes and classes was that oppressors 
and exploiters. 
Muslims should also not to react in the her-myt]i_whase 
heroes win the national honour. 
"Let us forget ' I am a Hindu, you are 
Musl im' . . . Let us th ink ' I and mine' 
in common Indian n a t i o n a l i t y " . 
Mahatma Gandhi 
"Freedom implies not only emancipation 
from p o l i t i c a l bondage but also equal 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of wealth, abol i t ion of 
caste b a r r i e r s and soc ia l i n e q u a l i t i e s 
and d i s t r i b u t i o n of communal Isin and 
r e l i g i o u s in to le rance" . 
Subhash Chandra Bo so 
"He, who does not honour another man's 
r e l i g ion can ' t t r u l y honoui' h i s own 
r e l i g i o n " . 
King Ashoka The Great 
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FACTORS CONUUCIVE TO DISINTEGRATION 
Vote Politics : There are several factors which are responsible 
for the disintegration of the country but here I am dealing with 
most important factors, v;hich are very frequently misused by 
political pcuidits, general public and even by administrative 
agencies, just for trivial and temporary gain. These factors 
must be kept in mind and these must be dealt very carefully. It 
is the duty of the general public to forget about their personal 
differences for the sake of nation. Our temporary gain will 
effect not only the society but also to the country as whole and 
the country's old labour of our forefather/^patriots will be 
shattered. Some important factors are dealt here. 
Today main factor in communal tension is political factor. 
The leaders are playing a vote bank policy what will be the 
consequences in future, they never bother. Only they want to 
catch power at any cost. .They calculate how much seats they are 
gaining by which means without bothering the side effects. They 
devided India on the Hindu, Muslim, Upper caste, Lower caste, 
North and South, Hindi and English. They never place a policy 
of public interest. There are thousands of problems country 
facing they needs urgent attention but left untouched^ 
Because after solving that problem there will be no political 
gain or if there is gain it will come in long time. They are 
interested in Mandal issues, Babri-Masjid, Ram Janam Bhoomi issue 
instead of corruption, , price ' hoarding the employ-
ment atrocities against women, bri(Je burriinq etc. 
[5.J.P. during Rath yatra, wtuich was mainly oiqanined for 
the constrution of temple, having the symbol of D.J.P. on Rath 
yatra.^  fTiey" mislead tlie common people, they mixed the Ram Mandir 
with votes. 
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Party politics, espaciallvj2i communal noturp has also 
treated a hindrance in way of seculai>ism and national integra-
tion. India is a multl party sy_s_t^pm_.v The congr(?5s ruled since 
independence and it is a national orgefnization. It was also by 
and large' secular in outlook and its organization was not 
communal as its membership was open to all the people irrespective 
ol relegion, faith and caste etc. 
The object of the congress was not to establish 'Hindu state' 
but establishment of secular state. In 1906 a communal party All 
India Muslim League was formedJ^- to safeguard and protect the 
rights and interests of Muslims in India. 
In 1907 Hindu Maha Sabha was formed for the protection and 
promotion of the interests and culture of the Hindus. They looked 
the problem from communal angle. Some other religio-political 
parties formed Bhartiya Jana Sangfi^  Dhaitiya Janata Party, RSS, 
V.H.P., Bajrang Dal, Durga Vahini. They advocate 'Hindu' 
Rashtra' their policies are against the particular caste. They 
are communal in nature. They oppose the secular character. In 
election they participate their compaign is communal,, they ask 
vote to such party who can protect the interest of Hindus. 
Muslim league, the Jamat-e-Islami, The Muslim Majlis etc. 
also ask to vote the Muslim condj_djtje_,,__J"hey are against t\\e 
spirit of tlie constitution. Even peoples repj::.©tentative Act 1951 
also prohibits communal compaign. 
Among the Sikhs, the Akali Dal,.stands for the promotion of 
the interests of the Sikhs in India. It is both regional and 
communal party. 
The election manifesto gives the importance to the issue like 
protection and preservation of democracy, stability in the country, 
integrity of nation^ fight against the communalism, fight against 
curruption and bribery etc. communal , parties stands for the cause 
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of particular relegion__C-aste, or region. Those parties should 
be banned. 
'The political parties and its leaders are secular in words 
not in action and deeds. Their thoughts and action in social 
life be secular. Only the secularism can protect the national 
interest and its integration. On the Day of Independence on 
15th August 1991 at the Lai Qila, Prime Minister P.V. Narsimha 
Roa emphasised the need of tlie secularism at this crucial juncture, 
He said the communalism idjt+fe against the national interest. 
The political parties/ beKavlour in regard to the promotion of 
secularism has been unhealthy, rather nefarious. None of them 
has ever allowed secularism to take precedence over its political 
interest . 
Communal political parl.io-, iiioblise political openion from 
the point of view of either relegion, caste, region and language 
r • 
etc. 
It is true that Indian people are affiliated with rej^ eciiD,n__ 
in one way or other but inspite of this majority of the people 
does not believe in communalism eitlier they belongs to majority 
or minority. Communal parties have very short s^^nB^of life. 
All Assam/GangT^arished, Telgu Desam, BJP in Madhya Pradesh or 
in Gujrat Hi-aA*^  lost the confidence. Politicians can moblise the 
openi^jx^on the communal line for very short time. Such political 
^parties should not be allowed to contest election in secular 
country. 
Poj^ 1^ i^ ianjj^ es_ ijT^  as well as video cassette 
in mid term poll in 1991, which widen the gape between the diff 
erent communities. Leader of one community makes charge against 
. other one political party blames the other for being the 
communal and vice versa during election not when they have short 
1. Sikri S.L. India's Developing Constitution, Pradeep Publication 
Jallundar (1980), p. 39. 
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of iiiembor tli(.'y Joined hand wltli each oLhor. Pol it 1c Inn arp thi> 
only who created the problem of communalism for their ulterior 
motive. 
Some politicians uses the caste fox their ulterior motive, 
they exploit the particular caste for vote catching. Politicians 
works for development of particular areas which is belongs to 
particular community. Unequal development of area is also the 
role of politicians. Loans are distributed on the basis of caste. 
The actual purpose is based on equality but politicians misuse 
the power and exploit the situation which causes communal tension 
and psychological pressure on the mind of depressed classes and 
mases, ultimately causes threat to national intigration. A fear 
"^ mistrust tension riots clashes are the phenomenon of day to day 
2 
life. Politicians create hatred for vote . 
Jan Morcha leader Ram Dhan said Vishwa Hindu Parishad was 
responsible for communal violence in several parts of the country. 
Ahmababad, Vadodra, Kota,Jaipur, Bareilly, Modinagar, Ghazipur, 
and Hazaribayh could even prove similar in Ayodhya also. Tliis 
the dirty politics played by dirty politicians. 
(i) Dangerous Politics of Releqion : The representative of the 
People^ Act defines what cbnst3:t"ines corrupt practices and 
electoral offence. An appeal to vote or refrain from voting to 
any person on the ground of his relegion, race, caste, community 
or language or the use of or appeal to relegious symbols is a 
corrupt practice under the act. The promotion of feelings of 
enmity or hatred between different classes of citizens on grounds 
of relegion, caste, community, etc. is not only a corrupt practice, 
2. Qadri A Jamil - Intra Societal Tension and National Integra-
ti~o-n--'-Natiroflal Integration - A Achievable Goal or on Impossible 
Dream - Hamida Ahmad 
3. The Hindustan Times, 18 Sept. 1990, Delhi, p. 10. 
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but also an electroral offence punishable with irnpreisonment 
upto three years or with fine or both. 
The enormous rally organised on April A, by the VHP and the 
BJP at the Boat Club was impressive in turnout a orderliness but 
it is the beqining of a new order of mixing relegiori__with poli-
4 •* '" " 
tics so openly for electoral gains in India . 
The BJP is not solitary party making much use of releqious 
leaders for electoral gains though, its attitude more blatant 
this time but one can notice top leaders of some secular parties 
begging at the doorsteps of the Mulla and Maulvi for their 
support in the elections. The high drama of politics in Punjab 
for quite some years when got mixed up with relegion brought such 
a surrounding scale of violence and terrorism that the state is 
on tenter hooks. The jehad like call fqrjnented by the Pakistanis 
in Kashmir has robbed off the state its dignity^nd glamour. 
Blood flow like water. Its the cold blooded murder of politics. 
Relegion^is a high ideal of the society to usher in new era of 
prosperity but when from it a solution of the political problem 
is sought, it plays awefully dangerous role. 
Politicians plays a vital role in promoting the enimity or 
widening the gape between the different communities whatever may 
be tlie problem i.e. Stiah Bano controversy, Babri Masjid - Ram 
Janam Bhoomi, Salaiman Rushidi, flelegious procession Rape of a 
yirl(/of other community (Mathura Ahir case) dispute of land bet-
We^ yi two coiniiiunities, murder of criminals by other community. 
Hoisting of National Flag on the 26 January 1992 by BJP 
Chief, Dr. Morli Manohar Joshi at Lai Chowk in Srinagar is also 
5 
a case of mixing of relegion, with politics . 
4. The Prelims, Civil Service Magzine, Vol. 1, No. 4, June 1991. 
5. The Times of India, 25.1.1992, New Delhi. 
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(ii) Exploitation of Fleleqlon by Political Parties ; Releqlon is 
our part and parcel of life in India, not now but from old days. 
Relegion is considered as purifier or filter of in in life of 
human. It binds men with men give the lesson of brotherhood, 
honesty and love to the motherland. There is no rej^ g^ipn in the 
land who gives the lession of hatered. 
But nowadays relegiotss places have assumed a special signi-
ficance in our national life eg. in Punjab, U.P., Kashmir. 
Followers of all faith/ifiave emotional attachment with releqious 
V ~ 
places and with reJJL^ lioUS matters. No releqious community can 
tolerate the defamation and degradation of their relegious places. 
They protect the sanctity of releqious places at any cost. Foll-
owers and preacher finds a C£nfertaJbJLe—shelter in the cocoon of 
relegion jvhenever he is confronted by other. They connects all 
problem with relegion.___ They never distinguish relegious and non 
relegious affairs. We have seen the consequences and evil effects 
of mixing of relegion with politics in U.P., Punjab and Kastimir. 
""=2.. —'^ 
Just after the assassination of Mahatma Gandhi a resolution 
for elimination of communal organisation was adopted by consti-
tuent Assembly which ran as follows : 
'Whereas it is essential for the proper functioning of 
democracy and the growth of national unity and solidarity that 
communalism should be eliminated from Indian life, this assembly 
is of openion that no communal orgcuii zation which by its consti-
tuion or by the exercise of discritionary power vested in any of 
its officers or organs admits to or excludes from its membership 
persons on grounds of relegion, race and caste or any of tiiein 
should be permitted to engage in any activities other than those 
essential for the bonafied relegious, cultural, social and educa-
tional needs of the~~community and that all steps legislative and 
6. Anirban Kasliyap - Coinmunnlism and Constitution, p. 169. 
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administrative necessary to prevent such activities should be 
taken . ^  
Bad practices, dishonesty, disregard to other relegion, 
antinational, antisecular activities degrades the relegion and 
deviates to its followers from original spirit. Since the poli-
tical leaders interfering in the matters of relegion it is 
polrTutecT^ and its spirit diminishing. Politicians uses every 
problem in its own angle. They want to collect vote and money 
in the name jreleqion. 
Releciious plac<^ s are been used very much for non-relegious, 
extra-rel£gious, non-spiritual, anti-national, anti-social, anti-
secular activities. Helegion is personal and private and it 
should be private and it be used privately at private place not 
at public places. Helegion at public places disturb the peaceful 
life of other persons. It interferes into the personal and 
private relegious affairs of others. Even relegious places should 
not be constructed on the public places. Every thana, Tahsil, 
Railway Station, Bus stop, Bridges, School, Hospitals, Bank of 
river are full of relec[ijoijLS_-p-la^ es. All should be removed and 
be declared unauthorised. 
Politicians uses the relegious Y>\HC9S for getting the vote 
- r — ~ •—• 
in his favour, power and strength. Even relegious leader want 
to be the member of House either in Assembly or Parliament. 
There are so many examples. Sant, Saint and Guru, Fagir are 
fighting for their community. 
'A secular state can't give recognition or weiglvtage to any 
relegious groups of individual. Belief or creeds are purely 
individual and private affairs' . It is the time to wipe out the 
evil of communalism from the society for the protection of the 
nation and its citizen. 
7. Nehru, Constituent Assembly of India (Legislative Debates) 
Vol. IV, p. 3151. 
B. Mahabir Tyagi, CAU, Vol. VII, 9.11.48 p. 362. 
I I . Economic Factor 
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There may be economic competition leading to fears about poss-
ible shrink inking of jobs market. This is essentially true 
on the part of tTuTworking class and the lower middle class, 
'The process of development in some ethinic group more ahead more 
rapidly than others and latter feel outpaced against the 
and outsiders or less in numbers, is compelled to pit a first 
claim to local resources and benefits. We have an example of 
Tolenganapeople*s apprehensions against the Andhra migrants. 
•fhe^Telengana meddle class believed that open jobes with merit 
being the criteria, would mean that outsiders would get the over-
whaling number of jobs in Telenqana. The psychological.need to 
find differences between Telengana and the rest of Andhra Pradesh 
led to assertion of a distinctive cultural identity for Telengana, 
9 
with political identity as the ultimate goal . Telengana, 
teachers, government personnel various job seekers came from 
outside even businessmen from Andhra settled there. Thus, service 
business, trade construction was captured by outsiders not by the 
Telengana. Telengana movement emerged from the real economic 
disparites^_^ This movement was politicesed on the basis of eco-
nomic problem. The result was that the erosion of factors like 
caste, language, region etc. 
There may be status threats posed by ttio migrants to the 
social status of the local middle classes. Fraustration deve-
loped^ , social life may be aggressively displaced against the 
migrant. There is an example Maharashtrian resentment against 
the South Indians in Bombay and the playing up of this Xeno-
phobia by the Shiv Sena . Mahar^iiixian found that the trade, 
9. Qadri A. Jamil - Intersocietal Tension and Nntional 
Integration. 'Regional Conflict and the Development, 
Akhtar Majeed p. 125. 
10. Mary F. Katzenstein Ethnicity and Eguality : The Shiv Sena 
Party and the Preferential Politics in Bombay (Coerne 11,^  
1979). 
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conunerce, industry and majority of jobs are in the hands of non-
Maharastrian. There is 'bitter feelings of frustration taking 
hold of the rank file of young Maharashtrian. Time to time 
slogan like 'Maharashtra for Marathi* is raised. 
In Assam there is a long threats by the Muslim Bengali 
migrants to the Assamese. All Assam Students Union has raised 
the issue of demographic and cultural disbalance of Assam is 
being upset because of employment of outsiders. After some times 
Assamese be turned into a linguistic minorities in their home 
land it is tfie openion of middle class as well as the peasants. 
Tribals from Bihar and Orissa provide the labour in tea garden. 
Bengali manage there plantation Marwari, Hindus dominate in 
commercial life, Bengali Muslims engaged in cultivation, Bengali 
Hindus dominate in administration etc. migrates are a majority 
in trade, commerce, transport, communication, manufacturing 
and construction of industries. Almost 77% of the local peasantry 
are either completely landless or owner of uneconomic holdings. 
The (fifth) 5th fieport of the Employment fleview Committee set 
up by the Assam Legislative Assembly points out : 'A comperative _^  
study between the gardens under the four different Association 
reveals that, so far as the representation of local people in 
managerial cadre is concerned, the position is the werse in 
respect of the tea gardens under the ownership of Tea Association 
of India where 82% of the posts in the managerial cadre have been 
filled by the persons with birth places outside the Assam. It 
may be noted that almost all the posts in the managerial cadre 
were filled up by persons from outside the Assam State without 
any advertisement or without modifying the emnloyment excliange' 
The perception of colonear^3X,ploitaLion is not just a feeling 
but is based on a solid and bitter facts eg. Assam gets Rs. 220 
11. Report of the Employment Fleview Committee, Govt, of AssaV), 
1976, p. 162. 
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million for the tea produced in her gardens, wtiereas West Bengal 
gets Rs. 420 million as sales tax for this same tea, 
12 in Calcutta because the offices are there and same is for 
kerosine of Siliguri given the sales-tax to West Bengal. There 
is threat of economy, culture and identity of Assameese from the 
Bengali. 
Regionalism assuine the form of linguistic or communal 
conflict. In Punjab the Sikh politician keep the Sikh masses 
enflamed by the politicization of real and imiagniary grievances 
and insult to Sikh relegion and they are descriminated because 
they are Sikh. Sikh wants the Government order of 1980 to be 
withdrawn^ xliis order char^ e^d recruitment in army on tfie basis 
of a states population rather than on merit. At present 15^ 
Sikh/Jare in army which will drop to 1.5%. Akali fears of domi-
nation of Sikhsm by Hinduism. The reason beleived is malodevel-
opment and fear of one group dominate by other groups. 
In India 50% of industrial production and 25% of export of 
the country are contributed by the minorities. Muslims and 
other minorities are very much integrated part of the country. 
To ask about just demand for minorities is not disintegration of 
the community 
Communal riots mostly occurs in places where Muslims have 
establislied their trade and business and have established educa-
tional institution. Recurrance of sucfi riots in these places 
gives an impression that there is a planned conspiracy to keep 
14. the Muslims economically and educationally backward 
12. The Assam Trubune, Gauhati, June 16, 1980. 
13. Qadri A. Jamil and Gopal Singh, p. 26, 
14. Mohd. Ghufran and A.J. Oadri, Factors Contributing to 
Communal Hormony and Disharmony. 
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Drawing upon the field studies of a,feed communal riots in 
the Godhra, Biharsharif, Moradabad, Aligarh/ Asghar All 
Engineer traces the gauses of communalism to the economic 
competition between evergfng Muslim and Hindus. Similarly, 
Imtiaz Ahmad accounts for the communal riots in Moradabad and 
Aligarh the terms of serious economic competition posed by 
IP, 
Muslims 
Economic disparity is also cause of communalism. Sometimes 
due to particular cjornmunity__have a good economic condition than 
other. Miscreat probloins in that term to disturb the business. 
Cross of property lost wfiich is ultimately loss of nation. 
It is found in investigation that riot and disturbances 
occur in areas where economic disparities where large people are 
deprived of the necessities of life wheter otli^ r^s are eye 
catctiing luxury, that is why riots occurs in big cities e.g. 
Ahmadabad, Bombay, Daroda, Delhi, Kanpur, Aligarh etc. The sub 
human existence in these slums bread deep resentment among the 
residents of many of whom turn criminals, smugglers and assa-
ssins available on here. Thus social and economic disparties 
and the existing inequitable set up in the country are a contri-
butary factor to the sorry mess 
Some times the big land ownor want to vacate the slum area 
by the Thugges^ _are easy to set-ab during riot so they invest 
some money in starting the riot so ThLKjjjj^vacate the area 
easily. Death of the helpless poor do not make trouble. 
In Aligarh big lock factories owner^ iielp in the promoting 
the tension, so small lock owner'^  traders will colljasped. They 
15. Competition Affairs, Sept. 1991 
16. The Competition Master, 1991. 
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can't bear heavy loss of money 17 
In U.P. during the communal riot in 1990, U.p. Government 
lost the 650 crores. Income lowered from 10% to 6%. From 
April - December 1990 within 9 months 110 crores lost by sales 
tax due to communal riots. Kanpur, Aliyarh, Meerut, Morababad 
18 
were the main target of communal riot . 
Three major communal clashes in Rajasthan showed the 
communal virus has gained further strengtli following the recent 
rise in Hindu fundamentalism in controversy Babri Masjid - Ram 
Janam Bhomi. 
All the communal clashes in Banswara town on Sept. 1, 
Jaipur city on Sept. 6, and Kota t^ ns'ion flare up on the psetext 
of minor issues. 
Administration seem to have failed in taking strengent and 
effective preventive stops in this regard. The union as well as 
Rajasthan Government were warned four years ago of possible 
outbreak of communal violence in Kota, Jaipur and some other town 
as reported by the centre for Research in Rural and Industrial 
Development - (CRA Tl) a govt, funded instituion in Chandigarh. 
The observation of thestudy made after Kota riots in 1985 are 
still valid if the circumstances of the latest communal flare 
up is educated. 
The study claimed that in Kota, major factor that contri-
buted to the communal riots were inecjual distribution of the 
opportunities for income and CMiiploymcnt cieated in tfie relatively 
17. Muslim India (Monthly) July, 1991. 
18. Nav Bharat Times (Hindi) December 26, 1990 (Lucknow). 
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« 
developed agricultural, industrial and service sector, antagnos-
tic perception among local against the large inflex of migrants, 
increasing unemployment, occasional retrenchment of industrial 
19 
workers* , upgrading of technology, compulsion of market demand 
miscreabl^^-conditions of unorganised beedi-rollers, communal 
mobilisation of lower castes for political expediency and above 
all communal politics and propoganda. 
19. The Times of India, Sept. 20, 1990, New Delhi. 
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III* The Role of Releqion : Indian is multi releqious countries. 
In our constitution all have equal riqhts, it is tundamental 
right of every Indian citizen to profes;; propoqate and practice 
Relegions is very important in India. Our constitution Ts ^ 
secular, democretic. Secular constitution allows all releqious 
equally. State did not discrimination the bases of relegion. 
Neitlier it support to any one relecjj^ orL nor it onpose to any one. 
State is not athiest. All relegioihs are treated equally. State 
don't have any relegion its own. Actually releg^ ion is conscious. 
But nowadays, spirit of £glBgd-eji is same but relegious cominuna-
lists changed its objective. Conimunalists misuse the releqions 
so communalism developed. 'In the political euolution of 
modern India no single element has been as pervasive as relegion. 
It has governed in large measure the political cleavages, the 
competition for the power and the coatition building activities 
of the last hundred years . Communal releqious issues are 
raised by the politician. They (rolec^ lous leaders) are more 
politician than relegious leader s.^lTue'^ relegious leaders cares 
for the benefit of the masses on the ground of iiumanisin. No 
r^elegjiip in this world promote hatared among human being dis-
affect'ion towards each others, disloyalty towards the nation. 
Relegion is based on morals, ethics, and humanity. 
Broadly all rel(?ga^ £us are baserl on same principles but 
narrowely they are different, difference of the relegion creat 
the communalism. All the rej£gi_oirs leaders show that their 
relegion is good incomprision with the others they show superi-
osity over others. Real spirit of the relegion is not so as "  
today is projected. So long as relegious diffeiences remain 
communalism in some form woul(i also remain-a plural society 
20. Gopal Krisha 'Relegion in Polities', p. 37b. 
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can not escape from communalism. But it can be minimise, 
with keeping in view some important factors responsible for the 
communalism. Relegion is very complicated, and delicate matter 
of the persons. Relegions allow told'erance but nowadays irri-
,legions persons show intollerance__with towards other relegion. 
•In plural society, tension and conflicts between viable 
sigments - r^ J.£^ -^Sj riegional, linguistic, cultural, communal 
or political - are not only unavoidable, as is evident in any 
situation in any situation of dynamic change, but the signifi-
cant point is that if the tensions and conflicts are 'contanied' 
within, the ligitimized system and mediate through functions and 
not di/sfunctional methods of pressure and bargaining, they are 
21 
capable of becomming creative catalyst of change Jjt-^ se4f-^  
A.R. Kamat, 'National Integration and'Sub-national Loyalties'.;' 
In my view, it is wr57!g"fo~^ pTrt communalism and communal conflicts 
in the same category as linguistic, cultural or political 
22 loyalties and conflicts , 
Communalism is not due to relegion but it is pxopogated in 
•>, . 
such a manner that relegions are promoting communalism. True 
Spirit of true reJ^ion is something different. In other words 
relegion is not the basic cause, whose removal was basic to 
tacT<ling or solving the communal problem. 
Even to explain communal riot a sudden outburst of 
communal'violence - we can't take r_ecover_se^o a factor v;hich was 
alway present namely, relegious differences. We have to search 
for a factor or situation which leads to sudden hatred and 
^olence among the people who were previously living harmoniously 
and were likely to do so again. Relegions differences are basic 
21. Rasheeduddin Khan, 'Self-view of Minorities:The Muslims in 
India', p. 376. 
22. A.R. Kamat. 
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element of communalism and communal ideology used by the commu-
nalist as an organizing principle and to mobilize the masses. 
K.M. Ashruf put his this aspect in an appropriate and picturesque 
phrase when be described communalism as 'Mazhab Ki Siyasi 
dukandari* - a phrase which is nearly impossible to translate 
23 
but an approximation is s 'Political trade in relegion* 
Relegions are used as mask. True relecjious men never indulge in 
dirty politics. Because he did not reward on the earth. He 
practice relegion for heavenly rewards. 
W.C. Smith said communalism was based upon relegious 
differences and a communalist firmly believed that it had a 
relegious bases but it had no relegious solution. What it is 
poses as the problem is not problem and what it suggest as the 
solution is not solution. Generally the cultural, economic, 
social and political backwardness of Muslims were raised but left 
in vague without any solution. Generally the question were put 
to remove the backwardness of minorities, specially Muslims but 
without specific remedies. 
Muslim communalists put the Islam Hadis in a communal way 
to great extent that choose between Mosque and Temple. 
Hindu communalists too tried to raise the cries of 
•Hinduism in dager', Hindu faith in danger' and Hindu culture 
•—-^  24 
of Sanskrit! is in danger and warns Hindus against Muslims 
Relegion cames into the fray because it is a part of the social 
order in which men like. It can't be dissociated from the modes 
of thought that characterize a society . Relegion is.j3f 
course alway explosive potentialities in promoting conflict and 
23. K.M. Ashraf 'Hindustani Muslim Siyasat Ek Najar' p. 73. 
24. M.S. Golwalkar, We V.D. Savarkar, Hindutra, Hindu Rash^ 
Darshan and Hindu Darshan*, pp. 214T'T±tr7 ^ 
2b. K.B. Krishna, The Problem of Minorities, pp. 227, 292. 
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inspiring extreme and violent action. It led not only conflic 
between the followers of different relegions as for example, 
between Hindus and Muslims, Muslim and Christians' and Hindus 
and Sikh, Hindus ancJ Buddhist but also between the followers of 
the same relegion as for example shia and sunnis. Thakurs and 
Harijans, Yadav'T'^id Thakurs, Shaivites arKJ Vaishnavites, 
Akalis and Nirnankaris etc., Today there are hundreds of 
example in day to day life every small, trivial act turns into 
a communal clash. It is surprising that the communal leaders 
who project or accelerate the clashes is not purely relegious or 
theologician5.even he is not a ordinary man but the he belongs 
to very upper strata of the society. Even their issues are 
never of theological nature. The knowledge of the relecjion is 
marginal. But communalists claims the true protector of the 
relegiorU Gandhiji and Maulana Azad believers in Secularisim 
.ommunalists use the releuion merely for grouping and separating 
the communities for political purpose and for personal trivial 
gain communal organisation took the acivantacje of lack of modern 
education and culture. They provoke with emotional appeals in 
the name of relegion. They promote relogioslty and . strengthen 
the hold of relej over the popular mind. 
Nehru said in 1935 : 'I avoided discussion this subject of 
releqion_with him (Mohammed Ali) because I know we would only 
r " 
irritate each other, and I might hurt him. It is always a 
difficult subject to discuss with convinced believers of any 
creed. With most Moslims it is probably an event harder matter 
for discussion since no latitude of though is officially per-
mitted' to them. Ideo logica l]y, their is a stiaicjht and n.irrow 
path, and the believer must not swerve to the right or the lett 
26. Gandhi for example said in 1942, 'flel^ giiun is the personal 
affair of each individual. It must not be mixed up with 
politics or national affairs'. 
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Hindus are somewhat different though not always so. In 
practice they may be very orthodox; they may, and do indulge 
in the social and relegious references, movements in the 
name of purity, they attacked unity of the masses and 
corrupted the minds of the people diverted them from their 
centuries old unity of the society. In the name of purity 
of relegion they widened relegious, social and cultural the 
distance and diverted the tradition between fiindus and Muslims 
and bikhs. Purification of relegious sites, rituals, beleefs 
and practices and social customs tradition and values means 
condemnation of relegious syncretism gradual elimination of 
common elements checking process of evolution of composite 
culture. They^(communalists) also checks the participation 
in each others festivals. 
Gandhi in 1939 noted : 'That we (Hindu and Muslim) 
appear to be f^ rthest___aipart from one another today is a natural 
outcome of the awakening that bers taken place. It has 
emphasized the points of differences and accentuated prejud-
ices, mutual suspicions and jealousies'. 
Many Hindus and Muslims adopted several traditions, 
customs of marraiges, festivals of each other but fundamen-
talists in the name of purity of relegion they separated 
apart with each other. Even at the cost of nation's dis-
integration. Fundamentalists in the name of relegion, they 
make lie and cry on the strees^. Ttiey make propoganda to 
the other community. The most 
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out-of-date, reactionary and even perriicious customs, and yet 
they will usually be prepared to discuss the most radical ideas 
about relegion. I imagine the modern Arya smanjists have not, 
as a rule, this wide intellectual approach like the Moslims, 
27 
they follow their own straight and narrow path' . 
The great religiosity among the masses increases the commu-
nal propaganda. It also generate intolerance, fanaticisim and 
prejudices. Kelegion actually is not create communalism but 
its elements serve as vehicle of communalism. Secularization 
did not mean removing relegion or relegious cousciousness but 
•« ^ 
it mean reducing relegiosity a increasingly narrowing down the 
sphere of relegion_to the private life of individual. It should 
shed relegiosity and not relegion. Large number of Hindus and 
Muslims in villages even today celebrate festivals with friendly 
relation. Idd, Muharram, Uiwali, Holi, Rakhi, Uashehra. 
Hindu women visit to majar with groat lespcct than muslims. 
Ihey don't feel anything wrong. Hindu woman if don't have real 
brother, she prefer to tied the F{akhi on the hand of Muslim man, 
and if Muslim woman don't have real brother she prefer to tie 
the Rakhi on the hand of Hindu brother without thanking anything. 
Hindus and Muslims adopted several customs, traditon form each 
other. The social and relecj_iojJs reforms movements in the name 
of puj ity, they attacked unity of the masses and coiiupted t[>e 
minds of the people diverted them from their centuries old unity 
of the society. In the name of purity of relegion they widened 
releyj,04js social and cultural the distance ancJ ' 
diverted the tradition belween Hindus and Muslims and Sikhs. 
27. Jawahar Lai Fvlohru, An Autobiography, p. 118. 
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IV . Educational Factor 
While talking about the purpose of education Cook cited 
in Linguist. (1959^ professes that : 'Education has two 
overall functions; the integrative and the differentiative. 
Integrative education is within the limits of individual appti-
tudes designed to make people alike in their ideals, values 
loyalties, virtues, language and general intellectual and social 
adjustment. 'It is frequently referred to as 'Common education' 
or 'general education'. It unifies and gives cohesion to the 
social group. Differentiative education is designed to make 
people different in their compentencies to prepare them tor the 
professions and specilities'^". 
In a poor country like India where 90% of the population 
are engaged in agriculture are not in a position to provide good 
education. Powerty, illiteracy and communalism are major 
diseases wtiich creat the hindrance in pi ogress of the country. 
There is vast gape between the ricii and pior. Some are getting 
education in public schools, others are not getting the water 
in school, they don't have shows in foot etc. This give the 
cliance to the politician who creat_ tension. The mother-tongue 
a medium of instruction Hindi as a National language, English 
and other regional language will be beneficial for the develop-
ment progress of the country. 
We sliould keep in mind that the 'Education' is an ihstru 
ment of social change and it requires careful handling with the 
academic grounds only. Pressure from outside especially poli-
ticians. Other external pressure stiould be avoided. 
28. Qadri A. Jamil - Intrasectural Tension - National 
Integration 'How to Adequate Nature of Creative 
Minorities by p. 144. Amar Singh Dhaliwal, Head of 
Psychology, Deptt,, Guru Nanak Dev University. 
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There is reservation in schools. They are getting more 
facilities than others, free education, upper age limit in 
services, no examination fee in competitive examination, more 
attempt in examination. More promotion in services. The 
higher caste student feel insecure and they promote7against the 
lower caste. During education period they must be provided all 
facilities. But in examination fees or attempt or age limit. 
There should be no consideration specially for those whose 
parent has availed this facilities. The same opportunity must 
be given to those who don't availed this earlier. 
•In 1977-78 Mr. Karpuri Thakur, The Chief Minister of 
Bihar introduced 30% reservation for OBC's this provoked a 
violent outbrust in which 118 people died. In 1985 Madhya 
Pardesh Govt, raised reservation from 28% - 82% provoked riots 
29 
and aroson and later on order was withdrawn 
(i) Reservation: 
North India had no consensus favouring the reservation for 
the OBC's as in soutli. This explains wfiy Mandal has more reac-
30 
tion in north than south . It is example of self immolation by 
B.A. student FUgeev Goswami of Delhi University, against the 
31 Mandal Commission 
Four persons ] killed in A4usaib village under the Karim-
uddin Police Station in Ghazipur district. In Varanasi four 
Marijans were drowned in pond when anti reservationists attacked 
and chased away pro-reservationists attending a rally organized 
by DSP. Three persons had died in Chandusi in Moradabad and one 
in Salempur in Deoria district. The joint Action committee of 
29. The Times of India, 17 Sept. 1990, Delhi, Editorial p. 6. 
30. Tlie Times of India, The Mruulal Formula, M.N. Srinivas 
dated 1/. 9. 1990, Dollii 
31. The Times of India, Reservation, Sept. 20, 1990, Delhi p. 1. 
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Hirnachdl antireservation movement has decided to continue the 
agitation by converting the indefinite strike into a 'pen down' 
32 
and 'tool down* strike 
In Bihar 3 persons killed and 50 injured. Agitation is 
continue in Orissa, Himanchal, Rajasthan, M.P., Gujrat, 
and in north too^roperty of crores of rupees lost and destroyed 
33 Bandh, Maha Bandh, Bharat Bandh are common 
Most of the jobe seekers students born towards the end of 
third five year plan. To penalise the 'upper caste' of this 
generation merely because of the accident of birth is nothing 
but a traversty of justice as they are beneficiaries as well as 
victem of the overall development process along with the rest 
of population. The rise of communal temperature in various 
parts of the country has exacerbated the situation to such an 
extent that every minor incident today leads to a riot. Student: 
agitation against reservation siiould be seen essentially as a 
reaction /5to the caste based politics 
Reservation Quotas in Indian States (in %) 
States 
Andhra Pradesh 
Haryana 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Or i s s a 
Punj ab 
U.P. 
SC 
15 
20 
15 
8 
15 
13 
15 
25 
24 • 
ST 
6 
-
3 
2 
18 
7 
23 
— 
2 
OBC 
Govt. 
44 
5 
35 
40 
25^ 
10 
-
5 
15 
Ed. 
44 
5 
35 
40 
254-
10 
-
5 
15 
Others 
6 
-
15 
— 
20 
4 
— 
— 
-
Total 
71 
-
68 
50 
78 
34 
— 
-
41 
32. The Times of India, 'Anti Reservation' 17.9.90, p. 1. 
33. Amar Ujala, 'Samasya Ka Samadhan Nahi' Editorial 12.9.90 
34. The Hindustan Times, Researvation - Seeds of Social Choas 
Seikh Mujibur Rehman, August 24, 1990, p. 11. 
35. The Times of India, Sept. 11, 1990, p. 6. 
contd. 
Bihar 
Gujrat 
Tamil Nadu 
14 
7 
18 
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10 20 20 - 44 
13 10-^ 10 it* 5 35 
30 30 2 0 ^ 68 
-^Struckdown by H.C. -»||CExtended to 28 and withdrawn 
4 Average of Categories -^More backward and denotified 
tribes 
Source : Report of the SC and ST Commission 1986-87, 
In the higtier position the intellyent and meritorious 
nationalist is required to handle Lhc country. If the reserved 
categories student, scientist, engineer, are promoted to highest 
post without merit they will be unable h.an^ T?'. Intellectual, 
good academicians, meritorious must lead the nation. 
(ii) Unemployment : The youth are employed ancJ unemployment 
creat the tension and frustation in minds of educated students. 
V^ hich ultimately create the caste war, which was in common in 
last years. Lakh's of the unemployed youth was involved in 
caste war against reservation. Unemployed youths are exploited 
by the politicians for their ulterior cause. Unemployment leads 
to poverty^Government should used the manpower for the progress 
and development of country. 
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V. Caste Factor 
The caste system was challenged by the reformers 
The relegious leaders and philosphers tried to assimilate the 
principles of universal brotherhood and equality before God in 
their respective philosphies. Ramanuja admitted sudras to 
temples under certain conditions. He discarded Brahmans super-
macy, c^ iVte is no more important. Every man is equal irris-
pective of caste, creed, sex abd birth as according to him God 
lives in every man. 
Muslim sufi's and saints who played very important role 
in preaching Islam they exihibited tremendous spiritual quality 
and treated all people equally with great love and sympathy. 
They had no reservation at all with any relegion, caste, sect, 
culture and customs. They believed in the 'Unity of Existence* 
and Universal Brotherhood*, and virtually manifested them in 
their actions. 
Muslims adopted several local customs and traditi^on which 
were 1ollowed by the Hindus. They observed the customs and 
developed a new culture. Urdu is the best example of outcome 
of other languages. 
The social life of both Hindus and Muslims was not much 
ditferent. They took part in festivals, social gatherings, 
functions, marriages and other ceremonies of each other. There 
is a lot of evidences in day to day life where both Hindus and 
Muslims participate with great enthusiasm and joy in social 
functions of each other. 
Mohammad Umar described -^ 8 such customs which were 
36. Mohammad Umar, Hindustani Tahzeeb ka Musalmano Per Asar, 
Directorate Publication Division, Ministry of Information 
and Broadcasting, Govt, of India, New Delhi, 1975, pp. 
123-lbB. 
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generally practised by the Muslims anci were observed witfi some 
changes and alternation in Muslim society. According to him 
two were related to pregnancy, twenty three to birth, seven to 
marraige and sixteen to marriage procession. Though these 
customs were observed by uneducated and lower strata yet they 
were accepted. They became important aspect of life of Muslims. 
The Hindus Saints and Sadhus also believed in universal 
brotherhood and service to all mankind without discrimination 
on the basis of caste or relegion. Infact true re legion never 
give lesson of tensions or inequality among ttie mankind. 
There are several examples even today in the village life 
where Hindu respect the females of Muslims. In Muslim dominating 
village they respect the Hindu females. They even participate 
in funeral ceremonies. Muslim visit to Devi's temple. Hindus 
visit to Hazrat Nizamuddin and Khawaja Gliarib Nawaz and other 
local mazars. This shows the cultural affinity between the two 
major relegioja- of India. 
Intra-Societal Tension : 
Inspite of above discussion the affinity there are several 
factors which contribute the tension or communal riots among the 
diffeient communities which ultimately endangers the national 
integration vastness of the country, diversities of physical 
features, language, relegion and of course chronic poverty. 
Since independence several theories were given to solve the 
problem of national integration. Certainly some children by 
birth are aggressive towards the other when they get the fertile 
communal atmosplierc their feeling sharpen ancJ creat social 
conflicts. 
In India major four kinds of (jroups namely caste, languistic 
relcgious and regionalism whicli have taken the form of comrnurTaTTism 
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'The problem of intra-societal tension arises because 
society is devided into vertical division by walls which sj.gment 
the population. These walls may be regional wall, relegious 
wall, caste walls, an innumerable variety of walls are possible, 
based on interactions varying in quality and quantity and thus 
resulting in the formation of unequal loyalities. Some loyali-
ties are based on human values are legitimate loyalties and in 
contradictions termed as llligitimate. Walls are barriers which 
prevent communication the thick walls being almost Impenetrable. 
This results in non-sharing of information, isolation and conse-
quently further thickening of the barrier. Intrasocietal 
tension is outcome of non communicativeness and lack of interac-
tion which occurs due to the vertical walls that stand to de -
37' "" 
devide . In the interest of ingegration of Nation and Harmony 
illegitimate, false Pseudo loyalties must be^discourageand 
legitimate true loyalties must be encouraged. So the wall become 
thinner. Loyalty to race, caste, relegion, region are illiqiti-
mate at tlie cost ol nation must be cJiscouraged and suppressed. 
National loyalty must be incouraged and elevated. Attachement 
to home land which is basic ingredient of nationalism, nation-
hood be accepted as a superior loyalty. 
It is very clear that a tar greater homogeneity and the 
uniformity in beJief, attitudes anci practices, socialization 
of ctiildren and in customs and traditions may be f ouncJ in the 
country side than in the cities. There is a great uniformity 
in the patterns of living irrespective of caste, relegion or 
region in the rural areas than in urban. Intra-societal tensions 
are fewer in villages than in the cities. Rural Indians are 
providing the best example of tension-free zone. 
The decreasing role of llie traciitional family culture with 
37. Khusro A.M. Intra Societal Tension and National 
Integration, p. 30. 
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yzowiny urbanization and transformation in the family structure 
rn<jy also to alienate releasing 1 orces not quite conducive to 
cohesion. 
Even today the schedule caste and tribes can not ride on 
the liorse even in marriage^it is against the dignity of upper 
caste. As soon in Agra in May, 1990 several causalities occurs 
and curfew^s tmposed . Harijans are not allowed in Temples 
by upper caste, they can not visit even to the houses of upper 
caste. Harijans can not visit to the same bathing ghats of 
village, where upper caste people took bath. Harijans can't be 
allowed to drink tea in the same cup which is used by the higher 
caste and still we are claiming that we are marchincj towards 
2lst century. There is conflict between upp^r caste and lower 
caste, pandit and thakur, Hindu and Muslim, Hindu and Sikh, 
Sunni and Shia are very common example. 
'It is unbelievable that at the close of the twenteith 
centuries a couple can be lynched by an impromptee panchayat 
ior an amorous episode simply because they happened to belong 
to different castes. What hanpened in last week in 26-27 March 
1991 in a U.P. village, Mehrana in Matliura (iistrict not for from 
nations capital, one jat girl Roshini involved in love with 
Biijendra and his (lam Kishan wlio helped th(> couple belong to 
Jatav (D.ilit) community when three returned the jat community 
organised the panctiayat and became so blinded by the venom of 
caste iiatred that before hanging the lads in public they were 
subjected to the most horrible forms of torture. The three 
were meted out this inhuman punistiment, not for murder or any 
crime which calls for capital punishment uncler the I.P.C. but 
lor an inter-caste love affair ,39. 
38. The Hindustan Times, dated May 10, 1990. 
39. The Hindustan Times, Editorial 1.4.1991, p. 11. 
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The caste division are so deep and fundamental that the 
idea of inter-caste marriages is washed out. Instead of 
creating brotherhood among different communities it creates 
tension and hatred. In my personal openion the punishment for 
37 accused persons be given in the same manner by which they 
hanged in public following the deterrent theory of punishment. 
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VI. Dilbery and Corruplion 
corruption and bribery are influencing the administration 
of justice^/lt affects the normal way of life. Honest administra-
tion and judicial process is affected. Communalism which is 
wojrst and ugely form of offence in the society is the byproduct 
of bribery an^^corruption. It is not confined only to any one 
department or any level but from lower level to top level even 
at the military department is not safe from it. Its harmful 
shadow of poisonous tree of bribery is spread over all Govt. 
departments. It has various forms which influencing the social 
i, ^ — - ^ — • • 
life and it is one of the causes of communalism and national 
disintegration. 
W.J.M. Mackenzie and J.M. Grove are of the view that 'If 
the public administrators make use of the position which they 
have come to occupy in the present day social organization for 
their personal advantages at the cost of public exchanger, this 
will broadly be known as corrupt activity. The corrupt acts may 
assume various forms eq. acceptance of bribery or other type of 
financial gain for showinc^ a favour or rendering or attempting 
to sender any reserve or disservice to any person, nepotism 
acceptance or gift or securing appointments for sons or daughters 
in various business concern of parties who have been tlius 
'obliged' by public servant. 
vveb.sters Third New International Dictonary 1961 defines 
corruption as ' inciucemont (as of a public ofiici.il) by means of 
improper consicJeraLion (as briJjcjy) Lo coiniiilt a vlolatJon oi duty. 
4U. IV. J.M. Mackenzie and J.W. Gi one : Cenlial Administi ation 
in Britain, Green and Co. London (1957), p. 52. 
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Santhanam committee observed 'which it is true that the 
securing oi some kind of pecuniary or other material advantages 
directly or indirectly for oneself a family relations or friends, 
constituents the most common form of the corruption, other form 
of the evil are coming into existence in the every increasing 
complexities of modern society'. 
The corruption and bribery is not confined to only favour 
or disfavour but if influences the castism and relegious matters. 
The transfers of D.M., S.S.P., S.P., S.D,, Engineers are also 
influenced by the corrupt practices of leaders and other big 
bosses of the society. When favourable officials come to that 
place then leaders or boss uses them against one community specia-
lly during communal riots, they mis use the official in posting 
the particular area a arresting or releasing the particular 
persons of particular community. During communal riots or caste 
war they uses_the officials as weapons. The resentment against 
the officials by the affected party more widened gape so less 
biased or corrupt become more corrupt and more biased. 
Sometimes if the officials are undesirable then the parti-
cular community or group arrange agetations against officials. 
In this process they misuse the black money and approach to 
chief ministejf o'i concered approapriate authority for transfer. 
42 Haripal Varshni has written : 'In ancient India also when 
the organization of society was basic and elementary the dispen-
sation of justice was the prerogative of the Ruler of^the Cfiief.. 
41. Santhanam Committee Report (1962j, p. 11. 
42. Haripdl Varstini : Law Relating to Fkibery and Corruption, 
(1953J, p. 6-9. 
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It is not a new practice but it is as old as society, 
society and corruption are two sides of the same coin. But in 
modern society it is deep rOoted in the society and every walk 
of life. 
Man has born free, but every where he is in ctiain. In every 
walk of life he faces some problems, difficulties and critical 
situation and tries to get rid of them. In the mean time the 
commit wrongs/crime, immoral activities, illegal acts. Bribery 
is also one of them which is common in government departments, 
persons in authority or in social workers. Its worst form is 
communalism, castism, relegionalism. 
'Websters', Third New International Dictionary (1961) defines 
bribery as 'a price, reward, gift or favour bestowed or pronmied 
with a view to prevent the judgement or corrupt the conduct 
especially of person in a position of trust (as a public official). 
43 Richard Nice defines bribery as 'In general bribery is that 
act or practice of giveing or taking bribes or of influencing the 
action of another by' corrupt inducement. Bribery of public 
off ecials is a crime for both, the bride-later and bride-giner'. 
No doubt it is the nature of human being to commit offence 
but the form of the nature of tlie offence may be different. If 
ordinary person commit the offence it does not affects much more 
to the society but if responsible autiiority commits the wrong it 
will affect much more to the society. Corrupt practices are pre-
velant everywhere and everywalk of life. It is not prohibited 
only by society but also rele_gio_n_jaJso. 
43. liichard Nice : Dictionary of Criminology (1955), p. 29. 
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Prophet Mohammad (SAW) Said : 'Allah's curse is on the 
44" 
are who offers the bribe and on the judge who accepts it' 
And also in Hindu relegion, Yajnavalkya, Vyasa cited in Visa : 
Prakima Kanda ; 'When, however, the judge works injustice by 
taking bribe from a litigant, the He i no/ should confiscate his 
property and banish him from the place ^. 
Inspite of these prohibition, curse and punishmenent, bribery 
' is common almost in every society throughout the fabric of public 
^ lif e in scar-iet thread of brebery is running. 
Police department is leading in tliis respect, they are 
getting regular payment from anti-social elements, criminals 
even from antinational elements. Policeman register the cases 
against particular caste and community does not arrest other. 
During communal riots Police play a major role ijnppL^ ed the curfew 
or sect 144 in particular area. They are influenced by money or 
political leaders. 
Politicians aff__ec_ts__the judges in the lower courts, they 
release the criminal tlirough political pressure politician 
pressure during arrest of criminrils. Whole frame of work shatt-
ered by tlie influence ol money and powoi . In courts biide exists 
in connection with prosecution, release, data fixation, delay of 
cases rummous and warrants etc. 
An official report of 19^ 32 salci , 'Justice was sold at the 
tribunals, and the most infaiii'jus crimc^s escaped punishment when 
44. Ahmad a • Tirmidhi and Ibn - Hlbban in his S.ihih and guoted 
by Yusul All Kardwai in lawful and prohibited in Isalm. 
45. P.N. Sen : An Introduction to Hindu Jurisprudence, (1984) 
p. 336. 
46. Quoted by J.B. Monteiro in Control of Mala'administration 
(1966) p. 19. 
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the criminals were affluent enough to corrupt the judges. All 
methods of accumulating ./ IVealt 
extortion was openly advocated'. 
h were considered lawful and 
In the liglit of present day to day observation it seems that 
the shadow of poisonous tree of bribery is spread over all 
I'departmenf of the government and the whole society as well as 
nation confmunalism is the worst form of problem which having 
great affinity with the corruption and corrupt practices.a Corrup-
tion and bribery is the part and parcel of life, but it does not 
mean that whole society is corrupt in the strict sense. Only 
few officials and politicians are responsible for it. 
To avoid lawlessness and maintain honesty, morality, 
sancity, high standard and good behaviour in government depart-
ments. Law has been laid down and punishable in Indian Panal 
Code and Prevention of corruption Act 1947, e.cj. a public servant 
taking gratification other than legal remuneration in respoct of 
official duties and acts shall be punished with imprisonment or 
with fine or with both. And public servant obtaining any valuable 
thing without consideration or for a consideration wliich he knows 
to have been, or to be, or to be likely to be concerned in any 
proceeding or business transaction or about to be transacted by 
such public servant or having any connection with the official 
function of himself or of any public servant to whom he is sub-
ordinate or from any person whom the knows to be interested in 
or related to he person so concerned shall be egually punished 
with imprisonment or with fine or witli both. There are other 
ppnaliti(^ s also. 'WMVICO I) 1 •-.C i p I 1 no Kulcs Ucp.it tiiieii ta 1 Actions 
Suspension, Termination etc. which holds the control. 
In Indian Penal Code several section covers biibcry and 
corruption: 
Section 161, 162, 163, 16b and 171B. The punishment tor 
bribery is defined in Section 164, 165A and 171E, section 213 
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which is applicable only a person accepting gratification is 
47 
up to a public servant . The bribery is sometimes not given 
to the directly but indirectly to the relatives of officers. 
Bribery ai^cf Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947 : This act is a 
socTal legislation and was enacted and passed in 1947 for more 
effective prevention of bribery and corruption of public servant. 
Prosecution under I.P.C. required sanction under section 197 of 
Cr.P.C.or Under Section 270 of the Government of India Act 1935. 
Prevention of corruption Act 1947 creats a new offence 
A ^ '*•" 
apart from and in addition jgffHDf fences under Indian Penal Code. 
/ \ 48 
Supreme court in Narayan/Nabiar\V. State of Kerala has held 
that the act creats new klfenc^ of 'Criminal Misconduct' in the 
discharge of official duty* by public servants. 
Section 4 defines the presumption where public servant 
accepts gratification other than legal remuneration. Section-5 
(1) (a-ej and (2), (3), (3-A), (3-B) and (4) criminal misconduct 
in discharge of the official duty. Section 5 of this Act (PCA) 
is the only penal provision of this act wtiich enumerates the 
offences and prescribes punishment for them. Clauses (a), (b), 
(c), (d) and (e) of sub-section of section 5 of prevention of 
corruption Act defines five categories of criminal misconduct in 
the discharge of official duty by public servants. Section 5 (1) 
(a) Habitually accepting gratification, section 5 (l)(b) Attri-
tually acceptance of valuable things, section 5(1)(d) valuable 
tnings obtaining for himself pf f/or any other person any valuable 
thing or pecuneiry advantages. 
47. H.D. Hussain, V. Emperor AIR 1947 (Cal.) 29, 47, Cr.L.J. 623. 
48. AIR 1963 SC 1116 : 1963(2; Cr.L.J. 106. 
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Section 5(2) defines the punishment for criminal in discharge 
ot the olficial duty. This sec Lion is i\\e supplym^'nt s of the 
existing provisions in the Indian Penal Code in sectiol 161-171. 
In his book 'Ethics of punishments' Sir Walter Moberly has 
observed that the principles of punishments is to prevent like 
offences and to take away the will to repeat the evil. There is 
49 
no much of chance of tlie offence l)Pinq repeated aqain 
Section 171B and l/lE of Indian Penal Code denines offences 
like bribery at election and punishment respectively committed 
at election. 
There are many causes of bribery and illetial practices eq. 
Historical, political, social, Economic and illiteracy. 
50 
In words of Monterio 'It is very difficult to classify 
that causes of corruf^tion with accui.icy 07 to plot thoin on a 
scale of priority. Quite a few of them are subjective and open 
to cliallenge theii relative impoitance varyinc.j from society to 
see iety . . . . ' . 
Generally, follovv^inq are the important and basic existing 
factor in every society : 
a. Social Causes. 
b. Economic Causes 
c. Political Causes. 
a. Social Causes : It is not matter, that what are the laws and 
orders prevailing in the society but it more important that how 
they are dealing tlie society according to cirmumstances and situ-
ations existing in the society. 
49. Harihar.._Pri^ ad V. State (1972) SCC 89 : 1972 SCC (Crl, ) 409. 
50. John B. Monteria : Corruption (1966), p. 54, A.R. Tyagi 
'Control iYi PublTcTServices', Second Oriented Course for 
Chief Viqilence Officer, June 15-19 (1970), p. 4-5. 
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In the words of Tyagi, 'Before the country gained its 
independence in 1947 the climate for integrity had already been 
spoilt to a great extent by war time scarcities. Control and 
the post war flush of easy money and consequent inflation, the 
longer period of scarcities spread this vioce of bribery' and 
corruption among all ranks of civil services'... 
Generally people don't have knowledge, don't know right and 
wrong, don't know rights and duties. They offer and accept; 
bribers without hesitation. Atleast it becomes a symbol in 
society to take illegal gratification and bribes some times delay 
in proceeding in government office in the hope of collecting 
'speed money'. 
It is noted in Santhanam Committee fleport that 'It was the 
unanimous openion of all witness who appeared before us that 
administrative delays are one of tfie major causes of corruption. 
We agree with this view. We have no rloubt that quite often delay 
in deliberately continued so as to obtain some view of illiqal 
bl gratification' 
'Due to the low standard of political and civic consciousness 
among the people in the developin(} society, there is great public 
apathy , ignorance. This attitude helps the anti-social elements 
to rationalize their illegal behaviour and -?]^;o encourages the 
public officials to go through their nefavious activities without 
any fear of public position. We are purturbed-^ly when a wrong 
is done to us individually, but we do not care-'^ a but so long as 
51. Santhanam Committee fleport (1962), p. 44. /^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^  "' 
V' .vs >?)6.<^ 
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others are beinq harmed by the/civil t)f deeds of the public 
of1icials 
RalF:)h Dr.iiljanti has quoted on the problem of bribery and 
53 
corruption from the book of Inayatullah 'Education is commonly 
regarded as the universul panacia lor all wordly ills including 
corruption. Dut it is unrealistic to expect that education 
alone will make for uncorrupt government'. Lack of education or 
illiteracy, i(jrioi,ince :1 1 1 inf OT iii.i tion In the soclj.^ ty may be 
counted as the social cause of bribery and corruption. Dut today 
in most of the cases educated persons are more corrupt than less 
educated or illiterate. Actually, honesty and dishonest a 
person is not result of education but it. is a result of habits, 
morals, or honesty. 
/ ^ X 
The flailway /corruption enc^uiry committee observed : 'Our 
democracy will not work unless there is honesty and efficiency 
in administration A strong pul)lic opinion must, therefore, 
be created and a determined effort made to method payment of 
illigal gratification 
Uur one of the most surprising, but painful and urgent point 
related to social cause of bribery is the feeling of communalism 
and casteism in our society. This is a painful reality that jobs 
are generally given to the people wtio belorKjs to the same caste 
or community as the person incharge, irrespective of qualifica-
tion, merits or lack of it. If the persons belonging otlier 
icommunity v;alking on the roads. They gets the jobs through 
bribery. In it a national loss is there real manpower is not 
utilized. 
(b) Economic Causes : It is universally truth anci amalcjamated in 
52. A.R. Tyagi : Corruption in Public Services' 2nd Oriented Course, 
Chief Vigilence Officer, June 15-19 (1970J P.-12, 
53. Bureaucracy and Development in Pakistan, Inayatullah, p. 99-114. 
54. Railway Corruption Inquiry Committee (1954-55) A.R. Tyagi: 
Quoted in Corruption in Public Services' 2nd 0rj^ rit_at^ £r;i 
Course, Chief Vigilence Officer, June 15-19 (1970), p.~l^. 
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huiiiofi iidtuio that, o v o i y one w,wi(,s (.n oarti irioi n fuui fnorn iriorioy 
even beyond the limits prescribed in law e.g. bribery. This bad 
habbit depends upon the nature of a person either he is getting 
more or less. A person of good habit or a honest nature may keep 
away himself from bribery at any circumstances. 
'Economic depression and powerty have powerful influence in 
the causation and commission of crime . Poor salaries and 
insecurity of the children less facilities re main causes of 
economic corruption. Advancement in the financial resources of 
the besinessmen and industrialists is also a factcTE's which 
^ • X 
influences the government officials. Business / taxes and 
black money uses., in bribery or other anti-national activities. 
Santhanam committee says - *To those corruption is not.an 
easy method to secure large earned * profit that also tlie 
necessary means to unable them to be in a position to pursue their 
vocation or retain their positions who inciubje in evasion' and 
avoidance of taxes, occumulate large amounts of unaccounted money 
by various methods, such as oLitninliig licences in the name of 
firm and individual, traffiking in licences etc. These 
are they who have control over laige iunds and are in a position 
to spend considerable sums of money in entertainment. 
It is said tiiat as a large majority of the high official 
are incorrupti^cmabtiii-and an likely to react strongly against any 
direct attempt to subvert their integrity, the basion and contact 
men make a careful study of the character, tastes and weakness 
of ofiiciais with whom tliey may have to deal and tliat weakness 
are then exploited. Possission of large amount of unaccounted 
money by various persons includinci tliose bc^longing to the inrfus-
bb. M.J. Sethna, 'Society and Criminals' (1971J, p. 197. 
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tries and commercial classes is a major impediment in the puri-
56 fication of public life 
I want to quote here two lines of Oliver Goldsmith's poem 
in this connection -
'All fares the land to hastering ills a prey where wealth 
accumulate; and men decay'. 
It seems that the corruption in public services arises dueto 
rapid economic growth. Black money is used in corruption and 
bribery. Poornesses also the factor, poor officials are influ-
enced by the corrupt men of the society, some arej^ involved to 
meet his desires others are involved to increase the standard in 
the society and to line a luxurious life. 
Over 60 Bihar Politicians drawing double salaries 57 
Minister of state for Higher Education Nawal Kishore Shahi 
said that the State Government would not hesitate in withdrawing 
the salaries of such Ministers and liglstlators who have been 
drawing the pay and puks from two different sources. 
Mr. Ram Pukar Singh in civil writ of 1991 at Patna_high court 
in public interest ^ ligation against state of Bihar. Minister of 
Higher Education and Universities of Difiar, Magadh, Ranchi and 
Patna are pointed out that about 60 powerful teachers cum poli-
tician have been drawing double salary without rendering a single 
day teaching or working in college, departments of tlie respective 
unitersities'. Such action by teacher legislature and government 
authorrTTes were highly arbittaryT i7nreasonaBTS~~-a-fteL-._ 
56. Santhanam Committee F^ eport (1962), pp. 11-12. 
57. The Hindustan Times, July 3, 1991, p. 7. 
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It says : There can be no better instance of grave malpractice 
and looting of the state. Exchanger in a most illegal and 
heinous manner by those person who are made incharge of governance 
of the state of Bihar*. 
(c) Political Causes : Political cause is also common at 
social and economic, Politicians are involved everywhere in 
every field of life. Politicians uses the black money which was 
earned by illegal means in the elections. Increasing craze of 
wealth power and reputation pushes the persons to go towards or 
to be involved in bribery. 
In the words of Huntington - 'Modernization also contributes to 
corruption (Bribery) by creasing new sources of walth and power, 
the relation of which €o politic"s is undefined by the dominant 
traditional norms of ttie society 58 
Modernization, encourages corruption by the changes it 
produces on tlio out-put side ol Lho poliUcal sy.'jtem. A]] laws, 
59 
as McMulla has pointed out, put some group at a disadvantages, 
and this group consequently becomps a potential sources of 
corruption'. 
Leaders collects funds for election in leturn they allow 
the business for illegal unlawful, corrupt antisocial and anti-
national activities. 
'The most potential cause in this sector is the collrction 
of election funds. The ministers collects funds from the rich 
foi the party usincj methods wliicti arc not always above board. 
The statutoiy limits on election expenses hence become a fiction. 
58. Huntington, Modernization and Corruption in lleirlpnheirmer, 
'Political Corruption' Ed. (1970), p. 492. 
59. McMulla, A Theory of Corruption, 'Tlie Sociological Review, 
9 (July, 1961) pp. 190-191 in Heidenheimer 'Political 
Corruption', Ed. (1970), p. 494. 
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and the candidate's invariably need help from outsides. This is 
the big businessmen come with all their wealth 
Chain of give and takes between rich and political leader 
or between political leaders and poor is the cause of political 
corruption. Politicians uses collected funds to influence the 
voters in his own favour, is a kind of bride. Some times- funds 
used for withdrawl of apponents from the fray. Politicians 
collects the funds from government officials otherwise they 
tease them officials misuses the power and take from other person. 
The funds are sometimes used against the government in 
power to def.gxuie them sometimes used in communal tension or 
against a particular community leader are th£—maaJi---S-Qjjras—e-f 
this problem.-y^Sometitties one person murdered in other community's 
'^ area so communal tension errupted. 
60. John B. Monterio : •Corruption' (19C6) p. 65. 
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VII. Role of Sports 
Sports and games are means to entertain and recreation for 
himself and other in the society. It creates the love and affec-
tion closelyness among the unknown teams. Friendlyness increases 
throu'gpr'sports and games among the people in different parts of 
the country. But alas| our social life has been polluted so much 
that even games and sports creates communal tension between the 
different communities especially Hindu and Muslim. Our narrow 
mindedness can be imagined. Inspite of our advanceness, in 
educational cultural and economic fields we are going backward. 
The our ancestors were better than us. They were living in very 
cardial or good relationship. 
There are several hundreds of examples to illustrate here. 
During the cricket match between India and Pakistan at Srinagar 
some antinational, communal elements distured the match. Even 
they hoisted'the flag of Pakistan. They created the tension 
instead of friendship, frames anci sports are good medium for 
friendship between the two countries. 
In Calcutta during the football between Mohan Bagan and 
Mohammamdan Sporting Club or Calcutta Sporting Club, tension _. 
develop sometimes curfew has been imposed. Both the communities 
favour^ '" their community club. It is anotfier matter Mohammadan 
:iub have non-Mohanimadan vice versa. Instead of entertaining 
they develop tension among temselves and among the general public, 
Only the name of club creates the tension. It is our's society's 
mentility. 
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Durincj Cricket or Hockey mfitch between tlie India V^^rakista'h 
creats the tension in India particularly in the place were it has 
been played. When the Muslims claps during the battinq of Pakis-
tani player or Hindus Claps during the batting of Indian players 
it develops the communal tension. Our low mentality, mean 
mentality creates the tension, everything is being seen in the 
communal angle. 
If India wins against the Pakistan some people^ not all, 
[arrange the music programme, so not by the happiness but to 
.rxitate others. Great hatred feeling but at the same time 
n^dia wins against West Indies or England the same people never 
/arrange the music programme. This is seen in Aligarh. 
I have a recent example that the Ghive Sena chief Bal 
Thacheray and his followers oppose th(^  cricket match between 
India and Pakistan in November, 1991 at Bombay . They dig up 
the pitch of ttie field, which caused great loss (crore of Flupees) 
to the government. Tickets have been sold at several other 
places too. It is not democratic means to oppose the Pakistans 
involvement in terrorist activities. That can be oppose by 
other means. Cancellation of Matcfi will not solved tFie problem, 
but it wjllwidened the gape between two countries. Sports and 
game is meant for love and affection, not for hate. It is not 
a healthy sign on the part of sportsman spirit. The centre state 
government and cricket control board are silent spectators. The 
cancellation of match encourage the communalism. 
Ol. The Times of India,'A Dangerous Wicket', Oct. 29, 1991, 
Ed. p. 8. 
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When ever we go through the newspapers we find reports 
emanting from either this state or that state about communal 
incidents taking place between the Hindus, Muslims between, 
Hindus and Sikhs in Assam between Hindus and Hindus for on the 
basis of regionalism. Such press reports are published in a 
wrong language, the problem can't be minimised but accelerated. 
When we came to know through press reports about communal tension 
usually starts from very small causes basically r^legious in 
character, the objections are raised by one community against the 
other community in taken out the procession, from an area domi-
nated by other relegious_cLrQJUps. Procession of Tazia, Muharram, 
Ram Navmi, Dashera, playing music before the mosgues sloughtering 
of cows cutting of peapal trees, teasing, molestation^ inter-
relegions marriages, etc. 
The relationship among the different communities had reached 
such a state that a very insignificant and trivial issue may act 
as an igniting material as if the society is sitting over a powder 
keg. That is why even very insigificant and trivial issue which 
have a very remote connection with other community do take such 
communal turn. 
During the 'Ram Bhakti' the VHP has played in cruellest 
jokes on the people of India, branded living people as 'martyrs' 
for its cause. In October-November 1990. Some died before who 
has link with KaT-^va. 
Truth About VHP 'Martyrs' 
1. Thakur Lai Singh, Raol Village Mathura, Died in Police 
firing in Ayuodhya (Still alive). 
2. Ashutosh Das, Brindavan, Mathura died in firing (still alive) 
3. Manji Lai Salyanarayan Faizabad died in firing in Ayodhya 
(died 17 years ago). 
4. Satyavan Singh, Suthpur Basti died in police firing in Ayodhya 
u 
(did not go at Ayodhya 1oi Kar seva, died in his own place at 
Basti in a police confrontation etc. Several Newspapers 
published list of murtyrs without confirming the list which caused 
communal tension within country and specially in U.P. 
'News Paper ''Aaj'' reported on December 10. 28 persons 
undergoing treatment in hospital were killed along their atten-
dent. Fifty person are being expected to lost their lives in the 
incident' .... ' ~^~"~~ ^ 
The Delhi Medias Front (DAAF) - Dr. Rajesh Sofat, Dr. D.K. 
Saxena and Dr. Najeeb Siddiqui spent two days in (.December 9 
and 10) Aligarh. According to team no incident took inside 
hospital, no doctor or staff is involved as accused by Hindi 
News Paper. 
There was no discrimination against the patients on communal 
lives for treatment - surgical or medical. The DMF demanded 
action against newspaper for misreportinq and sensationalism, 
by Press Council of India' 
Director oi IndiainAdministrationC£old in interview to BBC 
on December 14, 1990 at 10.45 P.M. that the telecast of Maha-
bharat and flamayana effectecl the mind of people and majority 
" 64 
comtnunity become communal and v i o l e n t . Prof. Monish Raza (Ex. 
V.C. of Del l i iUrTIvors i ty t o l d t h a t BJP i s r e s p o n s i b l e fo r r e c e n t 
communal r i o t s in Ind i a 
62 . Muslim Ind ia (Monthly) J u l y , 1991, p . 322 (Source , The 
I l l u s t r a t e d Weekly of I n d i a , .1-7 June , 1991) . 
6 3 . The Times of I n d i a , Feb. 2 , 1991, N. Dell i i , p . 3 . 
64. B.B.C. Report on 14.12.1990 At 10.45 P.M. 
6 5 . bid . 
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Electronic media stiowinq the serial which creat the 
tension and communal feelings amonq the different communities, 
caste and regions. The programme in TV should be such a nature 
which promote the feeling of brotherhood, tolerance, understan-
ding and adjustment with others. The atmosphere at this time is 
sufficient fertile for a communalism, a slighted incident is 
sul fie lent for communal'riot. 
People have lost the reliability of newspaper and even TV. 
Everyone switch on B.B.C. for real fact. Even Rajiv Gandhi"^^ had 
to time to BBC to learn the facts of his mothers death. 
The role played by news papers - Rajasthan Patrika and 
Nav Bharat Times in Jaipur riot in November 27, 1989 was the worst 
in the history of Jaipur Patrika published slogan 'bachcha 
bachcha Ram ka, baqi sub haram ka, bachcha bachcha Ram ka BJP 
ke kam ka' etc. Patrika publlslied a provocative cartoon on 
Dec. 1, 1989*^ .^ 
Here we categorised the media broadely into two groups: 
(i) EleclrQnic Media eq. TV, H;\dio Cinema,-
(ii) Vi/riting Communication eq. Paper, Magzine, Phamphelets, 
Books. 
Both are media but some are controlled by the government 
but some are uncontrolled. It means they are free to express 
their openion.r 
TV, Radio and Cinema effect on the young mind about the 
communal reaction. Telecasting such a programme which effects, 
the minds of young should be avoided. Above all the TV and 
66. The Times of India, April 29, 1987, New Delhi, p. 4. 
67. Mainstream, 'Role of Media During Jaipur Riots', 
Dr. Ajay K. Mehra, visiting fellow. New Delhi, Feb. 17, '90. 
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cinema is more effective media incompnrision to Radio and news 
papers. Because seeing of anything imprint in minds and language 
is no hurdle in communication. 
Media can play positive role in advancing the secularism 
and integration of nation. Tliey can show the episode which 
reflects the secularism nationalism brotherhood among the differ-
ent communities. It should be encouraged through TV and cinema. 
Because these media are controlled by the government directly or 
indirectly. 
But as far as newspapers magzine, books are concerned they 
are having more freedom so the publishers, writer^nd editor,^ .^ 
should be trained in such a manner./'So they can advocate the 
secularism and national integration. Antinational activities 
should be discouraged through these media writing and publishing 
the such articles which incouxiiq-e-the secularism nationalism and 
brotherhood among the different relegiiius^  sect and groups. 
The role ol media calls for serious thinking under such 
circumstances which is the urgent need of time it will be not 
benefitted to the society but also to the Nation as well as to 
the whole huminity in this motlier land. 
"I have always said t h a t our land of 
India i s l i k e a newly wedded brede 
whose two beaut i ful and lucious eyes 
are the Hindus and the liuslims". 
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan 
January 27th 1883 at patna. 
"Religion^ are not meant for separa-
t i n g men, they are meant to bind 
them". 
Kahatma Gandhi 
"People wi l l f ight for r e l i g i o n , they 
wil l wri te in support of r e l i g i o n , and 
wi l l speak in support of r e l i g i o n , even 
they wi l l be ready to die for r e l i g i o n , 
but they wil l not lead t h e i r l i f e acco-
rding to r e l i g i o n " , 
Colton 
chapter - Third 
III m, l A i i i • • ^m^ammmmimm^g^^^ 
Of fences Affecting Harmonyy And Integrat ion 
1. offences Against Public Tranqui l i ty 
1) unlawful Assembly 
11) Riot 
111) Communal Riot 
2. promoting Enlmlty Between i^lfferent Groups : 
3. Offences Relating to Religion 
4 . Waging war 
5. Criminal Intlmadatlon 
Offences Affecting Harmony And Integrat ion 
I t I s well known p r i n c i p l e of the nature t ha t If t he re 
Is disease there Is medicine In medical sc ience . But In soc ia l 
science there Is problem the re i s solut ion only I t depends 
upon the master who Is deal ing the problem, whether he ^ot 
the r ea l problem at the r i g h t moment, then he w i l l be succe-
s s f u l . Same Is the procedure here In case of communalIsm and 
d i s i n t e g r a t i o n of the s t a t e . If the adminis t ra t ion and 
jud ic ia ry took the notice Immediately without any delay and 
wi l l apply the appropriate sec t ion , to the cr iminals at the 
time of communal tension then the whole problem wil l come 
under control whether i t i s communal, reg ional or l ingua l 
caste c o n f l i c t s . The use of the adminis t ra t ive power must be 
at the beginning without p a r t i a l i t y . Here are some sec t ion 
of Indian Penal code and Criminal Procedure code who d e a l s 
the problems. 
1. Offences Against the Public Tranqui l i ty 
1) Unlawful Assembly x 
sec t ion 141 of Indian Penal code 1860 defined the 
unlawful assembly as follows -
"An assembly of five or more persons i s designated as 
unlawful assembly" if the common object of the persons compo-
sing t h a t assembly Is -
F i r s t - To overawe by cr iminal force , or^snow^of criminal 
fo rce , the cen t ra l or any s t a t e govern me rrfe-et Parliament or 
the l e g i s l a t i o n of any s t a t e , or any publ ic servant In the 
exercise of i t s lawful power of such publ ic se rvant , or 
second - To r e s i s t the execution of any law or of any l ega l 
process , or 
1. Ratan Lai and J^hiraj L a i . The Indian Penal Code Reprint , 
1985/ p . 111. 
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Third - To commit any mischief or criminal t r e s p a s s , or 
other offence, or 
Fourth - By means or criminal force or show of criminal force 
to any person t o take or obtain possession of any property 
or to deprive any person of the enjoyment of a r i g h t of way, 
or of the use of water or other uncorporeal r i g h t of which 
he i s in possession or enjoyment, or to enforce any r i g h t or 
supposed r i g h t , or 
F i f th - By means of criminal force , or show of criminal f o r ce , 
to compel any person to do what he i s not l e g a l l y bound to do 
or to omit to do what he i s e n t i t l e d to do. 
Explanation : An assembly which was not unlawful when i t 
assembled, may subsequently became an unlawful assembly 
The e s s e n t i a l question in t h i s section i s the number of persons 
took pa r t in the crime i s f ive or more than f ive and t h e i r 
object should be common, whether the object i s in t h e i r mind 
when they come together or whether i t occurs t o them a f t e r -
wards i s not material object of the assembly must be common 
and a l l should be aware of i t . There must be some present 
and immediate purpose of carrying into af fec t the common 
object and meeting to arrange for future p lans for future 
2 
action i s not an unlawful assembly. 
In Baladins"^ case , the Supreme court has observed t h a t 
mere presence in an assembly does not make a person or number 
of an unlawful assembly unless i t is shown t h a t he had done 
something or omitted to do something which could make him 
a member of unlawful assembly. 
In Lai Jis"^ case Allahabad High court held t h a t a crowd 
of persons , assentoling t o see what the po l ice o f f i ce r were 
2. Koura Khan (1868) P.R. No. 34 of 1868. 
3. AIR 1956 SC 181 See also -jhanti Lai 1977 Cr i . L.R. (Raj) 
575. 
4 . AIR 1925 A l l . 308. 
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doing in a r r e s t i n g a person who had from lawful 
a r r e s t , who do not use force or show of fo r ce , does not form 
an unlawful assembly, 
i i )R io t f 
Encyclopaedia of crime and ju s t i ce defined in term r i o t 
a s . Riot i s a publ ic ^ s t u r b a n c e - ^ e a t e d by the la rge number 
of person engaging in tumultuous conduct out of control of 
the authories^ there by causing r i s k of v io lence , Injury to 
persons property or general publ ic alarm.^ 
s e c . 146 of Indian Penal code def ines the term as 
follows -
"Whenever force or violence i s used by an unlawful 
assembly or by any member there of, in prosecut ion of common 
object of such asseni^ly every merrtoer of such assembly i s 
gu i l ty of the offence of r i o t i n g " . 
The ba s i s of the law as to r i o t i n g is the de f in i t i on 
of an unlawful assembly, a r i o t being simply an unlawful 
assembly in p a r t i c u l a r s t a t e of a c t i v i t y t h a t a c t i v i t y being 
accompanied by the use of force or v io lence , i t i s only the 
use of force t h a t d i s t i ngu i shes r i o t i n g from unlawful 
assembly. 
There are two e s s e n t i a l s which make every member of an 
unlawful assembly gui l ty of r i o t i n g -
1, Use of force a violence by an unlawful assembly or by any 
member of thereo^T"^ 
2. such force or violence should have been used in prosecut ion 
of common object of such assembly. 
If a number of persons assembled for any lawful 
purpose suddenly quarrel without any previous in ten t ion 
or design they do not commit a r i o t in the l ega l sense where 
5 . Kadlsh, S.H. (Ed) Encyclopaedia of cr iminal J u s t i c e , v o l . 4 , 
London 
6 . Ratan Lai and Dhiraj La i , Law of Crines , 23rd Edi t ion , 
New Delhi , 1987. 
7. Khajah Noorul Hossen V. Fabre-Tonnerre (1865) 24 WR (Cr) 
26; and also Cjovernment V. Looluba 2NAR 883. 
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on sudden quarre l only th ree of the accused ac tua l ly joined 
in the a s sau l t on the decre.ase4. and t h e ^ t h e r three accused 
only kept abusing, although they had Y-y in t h e i r hands, 
i t was held t h a t by mere presence of the accused I t could 
not be said t h a t they had a l l shared the conunon object of 
the commtitting assaul t on the accused, where several Hindus, 
act ing in concer t , forc ibly removed an ox and two cows from 
the possession of a Mahommedan, not for the purpose of 
causing 'wrongful gain* to themselves or 'wrongful loss* 
to the owner of the c a t t l e , but for the purpose of prevent ing 
the kelj^ing of the cows, i t was held t h a t they were 
Q 
r i o t i n g . 
Riots unfortunately become todays normal th ing in l i f e . 
I t has several forms e . g . Hindu-Muslim r i o t s are very common, 
Hindu-Sikh, Hindu-Christian upper caste-lower caste r i o t s 
e t c . Every time one par t or other i s ef fected by t h i s problem. 
At an average every week witness communal r i o t in Ind ia . 
l i i ) communal Riots t 
Pxjblic violence committed by a group against Jkt\ 
other i s frequent in every corner of the nat ion coffununal 
violence ( spec ia l ly between Hindus and Muslim) i s not a new 
phenomenon but i t was also common in p re -pa r t i t loned ^Td____-
post p a r t i t i o n e d . I t i s not confined to only Hindu-Muslim but 
Hindu-Sikh be^i^en Shia and Sunni two sec t s of Muslims. 
In l a s t year there was a c lash between j a t and ja tav in 
\ '" 10 
Agra, when the bride groom was passing through the s t r e e t , 
Punjab, Assam, Kashmir, Bihar, U.P., M.P, are the s t a t e s which 
are r i o t prcne . In these s t a t e s r i o t s are very common. 
G« Banwaree (1965) AIR Pat 45 : (1965) 1 Cr. 73 . 
9 . kauhunath R_al« (1892) 15 Al l . 22. 
10. The Times of India, Delhi , May 20, 1990. 
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2. promoting enlmlty between d i f fe ren t groups : 
Under t h i s s ec t ion , the aim i s to prevent the 
(between), among the d i f f e r en t groups, whosoever wi l l provoke 
the o ther party wil l be punished under Indian Panal code, 
sec t ion 153 - Wantonly giving provocation with intend 
t o cause r i o t - whoever malignantly, or wantonly, by d o i n ^ ^ 
anything which i s i l l e g a l , gives provocation t o any person 
Intendinga-^^knowlng i t t o be l i k e l y t h a t such provocation 
wi l l cauW-^he offence of r i o t i n g to be committed, s h a l l . 
If r i o t i n g be committed - if the offence of r i o t i n g 
becommitted in consequences of such provocat ion, be punished 
with imprg^sonment of e i t h e r d i s c r i p t i on for a term which may 
be extended to one year , or with fifte or with both . 
If not committed - and if the offence of r i o t i n g be 
not committed, with imprisonment of e i t h e r d i s c r i p t i o n for 
a term, which may extend t o six months, or with f ine or with 
bo th• . 
This section dea l s who does i l l e g a l acts inprovoking 
o thers to conunlts^-jHrot. Malice i s not only an expression of 
hatred and i l l wil l to an ind iv idua l , but means an unlawful 
act done in t en t iona l ly without jus t cause or execuse. Malig-
nant means extreme maleiolence or enimity , v io len t ly h o s t i l e 
/pr harmful, Usual ly^riot took place when on^ -^yjs^mmunlty uses 
(hatred words towards~ERe'"other community./our ^ornmunity 
charged with blames a n t i n a t l o n a l , t r a i t o r V r - ^ c o n d c l a s s 
c i t i z e n or other type of charges. These are some causes which 
provoke the o the r s , 
miantonly means r e c k l e s s l y , t hough t l e s s ly , without regard 
for r i g h t or consequences, where ce r ta in person t ak ing p a r t 
In r e l i g i o n s procession gra tu i tous ly disobeyed the o rde r s of 
the pol ice concerning the manner in which such procession was 
11, Ratan Lai - Law of Crimes, p . 524, 
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t o be conducted, with the r e s u l t t ha t a r i o t was only 
averted by bringing armed pol ice upon the scene, i t was held 
t h a t the persons concerned actedJwantouly' within the meaning 
of t h i s sec t ion . s im i l a r l y where c e r t a i n Mohamedans formed 
themselves into a process ion, and proceeded along a c e r t a i n 
r o u t e . , and disobeyed the order of the po l ice and came in to 
contact with a procession of Pilndus, and a r i o t r e su l t ed i t 
was held t ha t they were gu i l ty of an offence under t h i s sect ion 
as they refused to comply with the orders of the police."^-^ 
In t h i s sect ion offender should do I l l e g a l act malig-
nant ly or wantonly which gives provocation to o thers would 
cause r i o t , 
A Mussalman procession passed by the door way of the 
accused, outside which had, without permission, erected 
a screen and inside which was an image of goddess Bhawani. 
The accused was asked t o close the doors while procession was 
passing he refused to do so . The magistrate convicted the 
accused on the ground t h a t , "by t h i s i l l e g a l ommission of 
respect to the re^J^iotis feelitT£3^Qf__the Mussalman, he 
provocked a r i o t " . 
A bride and bridegroom of the depressed c l a s s were about 
t o be ca r r i ed in palanquins through a v i l l a g e higher cas te 
did not allowed because of local customs. Inspectors d i r e c t e d 
not to do but t^e palanquins was ca r r i ed ^way against the 
order of c i r c l e Inspector of Police* ^-^ , 
_^^' ' 7 
In Agra on May, 1990 the bridegroom r id ing o^house of 
ja tav community was not allowed by the j a t community in—their 
l o c a l i t y , which caused a r i o t . I t i s not only confined t o the 
Agrab«fe--9pread to the Allgarh and other p l a c e s . ^ 
12. Hussaln Bakhsh (1907) 29 All 569, 571. 
1 3 . Gulam Kadar (1927^ 30 Bomb. (R 367 j 29 CrL) 489: (1928) 
(B) 156. 
14. The Hindustan Times 20 May, 1990. 
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provocation caused the r i o t among the d i f f e r en t groups 
may be r eg iona l , l i n g u i s t i c , r e l i g i o u s c u l t u r a l e t c . Today 
provocation i s common by leaders even on the roads and at 
publ ic p l a c e s . 
sec t ion 153~A^5 proiriotlng enimity between d i f f e r en t 
groups of releglorj^ r a c e , place of b i r t h , fes ldence , language 
e t c . and doing acts p r e jud i c i a l to maintenance of harmony. 
(1) whoever -
(a) by words, e i t h e r spoken or w r i t t e n , or by s igns or by 
v i s i b l e r ep resen ta t ions or otherwise promotes or at tempts t o 
promote, on the grounds of r e l ig ion r a c e , place, of b i r t h , 
r e s idence , language, cas te or community or any other ground 
whatsoever, disharmony or fee l ings of enimty, hatred or i l l - w i l l 
between d i f fe ren t re leq ions , . soc i a l , . language or reg iona l 
groups or cas tes or communities, or 
(b) Commits any ac t s which i s p r e jud i c i a l to the main-
tenance of harrr,ony between d i f fe ren t r e l e g i o n s , s o c i a l , 
language a regional groups or cas tes or communities, and which 
d i s t u r b s or i s l i k e l y to d i s tu rb th«) pub l i c t r a n q u i l i t y , or 
(c) o rganizex^y e x e r c i s e , rrovement, d r i l l or o ther 
s imi la r ac t iv i t^^ in tend ing t h a t the p a r t i c i p a n t s In such 
a c t i v i t y shal l use or be t r a ined to use criminal force or 
violence or knowing i t to be l i k e l y t h a t the p a r t i c i p a n t s in 
such a c t i v i t y wil l use or be t r a ined to use criminal force 
or v io lence , or p a r t i c i p a t e s / I n such a c t i v i t y intending t o 
use or be t ra ined to use criminal force or violence or knowing 
lit t o be l i k e l y t ha t the p a r t i c i p a n t s in such a c t i v i t y wi l l 
use or be t ra ined to use criminal force or violence agains t 
any r e l eg ion , r a c i a l language or regional group or cas te or 
^community and such a c t i v i t y , for reason whatsoever comes or 
i s l i k e l y to cause fear or alarm or a f ee l ing of i n secu r i t y 
15, Ratan Lai , Law of cr imes. 
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amongst nienibers of such r e l eg lous , r a c i a l , language or regional 
group or caste or community. 
Shall be punished with Imprisonment which may extend 
to th ree yea r s , or with f i ^ e , or with bo th . 
Offences committed In place of worship e t c - (2) whoever 
commits an offence speci f ied In sub-sect ion (1) In any place 
of worship or In any assembly engaged in the performance of 
r e l eg lons worship or r e l i g i o u s ceremonies, sha l l be punished 
with lmprl~sonment^^hlch may extend t o five years and sha l l 
a lso be l i a b l e \/o f ive] 
sec t ion 153-B - Imputations, a s se r t i ons p r e j u d i c i a l 
t o na t iona l in tegra t ion - (l) whoever, by words e i t h e r spoken 
or wr i t ten ior by sign or by v i s i b l e r ep resen ta t ions or 
otherwise — 
(a) makes or publishes any imputation t h a t any c l a s s of 
persons can not , by reason of t h e i r being members of any 
re l eg lous r a c i a l , language or regional group or caste or 
community, bear t rue f a i t h and al legiance to the c o n s t i t u -
t ion of India as by law es tab l i shed or uphold th^ ' ^overe lgn ty 
and i n t e g r i t y of India , or 
(b) a s s e r t s , consents , advises propogates or publ ishes t h a t 
any c l a s s of persons s h a l l , by reasons of t h e i r being members 
of any re le^ i j ius , r a c i a l , language or regional group or 
cas te or community, be denied or deprived of t h e i r r i g h t s 
as c i t i z e n s of India , or 
(c) makes or publishes any a s se r t i on , counsel , p lea or appeal 
concerning the obl iga t ion of any c l a s s of persons by r ea sons , 
of t h e i r being membess of any r e l i g i o u s , r a c i a l , language or 
regional group or caste or community and such a s s e r t i o n , 
counsel , p lea or appeal causes or i s l i k e l y to cause d i s -
harmony or fee l ings of enimity or hatred or i l l - w i l l between 
such members and other persons . 
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S h a l l be punished with imprisonment which may ex tend 
t o t h r e e y e a r s , or with f i n e , or with b o t h . - (2) Whoever 
commits an offence s p e c i f i e d in s u b - s e c t i o n (1) , in any 
p l a c e of worship or in any assembly engaged in t h e performance 
of re leg lo joa worship or r e l e g i o u s ce remon ies , s h a l l be 
punished with imprisonment which may ex tend t o f i ve y e a r s 
and s h a l l a l s o be l i a b l e t o f i n e . I n Lahdre caseXRangila Rasul 
Case) Da l ip S i n g h , / j y , he ld t h a t t h i s s e c t i o n ( w . a < ^ t e n d e d 
t o p r e v e n t personsr f rom making a t t a c k s on a p a r t i c u l a r 
community and was not meant t o s t o p po lemics a g a i n s t deceased 
r e l e g i o u s J L e a d e r ( l i k e prophet Mohamed) however s c i i r r i l o u s 
and in bad t a s t e such a t t a c k s might b e . T h i s view was no t 
approved in subsequent case (Ra i sa l a - i -Var tman case) t r i e d 
be fo re S p e c i a l Bench of t h e Lahore High Court in t h e l i f e of 
Prophet Mohamed and was a ex t remely bad and s c u r r i l o u s in 
n a t u r e , ® 
T h i s s e c t i o n s . 295 A are not i r n c o n s i s t e n t wi th t h e 
fundamental r i g h t of freedom of speeclL-effid e x p r e s s i o n as guaran-
t eed by a r t , 19 of t h e c o n s t i t u t i o n . T h i s i s not u l t r a v i r e s 
of a r t , 19(1) (a) of t h e c o n s t i t u t i o n . The a d d i t i o n of t h e 
words " in t h e i n t e r e s t of p u b l i c o r d e r " in the a r t . 19(2) 
by t ^ ^ - i r s t Amendment Act 1952 makes t h e ambit of t h e 
p r o t e c t i o n very wide and any p r o v i s i o n which has been e n a c t e d 
20 in t h e i n t e r e s t of p u b l i c o rde r would be valid,*^ 
In t h i s s e c t i o n t h e i n t e n t i o n t o promote h a t r e d or 
en imi ty between d i f f e r e n t c l a s s e s i s not neces sa ry i n g r e d i e n t 
bu t t h e language used must have tendency t o i n s u l t t h e 
f e e l i n g s or t h e deepes t r e i&gious c o n v i c t i o n s of any s e c t i o n 
' "" - r ' 
17 . Raj Paul (1927) 28 Cr L j 721 i 28 PLR 514 » (1927) AIR(L) 
590 . 
18 . Devi Sharan Sharma (1927) 28 PLR 497 t 28 Cr L J 794 t 
19 27 AIR (L) 594 (5B) , 
19 . S h r i Kr ishna Sharma (1954) San L R 42 (FB) 
20. Wajlh Uddln (1963) L Cr L j 4 Sub-nom uddin 3W (1963) 
A l l , L J . 2 1 . 
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Of the people. The court must be s a t i s f i e d t h a t the accused 
had a conscious In tent ion of promoting, causing or e x c i t i n g 
enimlty and hatred between various c l a s s e s . Malicious i n t e n -
t ion i s gathered from words, s i tua t ion and circumstances. 
Rat ional c r i t i c i s m of re leg ious t e n e t s in r e s t r a n l e d 
language c a n ' t amount to offence u/s 153-A or U/s 29h^h of 
the penal Code. Gandhi j l c r i t l s e d the custom of un touchabi l i ty 
of Hinduism i s not an offence. 
The word promote in Webster's Dictionary i s said to mean 
t o cont r ibute t o the growth, enlargement, p rosper i ty of my 
process or th ing t h a t i s in cour se , . t o encourage, t o e x c i t e . 
some times a person may promote a thing without i n t e n t i o n . 
If the a r t i c l e read as a whole d i s c l o s e s a tendency 
t o promote fee l ings of eniml ty , hatred and i l l - w i l l between 
Hindu and Muslim communities, the question of in ten t ion pa les 
21 in to s ign i f i cance . sec t ion 153-A (1) i s not confined t o 
the promotion of f ee l ings of enmity e t c , or grounds of 
re leg lon only but takes in promotion of such fee l ings on the 
grounds as well as r a c e , place with residence language, cas te 
22 
or community. 
The c lasses must include de f in i t e performance, s t a b i l i t y 
not a vague, liindus, Mohamedous, Kisan and Ziamindar are 
d e f i n i t e and permanent c l o s se s . 
23 sec t ion 154 owner or occupier of land on which 
an unlawful assembly i s held - whenever any unlawful assembly 
or r i o t t akes p lace , the owner or occupier of the land upon 
which such unlawful assembly i s held , or such r i o t i s committed, 
and any person having or claiming an i n t e r e s t in such land , 
21. Babu Rao Patel MR 1960. 3.C. 763 s 1980 Cri L. J . 529 
(SC) 1980 sec (cr i ) 500. 
22. Ib id . 
23. Ratan Lai 'Law of Crimes*. 
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s h a l l be punishable with f ine not exceeding one thousand 
rupees , if he or h i s agent or manager. Knowing t h a t such offence 
i s being or has been committed, or having reason to be l ieve 
i t i s l i k e l y to be committed, do not give the e a r l i e s t no t ice 
there of in h i s or t h e i r power to the p r inc ipa l o f f icer at 
the neares t pol ice s t a t i on and do not in the case of h i s or 
t h e i r having reason to bel ieve tha t i t was about to be committed 
use a l l lawful means in h i s or t h e i r power to prevent i t , and, 
in the event of i t s taking p lace , do not use a l l lawful means 
in h i s or t h e i r power to disperse or suppress the r i o t or 
unlawful assembly. 
In the f i r s t place the owner of the land i s respons ib le 
'secondly h i s agent or manager even then the owner i s respons ib le 
when unlawful assembly assembled to commit r i o t . Owner of the 
land must inform to the neares t pol ice s t a t i on for t h a t . The 
th i rd imposes the penalty if r i o t taken p lace . 
This section dea ls th ree breaches of duty ; 
1. Omission to give not ice of a r i o t or unlawful assembly; 
2. Abstention from prevent ing i t ; and 
3. Negligence to suppress i t . 
This section imposes duty on landlord or landholders 
and occupier of the land i s cognizant in a pecu l ia r way of 
the design of those who assenible on h i s land, and i s able 
not only to give the pol ice no t i ce . 
An i n t e r e s t in . . . land means any fragment of the 
ownership. This section w i l l apply to t enan t s and mortagage 
remaihdermen and r e v i s i o n e r s . I t i s impossible t o punish every 
person who has i n t e r e s t s in the land. The r e s p o n s i b i l i t y 
depends on the fact of the person who caused the r i o t being 
himself the person who has an i n t e r e s t in the land, or an agent 
or a manager of a such person, and one of the fac t s t o be 
proved i s whose agent or manager the person fomenting the 
r i o t i s . 
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3 . Offences Relating to Religion t 
These sect ions are in consonance with the preamble 
of the Indian Const i tut ion which dec la res India to be a 
secular republ ic and with Art , 25 of the cons t i tu t ion which 
subject to public order , moral i ty , h e a l t n a n d the other 
provis ions of p a r t - I l l grants to a l l persons freedom of 
conscience and the r i g h t f ree ly to p ro fes s , p r a c t i s e and 
propagate r e l i g i o n . Every man should suffered to profess 
h i s own re leg ion , and t h a t no i man should be. suffered t o 
i n s u l t the r e l i g ion of another . 
3ectlon-295 Injur ing or d e f i l i n g place of worship 
with In ten t to insu l t the r e l i g ion of any c l a s s - whoever 
des t roys , damages or d ^ £ i l e a n y place of worship, or any 
subject held sacred by any c lass any c l a s s of persons with 
the in ten t ion of thereby''^:llTsuiringthe r e l i g i o n of any c l a s s 
of persons or with the knowledge tha t any c l a s s of persons 
i s l i k e l y t o consider such des t ruc t ion , damage or defi lement 
as an i n s u l t to t he i r r e l i g i o n , shal l be punished with 
Imprisonment of e i t h e r descr ip t ion for a term which may 
extend to two years/ or with f ine , or with both. 
The des t ruct ion must be in ten t iona l to i n su l t the 
r e l e g i g a o f a c lass of persons with the knowledge t h a t a 
c l a s s of person i s l i k e l y to consider such des t ruc t ion e t c 
as an i n s u l t t o t h e i r r e l i g i o n . 
/ The "any object held sacred by any c l a s s of persons" 
can not be l imited to ido l s in temples or idols ca r r i ed 
on f e s t ive occasions. Not only idols or sacred books, but 
any o ther object which i s regarded as sacred by any c l a s s 
of persons/ whether ac tua l ly worshipped or no t . The cour t s 
must be circumspect in such matters and pay due regard t o 
the^lreyiglons s u s c e p t i b i l i t i e s of d i f f e ren t c l a s ses of 
persons with b e l i e f s whether they shared those b e l i e f s or 
24. Ratan Lai and Ui l ra j L a i ' s 'Law of Crimes, I v o l , 23rd 
Ed. 1987. 
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not or whether those b e l i e f s In the opinion of the cour t were 
r a t i o n a l or not .^^ 
The words ' de s t roy ' and 'damage' have obviously a 
physical or material s i g n i f i c a t i o n , and on the usual p r i n c i p l e s 
of construct ion of e jusdem ^^nesisp a s imi la r meaning i s t o be 
assigned t o the word ' de f i l e* i t may be understood, e s p e c i a l l y 
in co l loca t ion with such words as ' de s t roy ' and damage in 
the primary physical sense . The k i l l i n g of a cow by Mohammadan, 
within a s ight of a publ ic road frequented by Hindus, i s 
not punishable under t h i s sec t ion . The k i l l i n g of a cow 
with the in tent ion or knowledge of offending the r e l eg ions 
s u s c e p t i b i l i t i e s of Hindus i s not an offence under t h i s 
27 sec t ion . Though the in ten t ion of the accused may be t o 
decry the fee l ings and wound the s u s c e p t i b i l i t i e s of a l a rge 
sect ion of people, s t i l l the Intent ion alone i s not su f f i c i en t 
unless i t i s carr ied out by an act which must f a l l within 
the scope of t h i s s ec t ion . The images in a shop c a n ' t be 
held to be objec ts held sacred by any c l a s s of person. 
Any c l a s s of person - include any re leg ions sect however 
small in number. I t also appl ies to d i f f e r en t sec ts or 
c l a s ses of Hindus who are animated by sec ta r ian f e e l i n g s . 'Even 
two persons'^wouTa''^ su f f i c i en t t o c o n s t i t u t e clTass I r r p r i n -
c ip le of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , adopted. 
The in tent ion would be ascertained from the nature of 
the act done, where a person, as the r e s u l t of a quarre l with 
a r e l a t i o n , threw a basket containing cooked food (fowl, 
f i s h , r i c e etc) into a well but without any in tent ion of 
wounding the r e l i g i o u s s u c e p t i b i l i t i e s of anyone, he was held 
28 
not t o have committed an offence under t h i s sec t ion . Where 
a Hindu had sexual in tercourse with a woman sec re t ly and 
2 5 . v e e r a b a d r a m G h e t t i a r V. Romaswami N a i c k e r (19 59) SCR 1 2 1 1 . 
2 6 . Imam A l l (1687) 10 A l l 150 ( F t i ' . 
2 7 . A l l Mohammad (1917) PR No, 10 of 1 9 1 8 , 
2 8 . waman (l;.:98) Cr . R No. 4 0 of 1 8 9 8 . 
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at night within an enclosure surrovindlng the tomb of 
Mohamedan fakir , i t was held that he had committed an offence 
under section 297 and not under t h i s section. Where the 
accused destroyed the sacred thread worn by the complainant 
who was an Ahir and therefore not ent i t led to wear I t , i t was 
held that t h i s did not amount to an insul t to the complainant 
relegion under t h i s section or s . 295-A. 
section 295-A -^'- Deliberate and malicious acts intended 
to outrage releglous feelings of any class by insult ing I t s 
rele^^igin-or relegious belief - whoever, with deliberate 
and malicious intention of outraging the relegious feelings 
of any class of ci t izens of India, by words ei ther spoken 
or wri t ten, or by signs or by visible representations or 
otherwise, insult or attempt to insult the relegion or the 
relegious beliefs of that class shall be punished with impri-
sonment of ei ther description for a term which may extend 
to three years, or fi^;e or with both. 
This section i s not beyond the Article 19(2) of the 
consti tution and i t s va l id i ty is beyond question. This section 
cJoes not penalise any and every act of insult to or attempt 
to insul t the relegion or the rej.egiou3_beliefs of a c lass 
of c i t i zens , but i t penalises only those acts of insult to 
or those var ie t ies of attempt to Insult the relegion or the 
relegiousjsel ief of a class of c i t i zens , which are perpetrated 
with the deliberate and malicious intention of outraging 
the relegious feelings of that c lass . This section Is not incon-
sistence with r ight guaranteed by Article 25(1) of the 
c ^ s t i t u t i o n of India. 
29. Ratna Mudall (1886) 10 Mad. 126. 
30 . Sheo Shankar (1940) 15 Luck 696, 
3 1 . Ratan L a i , - Law of Crimes. 
I t i s I m p o r t a n t t h a t t h e I n t e n t i o n of t h e a c c u s e d t o 
o u t r a g e was m a l i c i o u s a s w e l l a s d e l i b e r a t e and d i r e c t e d t o a 
c l a s s of p e r s o n s and n o t m e r e l y t o an i n d i v i d u a l . The word 
u s e d must be j udged by r e a s o n a b l e man a s g r o s s l y o f f e n s i v e 
and p r o v o c a t i v e . I f t h e i n t e n t i o n of t h e a c c u s e d i s t o wound 
t h e f e e l i n g s of an I n d i v i d u a l o r a l l y by words o r sound o r 
g e s t u r e o r by p l a c i n g some o b j e c t s in t h e s i g h t of such 
i n d i v i d u a l t h e o f f e n c e f a l l s u n d e r s . 298 , and i t i s no d e f e n c e 
f o r t h e a c c u s e d t o say t h a t he d i d so i n o r d e r t o c a l l a t t e n t i o n 
t o s o m e m a t t e r i n need of r e f o r m , a s t h i s i s n o t t h e p r o p e r 
way t o s e c u r e r e f o r m , 
/ The word m a l i c i o u s l y ' a s c o n t e m p l a t e d by t h i s s e c t i o n , 
l i t i s n o t n e c e s s a r y f o r t h e p r o s e c u t i o n t o p r o v e t h a t t h e 
- /accused b o r n i l l - w i l l o r e n i m i t y a g a i n s t s p e c i f i c p e r s o n s . 
M a l i c e r e q u i r e s d i r e c t and t a n g i b l e p r o o f w i t h t h e s u r r e n d i n g s 
c i r c u m s t a n c e s , /vn i n s u l t t o a r e l i g i o n o r t o t h e r e l i g i o u s 
b e l i e f of t h e f o l l o w e r s of a r e l i g i o n migh t b ? i n f l i c t e d i n 
good f a i t h by a w r i t e r w i t h t h e o b j e c t of f a c i l i t a t i n g some 
measure of s o c i a l r e f o r m by a d m i n i s t e r i n g such a shock t o t h e 
f o l l o w e r s of t h e r e l i g i o n a s would e n s u r e n o t i c e b e i n g t a k e n 
t o any c r i t i c i s m so made. The word • o u t r a g e ' i s much s t r o n g e r 
^ ' than wound ing , whose meaning a s " t o wrong g r o s s l y t r e a t w i t h 
g r o s s v i o l e n c e o r i n d i g n i t y " . 
A c c o r d i n g t o hahomedan r e l i g i o n , i s a c e l i b a t e , h a v i n g 
' g i v e n perTTTlssion t o Mahomedan m a l e s t o have a s many a s f o u r 
[ w i v e s t o b o o t and have many non-Mahomedan women a s t h e y l i k e 
'and o t h e r l i b e r t i e s w i t h r e g a r d t o women. I a g r e e w i t h t h e 
: : ' s e s s ion n(iudge a s t h i s i n s u i t i l l g t o t h e Mohamedan r e l i g i o n 
i f t h e I n s u l t i s m a l i c i o u s and d e l i b e r a t e w i t h t h e i n t e n t i o n 
of o u t r a g e t h e f e e l i n g s of Mohamedans t h e p u b l i c a t i o n would 
32 be an o f f e n c e u n d e r s e c t i o n 295A. 
The s t a t e g o v t , i s empowered under 3 . 9 5 c r i m i n a l 
p r o c e d u r e Code t o f o r f e i t any n e w s p a p e r , book o r d o c u r r e n t , 
3 2 . p e r B a k e r , j , in Ambalal P a r a g ^ i , 1929 Bombay, 
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which i s d e l i b e r a t e l y and m a l i c i o u s l y i n t e n d e d t o o u t r a g e 
t h e r e l i g i o u s b e l i e f of t h a t c l a s s . An o r d e r u n d e r 3 , 9 5 of 
C r . p . C , which i s p u n i s h a b l e u n d e r f^SA of^^lRdiraffPerml c o d e . 
Two n o t i f i c a t i o n f o r f e i t e d p u S l i c a t i o r i " o f ^ w o h i s t o r y 
b o o k s e n t i t l e d "y i shwa I t i h a s " and "Madhyakalin A r a b " b e c a u s e 
t h e y c o n t a i n e d o b j e c t i o n a b l e and d e r o g a t o r y r e f e r e n c e a ^ f 
p r o p h e t H a z r a t I'lohamad which o u t r a g e t h e r e l i g i o u s f e e l i n g s 
of M u s l i m s . The H.C. h e l d t h a t o f f e n d i n g m a t e r i a l i n t h e 
book "Vishwa I t i h a s " was n o t p u n i s h a b l e u n d e r 3 . 295A and 
q u a s h e d t h e o r d e r and "Madhyaka l in Arab" was c o v e r e d by 
S . 2 9 5 . 
W h e ^ an a p p l i c a t i o n u n d e r A r t . 226 of C o n s t i t u t i o n of 
mandanus was p r a y e d f o r , t o d i r e c t t h e s t a t e o'ir~W5"st~^^gal 
t o d e c l a r e e a c h copy of t h e Koran w h e t h e r in t h e o r i g i n a l 
y i r ab ic o r i n i t s t r a n s l a t i o n in any of t h e l a n g u a g e as f o r -
f e i t e d t h e (Jovt , The c o u r t a c c e p t e d t h e c o n t e n t i o n of Advoca t e 
GenetTM., t h e Koran i s b a s i c t e x t of Muslim r e l i g i o n and 
s a c r e d book and "an o b j e c t h e l d s a c r e d by a c l a s s of p e r s o n s 
w i t h i n t h e mean ing of 3 . 295 of P e n a l Code , no a c t i o n u n d e r 
3 . 295A can be t a k e n a g a i n s t i t . I n f a c t such a c t i o n would 
amount t o a b o l i t i o n of t h e Musl im r e l i g i o n i t s e l f Muslim 
34 
r e l i g i o n c a n ' t e x i s t w i t h o u t Koran such a c t i o n i s u n t h i n k a b l e , 
35 
" S e c t i o n 296 - D i s t u r b i n g r e l i g i o u s a s s e m b l y - whoever 
v o l u n t a r i l y c a u s e s d i s t u r b a n c e s t o any a s s e m b l y l a w f u l l y 
e n g a g e d i n t h e p e r f o r m a n c e of r e l i g i o u s w o r s h i p , o r r e l i g i o n 
c • -
ceremonies, sha l l be punished with imprisonment of e i t h e r 
de^'scflption for a term which may extend to one year , or 
with f ive , or with b o t h ' . 
If the assembly i s organised lawfully for the lawful 
"rel igious purposes, r e l i g i o u s worship, r e l i g i o u s cerenonies 
are protected from voluntary dis turbances and i n s u l t . The 
%ord ' d i s t u r b ' means 'molest ' or ' v e x ' . Peaceful worship 
3 3 . N a n d k i s h o r e Singh 1985 C r . L . J . 797 ( S B ) , 
3 4 . Ghandanmal 1986 C r , L . j . 1 8 2 . 
3 5 . Ka tan L a i - The Law of C r i m e s . 
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must not be In ter fered with. Where the accused spread fa l se 
rumours which caused a r e l i g i o u s procession to come to an 
end, i t was held t ha t they could not be convicted of causing 
disturbance wtiiiin the meaning of t h i s sec t ion .^ A r e l i g i o u s 
assembly held in public s t r e e t or thoroughfare, so as to cause 
obs t ruc t ion , c a n ' t be said to be "lawfully engaged" within 
t h i s sec t ion . 
Where the accused passed in a procession before a 
mosque with music while r e l i g i o u s wprship going on between 
c e r t a i n hours , to the knowledge of the accused, were fixed 
for such worship by the D i s t r i c t Magis t ra te , i t was held t h a t 
the accused^Ji^ t h e i r action dis turbed tlie worship and were 
g u i l t y u n d e r t h i s sec t ion . In t h i s section i n t e n t i o n ' ' I s n o t 
necessary to d i s t u r b the r e l i g i o n s prayer . 
37 
sect ion 297 Trespass on bu r i a l p l a c e s , e t c - whoever, 
with the in ten t ion of wounding the fee l ings of any person 
or of i n su l t i ng the r e l i g ion of any person, or with the knowledge 
t h a t the f ee l ings of any person are l i k e l y to be wounded, or 
t h a t the r e l i g i o n of any person i s l i k e l y to be insu l ted 
thereby.. 
Commits any t r e spass in any place of worship or any place 
of sepul ture , or any place set apart for the performance of 
fumeral r i t e s or as a deposi tory for the remains of the dead, 
or offers any indigni ty to any human corpse, or causes d i s t u r -
bances to any persons assembled for the performance of funeral 
cererconies. vt 
^-^^;^all be punished with imprisonment of e i t h e r d e s c r i p -
t ion for a term which may extend to one year , or with fip^e or 
with both. 
3 6 . Muhammad H u s s a i n (1919) 17 ALJR 8 2 0 . (1919) AIR(A) 
1 8 8 . 
3 7 . Ra t an L a i , L a w of C r i m e s . 
l O o 
This sect ion deals with t r e spasses on p laces of 
sepul ture and places set apart for the performance of funeral 
r i t e s or which places considered sacred under s e c . 295. 
Trespass ^iWst~~~be--tiell5ef'at'e^6fl:ering of an ind ign i ty to corpse 
or causing dis turbances to a body of persons assembled for 
r e l i g i o u s purposes. This sect ion requ i res in ten t ion or know-
ledge of l i ke l ihood , to wound feel ings ' or i n s u l t r e l i g i o n , 
and when with t h a t intent ion or knowledge t r e s p a s s on a place 
of sepul ture indigni ty to a corpse , or dis turbance to persons 
assembled for funeral ceremonies, i s committed, offence i s 
1 4. 38 complete. 
Trespass is only ordinary trespass and must be in place 
of religious worship with the intention that the feelings 
of a person would be wounded there (W, person having sexual 
connection inside a mosque were held guilty of an offence 
39 
under this section. 
The word 'disturbance' implies some active interference, 
or hindrance to, the performance of the funeral ceremonies. 
section 298 - Uttering words, etc, with deliberate 
intent to wound religious feelings - whoever, with the deliber-
ate intention of wounding the religious feelings of any 
person, utters any word or make any sound in the hearing of 
that person or makes any word or makes any sound in the 
bearing of that person or makes any gesture in the sight of 
thaF'pe'rson, shall be punished with imprisonment of either 
disciiption for a term which may extend to one year, or with 
fine, or with both. 
The Intention to wound the religious feelings must be 
deliberate. The offensive words might be used consciously used 
against tlie person. If alarming the discussion the words used 
38. Barhan -^ hah U887) PH No. 26 of 1887. 
39. Maqsud Hussain (1939) 21 PLT 121 : hJii (P) 414. 
40. Ratan Lai - Law of Crimes. 
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not come under t h i s s e c t i o n , u n t i l words are used I n t e n -
t i o n a l l y . A mere knowledge of t h e l i k e l i h o o d t h a t t h e 
r e l i g i o n s f e e l i n g s of o t h e r p e r s o n s may be wounded would not 
s u f f i c e nor were i n t e n t i o n t o wound such f e e l i n g s would 
s u f f i c e t h a t i n t e n t i o n was d e l i b e r a t e , 
a. Carrying c a r c a s s of cow in p u b l i c - accused be long ing t o 
t h e Muslim community gar landed a cow and paraded I t be fo re 
s a c r i f i c e and a f t e r s a c r i f i c i n g , t he p lace was open t o view 
c a r r i e d t h e c a r c a s s on /ca t ' with horns and l e g s protrudJrird 
over i t . I t c l e a r l y incTtcates the i n t e n t i o n i s t o 
r e l i g i o u s f e e l i n g s ^ o f o t h e r community.'^-'-
^ — • — • / 
b . K i l l i n g o£^vo*/or e x h i b i t i n g cow's f l e s h - K i l l i n g of 
t h e cow in t he^p re sence of Hindu^^, or e x h i b i t i n g cow's f l e s h 
by c a r r y i n g i t in an eUcovered s t a t e round t h e v i l l a g e , "^  
I t has been he ld t h a t t he r e l i g i o n s f e e l i n g s of Mahomedans 
^ — ~ - • 
are not wounded by t h e s l a u g h t e r of goa t s by j h a t k a and 
exposing t h e c a r c a s s o u t s i d e or s e l l i n g i t s f l e s h i n s i d e 
a shop, as Hahomedan do not worship g o a t s . 
4 . Waging War ; 
These provisions are used a g a i n s t t l iose p e r s o n s or 
groups who are a c t i n g a g a i n s t t h e Government.Today t h e waging 
war or f i g h t a g a i n s t t h e e s t a b l i s h e d popula r government i s 
very common, Arms become main t h r e a t t o t h e c o u n t r y ' s i n t e g r i t y , 
I t a l so used in communal t e n s i o n , r e g i o n a l or o t h e r c o n f l i c t . 
The "groijps-Tpfe'ssurised t h e government fo r t h e i r demand Punjab , 
Kashmir, Bodo, Jharkhand, Hizo are t h e b e s t exampl^_to quote 
he re for t h i s p u r p o s e . Regional problems are t h r e a t i n g the 
s ecu l a r i sm n a t i o n a l i n t e g r a t i o n . Our f o r e f a t h e r , t h e frames_ 
of the c o n s t i t u t i o n have given us r i g h t to vo te t o d i s l o d g e 
4 1 . Gulab (19 55) CVL J 168. 
4 2 . Mir C h i t t a n (1936) ;a^jR 1197. 
4 3 . ^<ahman (1893) 13 AWN-144. 
44 . k i r p a J lnyh (1912) 21 P a t , 315. 
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t h e governinent i f i t i s a g a i n s t t h e p u b l i c i n t e r e s t . But 
i n s t e a d of vo te we choose b u l l e t , we have f o r e g e t t h e l e s s o n 
given by Mahatma Gandhi - n o n - v i o l e n c e . 
There i s no government, no count ry in t h i s e a r t h which 
w i l l al low t h e r e b e l l i o n , a l low t h e t h r e a t t o deve lop t o i t s 
e x i s t e n c e by a small c o t o r i e of p e o p l e . There i s no coun t ry 
C2>^ 
in which t h e r e i s not a smaTl, mino r i t y group of r e g i o n , based 
cate^ based , language based , c u l t u r a l based , which are always 
a g a i n s t t he popu la r government. The s u c c e s s i o n i s t a c t i v i t i e s 
in Ind ia r a r e d i t s ug ly shape or form. Our c o n s t i t u t i o n 
has a l ready provided the p r o t e c t i o n t o a l l t h e groups and 
gene ra l p u b l i c . The l i n e between the s u c c e s s i o n i s t f o r c e s and 
l e g i t i m a t e p o l i t i c a l a c t i v i t y i s very t h i n and wavy. The 
l e g i t i m a t e p o l i t i c a l a c t i v i t y in democra t ic s e t - u p under our 
l i b e r a t a r i a n c o n s t i t u t i o n i s very wide. These s e c t i o n s must 
be i n t e r p r e t t e d with The s p i r i t of the c o n s t i t u t i o n s e c t i o n 
124A which p r o v i d e s punishment for s e d i t i o n was d e s c r i b e d 
by t h e Fa the r of t h e Nation as tlie p r i n c e amongst t h e p o l i t i c a l 
s e c t i o n s of t h e Indian Penal Code. Mahatma Gandhi, Bal Gangadhar 
T i i a k were t r i e d and punished du r ing the hey-day of B r i t i s h 
45 Empire under s e c t i o n 124A. 
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s e c t i o n 121 d e f i n e s t h e waging or a t t e m p t i n g t o 
wage war or a b e t t i n g waging of war a g a i n s t t h e government 
of Ind ia - whoever wages war a g a i n s t t he government of 
I n d i a or a t t empt t o wage such war or a b e t s t h e waging of such 
war s h a l l b6 punished with d e a t h or imprisonment fo r l i f e 
and s h a l l a l s o be H a s h t o f i n e . 
In t h i s s e c t i o n n e i t h e r t h e number of p e r s o n s or 
manner i s impor tan t but t h e purpose and i n t e n t i o n and 
o b j e c t i s impor tan t t o c o n s t i t u t e t h e offence waging war 
means t h a t t o oppose tlie governnient in the sane manner as 
4 5 . Law of c r i m e s , Ratan Lai and JJhiraj Lai 23rd E d i t i o n , 
vo l 1, p . 398. 
4 6 , i i b i d . 
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as fo re ign enemy. The c o n v i c t i o n under t h i s s e c t i o n i s t o 
be proved t h a t t h e s u c c i s s i o n i s t used r i f l e s , ammunition 
a g a i n s t t h e government. 
In s u r r e c t i o n s in o rder t o threw down, a l t e r and change 
:he gene ra l p o l i c y of t h e government, d e s t r o y a l l p r o p e r t y 
/and a l l government t o o , by armed f o r c e s and v i o l e n c e . 
In r e b e l l i o n ca se s i t f r e q u e n t happens t h a t few are l e t 
sinto a sea l d e s i g n , y ' s r - a l l t h a t j o i n t in i t a re g u i l t y of 
(the rebe 11 iorTT'Tr-dei'iberate or o rgan i sed a t t a c k upon t h e 
oovernment f o r c e s would amount t o a waging of war if i t 
i s v i o l e n t and used armed f o r c e s in a t t a c k i n g t h e government 
/ se rvan ts a»d—military or p o l i c e , 
Insur - r e c t i o n purpose i s genera l and common t o whole 
and str^nrtrrgh-d-irect-l-jf'—against t h e gdvernment ' s a u t h o r i t y 
i t assumes t h e c h a r a c t e r of t r e a s o n . The number and manner 
. 47 i s u n m a t e r i a l . 
The a b e t t i n g the waging war i s a l so of fence bu t t h a t 
should be d i r e c t and alnr^d not remote and i n c i d e n t a l . The 
a b e t t i n g of t h e waging of war i s under t h e code as much an 
offence of t r e a s o n as t h e waging of war i t s e l f . I n s t i g a t i o n 
or abatment t o the r e b e l l i o n in t h i s s e c t i o n i s be fore 
r e be 11 iorP aclTu al 1 y beg ins waging war a g a i n s t t h e government. 
So long as a man only t r i e s t o inflame f e e l i n g s , t o e x c i t e 
a s t a t e of mind he i s not g u i l t y of anything more than 
s e d i t i o n , i t i s only when he d e f i n i t e l y and c l e a r l y i n c i t e s 
t o a c t i o n t h a t he i s g u i l t y of i n s t i g a t i n g and t h e r e f o r e 
48 
a b e t t i n g t h e waging of war. 
"Of tlie same na tu re i s an assembling t o g e t h e r f o r t h e 
purpose of d e s t r o y i n g a l l m e t t l r r g h o i r s e s o n a l l bawdy h o u s e s , 
4 7 . Jubha Mallah (1943'' 22 Pat 662. 
4 8 . Ganesh U, Savaskar (l909) 12 Bomb. L.K. 105 , 119, 120. 
no 
under co lour of re fermlng a p u b l i c g r i e v a n c e s / or an 
u n s u r r e c t i o n t o reduce by fo rce t h e genera l p r i c e of v i c t u a l s 
t o enhance t h e common r a t e of wages, t o l e v e l a l l e n c t u s 
u r e s t o expel a l l f o r e i g a e r , t o r e l e a s e a l l presio'neFsT~ol=' 
t o r e f o n e r by numbers or an armed force any r e a l or inagjiigr^y 
g r i evances of a p u b l i c and gene ra l n a t u r e in which t h e 
i n s u r g e n t s have no p e c u l i a r I n t e r e s t . Agains t such i n s u r r -
e c t i o n s m a g i s t r a t e s s h e r i f f s and indeed a l l p r i v a t e p e r s o n s , 
may use fo rce t o suppress t h e i r wi thout any s p e c i a l 
commission, in t h e same manner as any may oppose fo r e ign 
49 
enemies coming h o s t i l i t y i n t o t h e kingdom. 
49 , Ratan L. 404 Ed. 23rd Vol . 1, P. 404. 
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5 . CRIMINAL INI IM ID AT 10 N 
50 S e c t i o n ^0^ of I . P . C . d e f i n e s t h e c r i m i n a l i n t i m i d a t i o n 
a s - w h o e v e r , t h r e a t e s a n o t h e r w i t h any i n j u r y t o h i s p e r s o n 
r e p u t a t i o n o r propeTtTy^bir t o t h e p e r s o n o r r e p u t a t i o n of amy 
one in whom t h a t p e r s o n i s i n t e r e s t e d , w i t h i n t e n t t o c a u s e 
a l a r m t o t h a t p e r s o n o r t o c a u s e t h a t p e r s o n t o do any a c t which 
he i s n o t l e g a l l y bound t o d o , o r t o omi t t o do any a c t 
which t h a t p e r s o n i s l e g a l l y e n t i t l e d t o do a s t h e means of 
a v o i d i n g t h e e x e c u t i o n of such t h r e a t s commits c r i m i n a l 
i n t i m i d a t i o n . 
The g i s t of t h e o f f e n c e i s t h e e f f e c t t o t h r e a t upon 
t h e p e r s o n ' s mind i t must be e i t h e r made t o him by t h e p e r s o n 
t h r e a t e n i n g o r commuhlcated t o him in some o t h e r means by 
t h i r d p a r t i e s . I t i s t h e i n t e n t i o n of t l i e s p e a k e r t h a t i s 
i m p o r t a n t in d e c i d i n g t h e o f f e n c e , 
51 Doraswamy Ayyar - I t h a s been h e l d t h a t i t i s n o t 
n e c e s s a r y t h a t t h e i n j u r y s h o u l d be one t o be i n f l e c t e d by t h e 
of f e n c e r , i t i s s u f f i c i e n t i f he can c a u s e i t t o be i n f l i c t e d 
by' a n o t h e r , and t h e i n f l i c t i o n of i t c o u l d be a v o i d e d by 
some a c t o r o m i s s i o n t h a t t h e p e r s o n t h r e a t e n i n g d e s i r e s 
p u n i s h m e n t by God i s n o t one v;hich "a p e r s o n r rould c'ause t o 
be i n f l i c t e d o r t h e e x e c u t i o n of which he c o u l d a v o i d . 
52 jj^ aaigJS^^ Chand ra A r o r a - The accused t o o k i n d e c e n t p h o t o -
g rap l i s of a g i r l and t h r e a t e n e d l ier f a t h e r in l e t t e r s w r i t t e n 
t o him w i t h p u b l i c a t i o n of t h e p h o t o g r a p h s u n l e s s "hush money" 
was pa id t o h i m . The supreme c o u r t h e l d t h a t t h e a c c u s e d 
was g u i l t y of c r i m i n a l i n t i m i d a t i o n and n o t of a t t e m p t t o 
commit e x t o r t i o n 
5 0 . Raton L a i The Law of C r i m e s . 
5 1 . (1924) 48 Mad 7 7 4 . 
5 2 . (1960) 1 SG. R. 924 . 
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a e c t i o m 504 of I . P . C . - I n t e n t i o n a l I n s u l t w i t h I n t e n d 
t o p r o v o k e b r e a c h of t h e p e a c e - Whoever i n t e n t i o a l l y i n s u l t s , 
and t h e r e b y g i v e s p r o v o c a t i o n t o any p e r s o n i n t e n d i n g o r 
knowing i t t o be l i k e l y t h a t such p r o v o c a t i o n w i l l c a u s e him t o 
b r e a k t h e p u b l i c p e a c e , o r t o commit any o t h e r o f f e e n c e s h a l l be 
p u n i s h e d w i t h i m p r i s o n m e n t of e i t h e r d i s c r l p t i o n f o r a t e r m 
which may e x t e n d t o two y e a r s , o r w i t h f i n e o r w i t h b o t h . 
T h i s s e c t i o n d e a l s w i t h p e r s o n s who a r e a s r e s p o n s i b l e 
f o r b r e a c h e s of t h e p e a c e o r commiss ion of o f f e n c e s a s t h o s e 
who o p e n l y ' a b e t o r i n c i t e t h e m , somet imes t h e t r u t h i s t o l d 
in such way t h a t t h e t a l k i n g of i t i s a g r o s s p e r s o n a l o u t r a g e . 
I t i s n o t a l l o w e d in any c a s e . You i n s u l t i n g and a b s u s i v e 
l a n g u a g e used by t h e accused w i t h o u t i n t e n t i o r T ^ s p r o t e c t e d . An 
i n s t a i t - even i f a g r o s s i n s u l t - i s n o t an o f f e n c e in 
54 i t s e l f under t h i s s e c t i o n j u d g e s h o u l d o b s e r v e t h e s e v e r a l 
f a c t o r s abuse f a c t s p l a c e manne r , c i r c u m s t a n c e s , l o u d and a n g r y 
t o n e s and s t a t u s of ^Ehe—p^TtT-es d u r i n g t h r e a t of t l i e s e c a s e s . 
I t i s s u f f i c i e n t t h a t t h e l a n g u a g e used in t h e same manner in 
same p l a c e & c i r c u m s t a n c e s annoy t h e p r u d e n t and normal man, 
aome words and e x p e e s s i o n used amongst f r i e n d s w i t h o u t c a u s i n g 
i n s u l t o r a b u s e o r annoyance t o any one of therTi?'~;0ljt t h e 
•jsome e x p r e s s i o n and words used in d i l f e r e n t ' ^ - ^ ^ r ^ s i o n manner 
and c o n t e x t b e t w e e n u n f r i e n d l y p e r s o n might c a u s e harm t o 
r e p u t a t i o n o r c h a r a c t e r of a p e r s o n , o r might c a u s e i n s u l t o r 
annoyance t o h im which miglit p r o v o c a t e him t o t h e e x t e n t of 
55 b r e a k i n g t h e j j u b l i c j-jeace o r t o coKimit any o t h e r o i f e n c e . 
Mere a b u s e , d i s c o u r t e s y , r u d e n e s s o r i n s o l e n c e may n o t amount 
t o an i n t e n t i o n a l i n s u l t w i t h i n t h e meaning of s e c t i o n 504 
i f i t i s n o t h a v i n g o t h e r e l e m e n t s p r o v o c a t i o n , b r e a c l i of 
5 3 . Rat an L a i 
5 4 . Subblal i V. Venka ta Suipbainnia (1942) 2 MLJ 1 0 1 . 
5 5 . Gani Oena V. Nanda Biswal 1971 C a t . LT 2 0 7 . 
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peace or likely to commit breach ot peace under this section 
does not necessarily involve a breach of peace. It involves 
only intention to provoke breach of public peace' or knowledge 
that the provocation given is likely to cause a breach of 
the peace, 
56 
Pukh Raj - There must be an in ten t iona l I n s u l t . Insul t 
may be offered by words or conduct. If i t i s by words, the 
words must be amount to something more than vulgar abuse, 
^iere breach of good manners does not cons t i t u t e an offence 57 under t h i s sect ion . If the i n s u l t i s of such a nature 
t h a t i t may give provocation whicli might rouse a man to act 
e i t h e r to bre_gXthe publ ic peace or to commit any other 
offence, the offence i s committed. 
59 
sect ion 505 - Statements condiicJJig^to public mischief -
1(b) - with in t en t to cause or which i s l i k e l y to cause, 
fear or alarm to the public or to any section of the publ ic 
whereby any person may be induced to commit an offence 
against tlie s t a t e or against the publ ic t r a n q u i l i t y or 
(c) - with in ten t to i n c i t e , or v;hich i s l i k e l y t o Inc i t e any 
c l a s s or community of persons to commit any offence against 
any Other c l a s s or conmunlty, sha l l be punished v;ith 
impresionment which may extend to th ree years , or with f i ne , 
2. Statement c rea t ing or promoting enmity, ha t red o r i l l wi l l 
between c lasses - whoever makes, publishes or c i r c u l a t e 
any statement or repor t containing rumour or alarming news 
with intend to c rea te or promote or which i s l i k e l y t o c rea te 
5 6 . (1953) , 3 Raj 9 8 3 . 
5 7 , Abraham ( i 9 6 0 ) AIR K e r a l 2 3 6 . 
5 8 , tohai-nmed Sabad M i V. T h u k l ' s w a r B o r a h , (1954^ 6 Assam 2 7 4 . 
5 9 . Ra t an L a i - Law of C r i m e s . 
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or pronxDte on ground of r e l i g ion r ace , place of b i r t h , 
r es idence , language, caste or community or any o ther ground 
whatsoever, f ee l ing of enmity, hatred or i l l - w i l l between 
d i f f e ren t r e l i g i o n s r a c i a l , language or regional groyps or 
ca s t e s or conuimnities, shal l bepunished with impresonment 
which may extm d to three years or with f ine or with both. 
Offences under sub-section(2) committed in j l a c e of worship, 
e t c ~ whoever commits an offence specified in sub. sect ion (2) 
in any ^lace of worship or in any assembly engaged in the 
performance of r e l i g i o u s worship or r e l i g i o u s ceremonies, sha l l 
be punished with impresonntent which may extend to f ive years 
and shal l also be l i a b l e to f i n e . 
Exception - I t does not amount to an offence within 
the meaning of t h i s sec t ion , v/hen the person making p u b l i -
shing or c i r c u l a t i n g any such statement, JPumour or repor t has 
reasonable grounds for be l ieving tha t such statement rumour 
or repor t i s t r u e , make, publ ishes or c i r cu l a t ed i t in good 
f a i t h and without any such in t en t as aforesa id . 
Two new sub-sect ions are added to the o r i g i n a l sect ion 
by Act XXXV of 1969 pursuant to the recommendation of the 
National In tegra t ion council t o prevent and remove communal 
and r e l i g i o u s t e n s i o n s . Sub-section (2) widens the scope 
of the section t o as to include rumours or alarming news with 
i n t e n t to_crea t or promote, on ground of r e l i g i o n , race or 
place of b i r t h , res idence , language caste or community or any 
other ground whatsoever, f ee l ings of enmity, ha t red or 
i l l wi l l between d i f fe ren t r e l i g i o n s , social^., I'anguage or 
regional groups or cas tes Qr commuditfes as we l l , SuJa-section 
(3) provides for inhancedj)unishment for any such offence 
committed in any place of worship e t c . 
The Supreme court has held tha t the p rov i s ions of 
t h i s section are not ion cons t i t u t i ona l and not v i o l a t i o n of-
fundamental r i g h t s of freedom of speecVi and expression under 
60. KedarNath(1962) I I Cv. LJ 103: (1963) ISCJ 18. 
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Art 19(1) (a) of the c o n s t i t u t i o n . The r e s t r i c t i o n s Imposed 
by these p r o v i s i o n s ' ^ ^ n ' t but be said to be in the i n t e r e s t 
of publ ic order and within the arnbit of permiss ible l e g i s -
l a t i v e in ter ference with t h a t fundamental r i g h t . Hence 
these provis ions would not exceed the bounds of reasonable 
r e s t r i c t i o n on the r i gh t of freedom of speech and express ion. 
Ar t i c le 19(2) of the cons t i tu t ion c l r e a r l y saves the section 
from vice of u n c o n s t i t u t i o n a l i t y . 
Under clause (b) the fear or alarm should be caused in 
such circumstances as t o render i t l i k e l y t h a t a person roay 
be induced to commit, an offence against the s t a t e or against 
the public t r a n q u i l i t y . 
Clause (c) d i r e c t s towards preventing c lashes between 
r ea l c lasses and r ea l communities and not purely imaginary 
people. 
If the wr i t e r complained through the a r t i c l e by sober 
language free from exaggeration and inc is ive comments for 
t he considerat ion of public o f f i c e r s and other concerned for 
necessary action to prevent fu r ther same ac t ion . Ar t i c l e 
contained no such statement, expression or comment/ on 
night f a l l within the purview of t h i s sec t ion , i t was held 
"—7 -—^ 6 1 
t h a t he could not be convincted. 
Section 506 Panshment for criminal in t imida t ion -
whoever commits the offence of criminal in t imidat ion sha l l be 
punished with impresonment of e i t h e r descr ip t ion for a term 
which may extend t ^ two years , or with f i ne , or with both; 
6 1 . De^hbandhi\ Gupta (l924) 25 Cv. LJ 976: (1924) AIR, 
6 2. Ratah-4Lal-'^ Law of crimes. 
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The accused was charged with having committed criminal 
in t imidat ion by threa tening X and h i s daughter with injury t o 
t h e i r reputa t ion by publ icat ion of indecent photographs of 
the daughter, with in tent to cause alarm to them and the 
evidence disc losed the real in ten t ion of the accused was not 
so much to cause alarm as to force X t o pay "hush money" 
i t was held by the supreme Court t h a t the accused was qu l l t y 
of the offence pun^hab le under k i t h i s sect ion and not 
under section 384 rea l with sect ion 511.^"^ 
In criminal int imidat ion in tent ion / fac t s and circums-
t ances , condition and other f ac to r s are important during t r i a l 
and awarding the sentence under t h i s sec t ion . 
All the above section in Indian Penal code i s t o control 
the d i f fe ren t offences so na t iona l in tegra t ion and brotlier 
hood can ije maintained in United India. The aim and object 
of the framers of the cons t i tu t ion can be achieved. These 
offenders must be t rea ted sever ly , without any looseness . 
Maintenance of brotherhood very e s s e n t i a l for the uni ty and 
i n t e g r i t y of India . 
63 . Romesh Chandra Arora (1960) 1 SCR 924: (1960) cv. LJ 177. 
"You have heard t h a t i t was sa id Love 
your f r i e n d s , h a t e your e n e m i e s ' . But 
now I t e l l you : Love your enemies and 
pray fo r those who p r o s e c u t e ' you so 
t h a t you w i l l become t h e sons of your 
f a t h e r in heaven. For he makes sun t o 
shine on bad and good people a l i k e , and 
g i v e s r a i n t o those who do good and 
those who do e v i l " . 
J e s u s 
"Let us not shed blood. Let us shed 
hatred". 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi 
"If you are borne a Hindu be a good 
Hindu; if you are borne a christian, 
be a good christian; if you are borne 
a Muslim be a good Muslim ?" 
Sv;ami vivekananda 
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I FtOLE OF POLICE 
In modern society, police is the principal agency 
for the enforcement of law. The police man having and they are 
custodians of the interests of an society as well as indivTcTua^ l 
citizens as far as tfieir basic 'rights are concerned. In 
sense it is believed among the citizens that the police is~Th^ 
first line of defence against criminals in society has great con-
fidence in police since it administer law and keeps order in 
public places. Role of police is to protect the society against 
the criminals. But now the changing attitudes of criminals, anti-
social elements the periphery of police enlarged. Police should 
work according to changing nature of the society. They are res-
ponsible for protection of the nation from the antinationals. 
If police keeps eyes on antisocial elements the criminals can't 
escaped free. 
•Police means a branch of government which is charged with the 
preservation of public order and tranquillity, the promotion of 
the public health, safety and morals and the prevention, detection 
and punishment of crimes' . Police is defined as civil officers 
employed to preserve orders. It includes all olficers appointed 
to maintain peace and public tranquillity . 
The word 'Police' means a body of civil officers organized 
under authority to maintain order, prevent and detect crimes, and 
enferce laws. In this sense, the world is usually construed as 
plural . 
1. Black, H.C. Black's Law Dectionary, West Publishing Co. (1979). 
2. Gupta, R.L., Guide to Police Laws in India, Eastern Book Co. 
Delhi (1961), p. 1. 
3. Ghose, S.K., Power and Discipline for Police and Security, 
Ferces, Eastern Law House, Calcutta (1971), p. 21. 
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The National Police commission, while discussing the role of 
police and its responsibility observed : 'The police responsibility 
should be tor absolutely impartial service to law in complete 
independence of police we hold this as the most fundamental concept 
for observance in the police system in democracy. The basic role 
of police is to function as law enforcement agency and render 
impartial service to law indications or deserves, o.ppressed by 
government as a matter of policy which either come in conflict with 
^ do not confirm to the provisions in our constitution or laws 
duly enacted there under' . Police have vast uncontrolled discre-
tionary power, they should use them carefully. So the image of the 
police can be protected. They are the protectors of the society. 
Their attitude should be unbiased without any affinity towards any 
community, caste etc. The faith on the police will not shattered 
if they impartial, unbiased. '^ ' 
Police discreation is not uncontrolled judiceary is acting 
as a watch dog. The constitution of India confers wide judicial 
powers on tlie courts for securing government of laws and not of 
men. Court see that the laws are excercised fairly and justly. 
Discretionary powers used in F.I.R., investigation and chargesheet 
The Supremenand High Court under Article 32, 226 and 134(1) of 
the constitution, police is subject to juciicial control and 
secuilty. The courts can keep a close watch and are empowered to 
control ttie discritionary power exercised by tlie police. Police 
can't work effectively and honestly if there is interfeience by 
the politicians. Political interference at various level specially 
during communal riots has always been a curse in the IndTan Police 
System. It adv^ r£ejjj__ijffects the working of police. Policians 
favours those caste and community wliich is in mejority and may 
4. National Police Commission, Second fleport, MHA, Government of 
India (1979) 12 28, p. 12. 
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prove useful in election. Even politicians free them from 
police custody. 
Misra wtio conducted a case study in Tolico Panchayat Raj* 
Relationship', also found evidence of political interference with 
day to day police working. He concluded under: 
'The overall impact of politicirjns on police administration 
in the villages had been serious, deep orul for reaching. Tfie 
policemen, politician and public agreed that the quality of work 
has decreased in police stations and the crime rate has increased 
due to political interference' . 
Police coiruption has its tentaticles out at levels. This 
inducement does not necessarily mean money only. Tnis can be 
defined as price, rcwarci gift, piomotion, dinner etc. The U.P. 
Police Commission has pointed out that corruption is rampant 
among the non-gazetted cadre of tlie police force, but was not 
common in high ranks of the police. In riots cases only 34.6% 
cases were disposed off other left as it is by courts in India 
in 1980*^ . 
(i) Role of Police in Controlling tiie Communalism : There are 
several agencies to control the communalism, terrorism eq. 
Military, CRPF, BSF, the most important is police and state para 
military forces. But, circumstances are different place to place 
so police can easily detect the communalist, antinntionalists, 
terrorist and can controlled it. The government of India, state 
Governments and District Magistrate are depencient on the police 
to maintain the law and order nnd control teriorist and anti-
b. Misra, S.C., 'The Rule oi Law', Seminar, August 1980, pp. 18-19 
6. Crime in India, 1980, Table 13, p. 65. 
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national activities. This is most inipoi tant organ and instrument 
of the government, that it is most ineffective. There are several 
factors responsible for it to become ineffective, important are 
given below : 
1. It contribution should to be c^^urvtryjj^- and its publio^ not 
to particular caste or regecuon. 
2. Police must have clear-cut (Jiroctives from the government 
and higher official to handle the communalism, terrorist, 
antinational activities. 
3. Their training should be secular and should be given due 
promotion to able police men when handling the communal and 
antinational activities. 
4. Good image and conduct of the police should be maintained 
so reputation of a impartial law-enforcing agency should be 
maintained in the eye of general public. 
All the above reasons dj.stroy the image of the police so 
general public become aggressive and creat the insecurity in mind 
of the people. Police lawlessness also responsible for the law 
and order problems. A dictionary meaning of the term lawlessness 
is 'The guality or state of being unrestrained by law* . Later 
9 charge or unreasonable arresting of innocent person, personal revenge, caste influence stiows the lawlessness in the police 
'.'any omission or commission on the part of the police v^ hich is 
I not recognised by t)ie law'. Police excessive when dealing with 
the problem in communal riot or terrorist guitly .should be 
punished and innocent must not bo touched. Hundreds of living 
examplesare at present that wJio cr'-^ at the communal tension, pro-
voke tlie public, help the terroiist and anti-national activities 
are leaviriyuii touched, riue to their highhan'.dedness and political 
7. Webstar's New Twentieth Century Dictionary-IInd Edition, 
1977. 
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influence and influence of black money. But alas! opposite of 
this innocent, poor,are being arrested. 'Police should qo in-
depth to deal the situation^ mjeiin person involved in those acti-
vities, must be handled from the biqninq and be severely 
punished. 
Under section 144 C P.C. an emergancy provision which can 
be used to deal an apprehension if bijM£hoL--Eg^*-^ ''^"^  publi-c 
tranquilij Police with the help of C.B.I., C.D.I, and local 
intellengehce (LIU) the piocessionists, gatherings, pulblic meeting 
use of loudspeaker c^afl-^be stopped. If possible then procession 
)e allowed after/'tal<Tnq"'TiviTFi"the leaders, after this police arrange-
ments is must arid sec;i?^ t control of police be there till meeting 
is over. Corruption and bribery play a role in creatine^ the 
communal riots. Black marketers collect the money to grease the 
palm of the police andeKJministration for creating the trouble 
and ignoring the communal and antinational anti-social activities. 
During riot and after riot they sell their commodity in black so 
their profit multiply. Local police and administration is well 
known witli the 'big bosses* police can keep the watch in their 
houses as soon as they get the nev;s from the intellegence. 
Section 30 of the Police Act. 1861 empowers their police 
officers to control the procession. The Aci—in certain circum-
stances uLLtliorise the police to require persons to apply for 
licence to holoTTe-HtTeful meeting, without disturbing the peace 
and tranquility of the locality or area. The police have no power 
to forbid the issue of licence for procession because power to 
Q 
control does not include povver to forbid . Police can arrest 
9 
person designirKj to commit a coqnigible offence,. 
8. ;itaram Das V. King Emperor, Mil, ]926, Pat. 173. 
9. Section-151, Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973. 
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Under Section - 15(1) of Lhe Pullce AcL 1061 - State 
government can declare any area subject to its authority has been 
found to be indisturbed or dangerous state or that from the 
conduct of the irihlTbitants of such area or oi any class or 
section of them, it is expedient to increase the number of police 
•f' In communal riot's caste conflicts the role of polige is 
very important, due to activeness of thp r^ olice, and immediate 
/'measures most of the incidents can be avoided. It has been seen 
in different riots, caste conflicts strikes etc that police has 
played a negative role in controlling the situation for different 
reasons . The police chief in Bihar was reported to have admi-
tted in a note pre43axed_ by him that the police has been encourag-
ing the privai(e__a£meij. e/ of lana 1 ords in area of Naxalite 
activity in Central Bihar. He ropotedly said 'Police in these 
areas had abdicated their normal duties and the tendency aiiong the 
police function was to encourage the defence group (senas) 
, to organise them-selves in order to fight out the Naxalites. 
This was the very negation of police performance whiich actually 
12 
resulted in the rise of different senas in Bihar' 
In riots after assassination of Mrs. Indira Gandhi, the 
role of police was not li.ke silent spectators but active parti-
cipants in looting rampage in Delhi. Justice R.N. Mishra Commi-
13 
ssion , which was set to investigate the riot. The commission 
commented : 
'The behaviour of most policemen was shabby in tfie sense 
that they allowed people to be killed, houses to be brunt, property 
to be looted, ladies to be dragijed .ind misbehrived . Their plea 
10. All Kabir, The Police Act 1861, 5th Edition, p. 283. 
11. Tlie Times ot India, New Delhi, May 2, 1986. 
12. Fiajgopal, P.R., Social Changes and Violence, New Delhi, 1987. 
13. Kamal, M. Shafqat Crow Control and Mechanism, Role of Police, 
Dissertation. 
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was that they were few and could not meet the chruly armed 
mobs. A professional force by its expertise, exporienceand 
training was expected to meet any challenge and was not to spek 
cover under an umbrella of excesses based upon instruction in 
archaic police rule'. 
The Director General of Police of Bihar stated that on 
April 19, 1986 the police opened fire' in Gaya (Arwal) against 
the crowd of people who were alleged to be Naxalites. 53 rounds 
were fired, killing 23 person. 
Ex-Chiet Justice of Delhi High Court, Flajintler Sachar and 
Lt. G.S.K. Sinha did on the spot inquiry. Commission came into 
conclusion ttiat police used excessive uncontrolled and^ M^tJlS-yt. 
any order from magistrate. 
In Baghalpur three women agricultural labourers were shot 
dead by police on Dec. 5, 1986 . Bhagalpur Blinding case also 
famous for police atrocities. 
(ii) Indiscipline in Police : Police lawJessness is common. 
They did not follow the order of their superior, some times not 
in prescribed manner. Ttiey fired mob without taking the permi-
ssion from magistrate. In 1973 PAC jevolt is r<imous case. Police 
lawlessness become commonthere is l£a_stdisci]2j^ne I can say no 
di_s_cipline in police force. Jime to time they don*!: follow the ' 
order of higher officials. 
In 11 June, 1988 Gujrat Reserve Police revolted. In 1979, 
Punjab Police revolted. The superficial poor D.A., pay scales, 
towers'than patwaries lack of housing, shortage of welfare funds 
were subsequently removed but basic malady remained i.e. our 
work 
14. The Indian Express, December 8, 1986, New Delhi. 
lb. Saxena N.S., 'IVhat Augers the Indian Cop?' The Hindustan Times 
New Delhi, July 31, 1988. 
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Dharm Vira Commission suggested : 
1. Members of such assp^ l^atlon shall not have the right to 
strike work or with nold their service or othervi/ise del 
the performance of Their duties in any manner. 
2. Association shall not resort to any coerciv,e method or 
agitation for obtaining redressal of griavances. 
ay 
Obivously the unions in Gujrat or elsewhere have not 
followed these guidel ines ; adopted unseenJ^_.iJije-_gjovexiiinent tha r-^  
Police excess, it is said, are often a symptom of the break-
V ^ • — - — - 1 7 -"^  • 
down of^Taw and order . Much of the blame lies in the system 
itself. 
In Indian criminal justice system ttiat f)ori.cPiiien often 
developing an attitute of self=;rightionsness^ -and a feeling that 
they alone were fighting against crime and criminals. They feel 
1 fl that all is fair in war of survival against criminals 
All the provisions inCr.P.C. 1973 relating to security for 
19 20 
keeping peace and good behaviour or maintain law and order 
give many powers, to the supervision of lower Magistracy including 
District Magistrate, Chief Judicial Magistrate etc. 
16. In 'Police Flebellion* Editorial of The Hindustan Times, 
New Delhi, July 26, 1988. 
17. Nath D.C., Police Lawlessness : How to Police the Police, 
I.P.J. Vol. 28, 1981. 
18. Daxi Upendra; 'Policing The Police : The Liberal Rejoined 
2nd Et Juris, The Law Magzine, October, 1986. c;_ „ \ 
19. Section 106 - 124 Cv. P.C. 1973 
20. Section 129 - 148 Cv. P.C. 1973. 
12.1 
However, Police is empowered to prevent cognizable offences 
and for that matter police officers can arrest persons. 
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There are cases where indiscriminate proceedings were 
launched under section 110 of the Cr. P.C. In case of promul-
gation of orders under Section 144 Cr.P.C. and in actij>Pr under 
Section 106/117 Cr.P.C. and section 145. C' .P.C^^^-^rff^lice may 
submit their reports in favour of the wrong does rather than in 
22 favour of the aggrie.Ved persons 
Police specifically and in general administration can keep 
/an watch on the bad elements o[ the cnmrnunally (iisturbed area or 
,extremists prone area. So at large extent problem can be minimi-
sed. Training of the police personal needs a fresti look according 
to the present situation and problems. Planning of the site, 
route of the procession of relegious and political^ must be 
assessed in advance, for pro^r arrangements for handling the 
situation. Kumbh Mela, Muharrain and other releqious procession 
must be handled carefully. Following points*''attFacT~ttie 
attention : 
1. Police must decide time, place, security cordon signal 
communication. 
2. Objectionable slogans should be banned. 
3. Use of loudspeaker also be banned. 
The communal prone area where a small provocation leads to 
communal clashes, the extra precaution must be taken. 
(i) Control over the relegious leaders who provoke the 
masses against ottier community. 
(ii) Control over the music before the mosque, or temple 
21. 
22. 
Section 149 - 153 Cv. P.C. 1973. 
inghvi, G.C. *Ci.tl^ -errs gijiwance Against 
imension and^ /gtratiqi-fes(!i_..--£t3-p^ 0ct., 19 
Police' 
82. 
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throwing the colours over other comiriunity during Holi. 
^Police also announce by loudspeaker about Holi in that 
particular time. Muslim should avoid to visit such places 
(iiij Change of route when two festivals of different 
communities falls on the same day at least b hours/tJap4 
is must. 
(iv) Proper) 
So mo' 
i-ce over the anti-social elements is must 
the communal tension can be averted. 
These^recautionary measure are useful and urgent 
to deal the presen't situation in country. Babri Masjid - Janam 
Bhoomi movements requires urgent solution. So the integrity of 
the country can be saved use of telecprnmujiication and short 
circuit T.V. can also be helpful ir/^deticting-^he anti-social 
elements and problem can be easily oo^ U^ cted ; form where it is 
originated. 
The people comes from (Jilfeient parts of the country by bus, 
rail. Parking of heavy vetiicle inclurJing cars, rikshaw, cycle 
should be made in such a way to cause minimum inconvenience '' . 
Cutting of the trees, durir»g the Muharrarn, particularly 
peapal trees creat the tension so it should be done by the police 
before two weaks.^o communal clash can be avoided. 
Police at the high buildings in routes must be deployed 
with video camera, wireless and telescope for detecting the anti-
social elements who cre§i-^he communal tension specially in the 
riot prcne area. 
Police must control the rum ours which play important role 
in communal riots and caste conflicts. Police must he used for 
defusing the rumours with effective mothoci. Police should iso-
late remove quickly causes of tension such as drinker person 
23. Ghosh S.K., Riots : Prevention and Control; Calcutta, 1972 
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lawviolater and those who incite a riot or create tension 
^-
between different community. 
Communal riots, conflicts and tension don't have any 
jurisdiction or territory so neighbouring area should be protected 
before tension reaches there. 
Riot Headquarter or control room should be established 
round the clock so the other incidents and rumours can be 
avoided and can be controlled. 
Firing by the police at all costs must be avoided. Firstly 
water then tear gas then lathi charge can be used against the 
rioters or antisocial elements. 
When the police officer dealing with riots or rioter then 
he must be firm but courteouT^in attitude so he can mobilise the 
mob. 
Such cases must be registered separately and dealth sin 
cerely with special investigation and be sent to jail immediately. 
(iii) National Integration and Police Role : The police is the 
one (J1 Lhe biyyesL ojgon ol tli(^  yovorniiienL aiKJ f)lays a important 
jole in ccinentiny the country into sirujle one. The police as 
'the keper of law, and theicfoio intiinately connected with tlie 
procedure of dispensing justice played an important part in 
integrating the country. Polic played a vital role in unifictlon 
of the country. 
The communal situation, however, based on purely releyious 
princeples sometimes ^ effects the role of police. When dealing 
with the communal situation some times senior police officer want 
to control the communal tension immediately vathout partiality 
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but tlie local politician play reverse q.uiie sometimes to df^fance 
the local authority, government in power, sometimes favours to 
oblige one comrruj-nltx ^ o^ vote in election. The police can't act 
impartial_c^ pfcl could not fulfil its role in bringing about 
national infegratiofi. 
Police acted as cementing care in national integration it 
has glorious fact and has no parallel in any fiijiu_ 
There is some lacuna in police force whicti can be repaired 
soon. Leaders are destroying the image of police by using them 
for their ulterior purpose. Training of the police must be in 
such a way that honesty, impaitlalety and du.tlfulness should be 
the main purpose. 
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II BOLE OF JUDICIAFIY 
An independent,- impartial art-d fearless judiciary-
is one of the main pillers on which the edifice of our demo-
cratic system rests. It is the guardian and sentinel of the 
rights of citizens and a bulkvvork against authoritarianism. 
Wide discretion allowed to judges of the Migh Courts and the 
Supreme;Courts is meant to serve the end of justice and has to be 
exercised judiciously. The judiciary must save itself from self-
inflected Wounds. The public, the bar and tiic press also be 
vigilant. 
Chief justice of India Mr. E.S. Venkats a ramaiah declared 
at Delhi that Indian judicial system is paralysed and will be 
completely break down in a year due to burden of work. 
Mr. Justice D.A. Desai, Cfiairman, Law Commission has called 
for devising ways and means to made the legal profession play a 
meaningful role the promoting quality of justice in the country,. 
The function of judiciary in justlcing is judicial engineer-
ing particular in a country like India which is marching along 
the road of social justice with the banner of democracy and the 
rule of law, judicial engineering requires judicial statemanship, 
special vision, creative faculty, deep sense of commitment to 
the Kelsonian grund-norm with an activist approach and obligation 
for accountability to the half hungry millions of our society who 
have continually been denied their basic human rights. 
Independence of judiciary does not mean only independent 
from executive but fearlessness from power, influences politician 
Fair justice is the only means when the faith of can be win by the 
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judiciary. Framers of the Indian constitution in preamble used 
the words justice, social, economic and political. 
Judiciary can play a vital role in promoting communal 
liaimony and national integration. If people say the police is 
the hand and foot of govt, then judiciary is the necessary for 
maintaining justice, equality and liberty to all. Judiciary is 
watch dog of the functioning of ttie government. During the 
communal riots illigal detention, wrong detetion of the person, 
the judiciary can control all these. 
Judiciary should issue order to the local authorities that 
illigal detention, harrasment to innocent people must be strictly 
avoided. Processionist will be punished strictly if they uses 
objectionable slogans, having arms, looting and burning the 
public property. 
It is, therefore, judiciary who can hanrile the crucial 
situation oi cominunalism hatered between the different community, 
judiciary can maintain equality, honesty. Judiciary can promote, 
communal harmony, brotherhood among the people. 
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III NATIONAL SECURITY ACT 1980 (NSA); 
Today the situation of country is worst all the 
parts are effected by one problem or other. Some parts are 
facing communal problems specially nortli India. Punjab, Kashmir 
Assam, Bengal, Bihar, Nagaland, Mizoram are facing extremist, 
terrorist problem. At this time country needS attention for 
the protection of its integrity. Now U.P. is facing the problem 
of communalism which has adopted a danqrous situation at this 
time. Communal parties have disturbed the peace of the public. 
1/Vhole atmosphere is full of communal tension, insecurity of life 
insecure movement. There is always U.P. Bandh, Bharat Bandh and 
Maha Bandh are the regular feature. It is creates great inconve-
nience to the public at large. 
That is why National Security Act 1980 passed, to control 
all these activities specially in Punjab and Kashmir. 
Section - 3(i) (a) of the act empower the government for detain-
ing any person who is against the interest of public or who is 
posing threat to the country. The government can arrest a 
person for three months and if government think fit that period 
may be exceeded more tfian three months at one time. Sect. - 13 
of Act detention must be 12 month if arrested under Sect. - 12. 
24 Ground of Arrest : are serveable to the detainee in which ground 
he is arrested. 
National Security Act - should be used against the extremist 
01 communalists to protect the peace loving citizens of the country. 
24. The National Security (22nd Amendment) Act, 1984. Act No. 608 
1984. See 5A inserted recieved the assent of the President 
on 31.8.1984. 
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It is the duty of the state to control the conflict between 
two group, aggression against the country, waging war, internal 
disturbances. It is duty of the government to maintain law and 
law and order , to maintain peace in the country. It is the 
duty of the government to arrest the person and detained if 
necessary for maintaining peace, to control the communalism and 
extremists. 
National Security Act must be used against the real offenders 
of the society not for political purposes, that will be against 
the real spirit of the act and whole purpose will be shattered. 
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IV SEDITION 
The law relating to sedition has been contained in 
section 124-A, Indian Penal Code 1860. 
The word sedition is derieved from tlie Latin word Seditio 
25 
wjiich means 'a yoiny aside' . Now tlio word sedition applied 
very frequently used in disturbances in internal public tranqui-
lity by deed, word, sign, or writing. 
India is soverign, socialist Secular Democratic Republic of 
India. It has given the fundamental rights i.e. Freedom of 
relegion, speech and expression. People misusing the rights and 
creating the problem which are harmful for tlie unity and inte-
grity of India. People are using the relegion for the ulterier 
motive in name of relegion. They are creating problem in the 
name of region they are provocating separalist activities. 
As for as iny personal view is concerned the sedition is more 
beinous crime than murder or theft because murder decoitry or 
theft is the offence against the individual but tliis is against 
the society at large and ultimately against the nation at the cost 
of unity and integrity of the India. Selfish, selfcentred leader 
use the relegion and provoke the masses against the nation. 
Section 124 A - Whoever by words, either spoken or 
written, or by sign or by visible representation or otherwise, 
brings or attempts to bring into hatred or attempt, or excites 
or attempts to excite disaffection tov^ 'ards the government esta-
blished by the law in India, shall be punished with imprisonment 
for life, to vjhicti fine may I)P adclod ni with ioipi isonment whiclj 
2b. Webster's New International Dictionary, 2nd Ed. (1956). 
26. Ratan Lai, Indian Penal Code, fleprint 1985, p. 102. 
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may extend to three years to which fine may be added or with 
fine' . 
Disaffection means here disloyalty or and ale feelings of 
27 
enmity against the government. Banqobasi (Jogender Chander 
Bose commonly known) was the first case 4/5 124 A of IPC that 
came before justice Petheram stated : There are really two 
question for you to consi^ der If, a person uses either 
I " 
spoken or written words inculcated to create in the minds of the 
persons to whom they are addressed a ciisposition not to obey law-
ful authority, of the government or subject to subvert or resist 
that authority, if and when occasion should arise and if he does 
so with the intension of creating such a disposition on his hear-
ers or read'ers, he will be quitly of the offence of attempting 
to excite disaffection within the measuring of this section 
through no disturbances is brought about by his words or any feel-
ing of disaffection, in fact, produced by them'. 
Law of secjition is liberal now, th,jn last 1'JO years it because 
the society is changed educated more politically aware. Slightest 
provocation does not affect the government. Today the criticism 
against the government is not considered as se;jitlon because the 
healthy democracy allow such thing to check the government. 
Article 19 of the Indian constitution also provided for freedom of 
speech of expression as a fundcjrnental ric^ ht. Procession and 
meetings today are not considered as sedition. 
28 Empress V. Bal Ganqadhar Tilak - Strachey J., expressed 
his full agreement with Sir Comer Petheram that the word dis-
affection means the absence of affection. 
27. (lueen Empress V. Jogencicia Chaiuier B(JSO and Others, (1892) 
l.L.ll- XIX, CaIcuUa3!JT 
28. I.L.il. XXII, Bombay 112 (1898). 
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Tilak was Editor in which two articles wore published. Passage 
as follows : 'Give my compliments to my good friends, your 
rulers, over whose vast dominion the run never sets. Tell them: 
'How have forgotten that old ways of yours, when, with scales in 
lands, you used sell (your goods) in (your) warehouses?' (As) my 
expenditions in that direction were frequent, it was at that time 
possible (for me) to drive you back to (your own) country. The 
Hindus, however, being magnanimous by nature, I protected you. 
Have you not thus been laid under deep obligations? Make then, 
your subjects, wtio arc my own chlldron, happy. It will bn qood 
for (your) reputation if you shaw your tjidtitute now by dischar-
ging this debt (of obligation)'. 
(i) Sedition as a Political Crime : Sedition in section 124A 
of the Indian Penal Code is called political crime for two 
reasons. First the court can't proceed the prosecution without 
the permission of the government. Secondly, the offence is 
against the government established by the law in India, the con-
tent by which prosecution is maintained, varies time to time 
and according to structure of the government. 
It may also be stated at the outset that the dimension of 
freedom of speech as a right is not rigid but a variable on 
depending upon a time, place and circumstances. The content of: 
the right depends,amongst others, upon the following factors; 
(a) The political situation of the times, 
(b) The economic prosperity of the society, 
(c) Tlie aiudienco to which the spf^ ech is adcirossed or amongst 
whom the writing is circulated, 
(d) extent of tolerance^  clevelopod by the people, and 
13n 
29 (ej the police force available to the state 
Unrest in Assam in 1960 started on the basis of 
linguistic differences, and those in Jabbalpore and in Aligarh 
in I960 considered to have had its sustenance in relegious 
bickerings, show how delicate is the problem of timely judicial 
sternness on the one hand and organised disorderliness on the 
other. The law could not be put into force. Any attempt to put 
them into force, would have aggravated the feelings of the 
30 groups 
.Sedition should be j udgeti on thie ba^ t^G of the situation in 
which words are ultered. Exploitation of the masses against the 
government should be judged according to the condition time and 
circumstances and objective. Some times offence is not committed, 
by but it is diserable to stop seditious speech. 
31 
In State of Bihar V. Shailabala Devi. - Tfie appellant wrote : 
'Labourers raise now the cry of revolution. The heavens will 
tremble, the universe will shake and the flames of revolution 
will brust forth from land water. You have been the object of 
exploitation, now dance the fearful dance of destruction on this 
earth, truly, labourers. Only total distruction will create a 
new world and tliat tiiis will bring happiness to ttie wtiole world* . 
32 In Kedarnatli Singh V. State oL Bihar - 'The Forward Communist 
Party does not believe in the doctrine of vote itself. The party 
29. The Law of Sedition in India, India Law Institute Study, 
No. 6, Bombay, N.M. Tripathi, Pvt. Ltd., 1964, pp. 2,'3. 
30. The Law of Sedition in India, Indian Law Institute Study, 
No. 6, Bombay, N.M. Tripathi, Pvt. Ltd., 1964, p. 3. 
31. AIR 1952 S.C. 329, 332. 
32. AIH 1962 S.C. 955. 
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alw.iys l)Oon IJO ] iov 1 ti<j in lovolul. Inii ,\n(l (toc^ s so ovori at. pTonont. 
We believe in that revolution, vjhich will come and in the flames 
of which the capilalists, Zamincidj s anf) Lhe conqress leaders of 
India, who have made it their profession to loot the country, 
will be reduces to ashes and on their asties will be established 
a yovernment of the poor and ttie down-trodden people of India'. 
2• Justification for making the provocation of class hatred and 
enmity a crime: 
No individual has right to provoke class war. Not 
only is class enmity and hatred destructive of political harmony 
but it leads to tension anci disorder in the community. For the 
successful functioning, state has to maintain the relation 
with groups and their loyalties towards the country for national 
integration and unity of the country. Penal laws should minimise 
and reduce the evil effect of groupes. 
Nowadays the situation is serious and recjuires the strong 
action against to he group and rele(|ious leaders Ram-janam Bhoomi 
Babri Masjid issue is burning problem. Upper caste and lovjer 
caste problem is second. Leaders are exploiting the situation 
for their personal benefit and ulterior motive. 
3. Justif .ication foi makitKi leLrMjlous insult a ciime ;: 
Flelegious insult more dangerous than the personal or 
individual insult. It is the result of intolerance. This again 
leads to communal tension, class hatred, anmity, clashes etc. 
Peoples of India have not forgetten the bitter experiences of 
partition which was based on relegion. Mass migration after 
partition is the greatest in the world history. Miseries can't 
be forgotten which was suffered, loss of thousands lifes, crores 
of property. The state is bound to take strong action against 
those who are exploiting the situation and creating the problem 
in the name of relegion. 
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4. Justification for making the questioning of the territorial 
integrity of India a crime : 
To unite India into single was t\\e main object of 
freedom from foreign rule. Crime against the territory should 
be dealt strictly and urgently, it is need of time. From all 
size the neighbour countries disturbing the integrity and peace 
of India. Kashmir, Punjab, Assam, Bodo problems are the result 
of the disturbances caused by the neighboures. In such a situa-
tion state should curbs the separatist at the first phase. 
(ii) Constitution and Sedition : Constitution provided freedom 
of speech and expression a fundamental right. It provides : 
•Art. 19(1): All cj.tizens shall have the right - (a) to freedom 
of speech and expression; 
(2): Nothing in sub clause (a) of clause (l) shall 
effect the Provision of any existing law insofar as it relates 
to, or prevent the state from making any law relating to, libel, 
slander, defam-ation, contempt of court or any matter which 
offendes against decency or marality or which undermines the 
security of, or tends to over the row the state'. 
33 Supreme Court in Brl.1 Bhushan V. State of Delhi and 
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Homesh Thappar V. State of Madras the guestion whether the law 
of sedition was in accordance v^/ith the fundamental right of free-
dom of speech and expression. In Flomesh Ttiappar case the sec. 9 
(l-Aj of Madras maintenance of Public Order Act, 1949, which 
empowered the Madras government to impose restriction on the 
circulation of a publication in the interest of public safety and 
the maintenance of tlie public order. 
In Brij Dhushan case the validity of Sec. 7 (Ij (c; of the East 
Punjab Public Safety Act, 1949 which empowered the Punjabs govern-
ment to empose Pre _ Censorship of a publication' for the purpose 
3 3 . AIF{ 195U S . C . 1 2 9 . 
3 4 . AII{ 19bU S . C . 124 . 
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of presentiny or combdtiny any activity pjejudices to the public 
safety or maintance of public order'. 
Supreme Court held that iinpositiori of rostraiiit on circula-
tion or an imposition of a pro-censorship was a restriction on 
the freedom of expression. 
Tiie constitution First Amondniont rc-nlaced Art 19(2) by sub-
stitution of the follovving provision. 
'Nothing in subclause (a) of clause (l) shall affect the 
operation of any existing law, a prevent the state from making 
any law, in so far as such law impose reasonable restrictions on 
the exercise of the right confirred by the said sub-clause. 
Speech made in Adibase conference. One of them alleged that 
the Bihar government need not be respected and might be spilted 
on the face. It was stated that the government did what the 
British government did not do, namely, to lesoit to merciless 
firing on the females. The following passes is more significant: 
'Diku are thieves and ciecoits. Diiiaiis entered first like 
needle but become floughshares. Go back Biharis, to your country 
and construct a but by the side ol the Ganges and sit like a crow 
and sell oil and salt'. 
Das J. said speech as merely putting forward a claim to 
Jharkhand and for that purpose as making an appeal for cooperation 
of all classes of peopJe and nomore. He had not think speech is 
contempt to law or hatred or that they promoted feelings of class 
35 hatred. So it is no offence within section 124A 
A Full Bench of Allahabad High Court in Ram Nandan V. State"^ ^ - held 
that section 124A was neither a legislation in respect of public 
35. The Law of Sedition in India, Prepared under the auspices of 
The Indian Law Institute Study, No. 6, p. 44, New Delhi. 
36. [1958] All L.J. 793. 
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order, nor it was Q reasonable restriction on the free speech 
and therefore that it was void. Following things used by him 
in 111;,, .„ukJ.i(v;!. I o an .MKHOIU.P of 'J(K) iu>i-••.oir; : ' [.ab^ur or s of 
U.P. have now organised themselves. Now they will not beg for 
pity but Will surround the ministry and warn it that if it not 
could to their demands it would be oveittirown. It items thought 
desirable that cultivators and labourers sfiould rule the country 
every young poi non must leairi the use of swoids, guns, pistols, 
batons anci spirit botlles because without a fight the present 
government would not surrender. Government have not been over 
thrown without the use of batons. Cultivatois and labourers 
should form association and raise an army. If they wanted a 
government like the Chinese government they should raise an army 
of volenteers and train them in the use of guns and pistols'. 
Three judgements delivered in tiie case it can be seen that 
the learned judges were satisfied tliat the spoken words were not 
written, the perview of allowable limits of freedom. They unable 
to support constitutionality of section 124A under which the 
prosecution proceeded. Attempt to excite disaffection against 
the government is an offence under this soction. Attempt to 
excilation of bad feelings is <iisaf fee Lion and unsuccessful attempt 
to excite such feelings comes witliin tfie purview of the section. 
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In Tara Singh Gopi Sincjh V. State of Puniab - Supreme Court 
held that section 124A were invalid in their entirety after the 
constitution. This speechs for making of which a person is liable 
under Section 124A of Penal Code can not laways be said to be an 
exercise of right. It may incidently be noted ttiat section 
124A is not always restruction on the freedom of speech. 
Devi SaranV. Stato^ - The Panta High Court held that Section 
37. AIR 19'al, Punjab, 27. 
38. AIR 1954, Patna, 254. 
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124A, would be construed so as to be in accordance with the 
constitution after First Ainondnipnt. Th.e speeches for making of 
which the prosecution was filed were made before the constitu-
tion. Dy the time, tlie constitution came into force, the action 
could not be said to be 
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In flamji Lai Modi V. 5tate of U.P. - Supreme Court pointed out 
that tlie expiossion in the 'interest of public order' is much 
wider than the 'maintenance of public oider'. In certain activi-
ties as an offence have tendency to cause public disorder. Law 
penalised such activities, impose >.i .T easonai^ le restriction In 
the public order, even though in some cases these activities may 
not actually had a breach of public order'. 
In Section 124A the mildest ciisaf f ec t ion against the 
government is punlsiiable, it would, therefore, appear that the 
section imposes restinction which are for too wide and can not 
be justified as being solely 'in the interest of public order'. 
Intention which ingredient of offence under Section 124A may be 
and in most cases is an innocent and bonafide. 
39. Ain 19b7, S.C. pp. 620-23. 
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V. SECURITY FOR FCHEPING THE rn/\CE AFJl) -ro)! GOOD DEHAVIQUR : 
Ttiese provisions -jrn preventive in their scope and 
object and are aimed at persons who are danger to the public by 
40 
reasons of tlie commission by tlUMn. Certain offences . The 
gist is prevention of crimes and distuibances of public tran ,di-
llity and breaches of peace. The previsions are essentially in 
the public order and in the interest of the general public and, 
therefore, well within Cls. (2j, (3), (4) and (5) of Art 19 of 
41 the Indian constitution . It is to inert potential danger in 
the soc iety. 
42 Section 106 of I.P.C. says (1) when a court of session or 
court of Magistrate of the first class countiy a person of any 
of the offences specified in sub section (2) or of obetting any 
such offence and is of opinion that it Is nncf^ ssaiy to take 
security from such person for keeping ttio peace, the court may 
at the time of passing sentence on such person, order him to 
execute a bond, with or vi/ithout sureties for keeping the peace 
for such period, not exceeding three years as it thanks fit. 
(2) The offences referred to in sub-section (l) are - (a) 
any offence punishable under chapter- VIII of Indian Penal Code 
(4L) of 1860), otlier than offence punishable under section 153A 
or section lb3B or section 154 thereof; 
(b) any offence which consists of, or include assumt or using 
criminal force or commuitting mischief; 
(c) any offence of criminal intimidation; 
(d) any other offence whicfi caused or was intended or know to 
40. Vaman Sjkharam (1909) 11 Bombay LR 743. 
41. Madhu Limaye, Alfi 1971 SC 2486. 
42. Ratan Lai 'The Criminal Pioceduie Co(i'. 
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be likely to cause a breach of tlio peace. 
The object of the section is to prevent breaches of peace 
taking place and not merely to follow up breaches of peace which 
have already taken place. In tliis section offence has been al-
ready committed and the past conduct of the offender leads to an 
apprehension for future. 
The suicties, by tlieir bond, guarantee that the person bound 
over will keep the peace oi be of good l)e[)cjviour ;.ind it the event 
of Ills fciilure to do so, thoy will pay the penalty sptipulated 
for by them. 
Clause (2) (d) is not necessarily confined to offences which 
causes breach of peace but extends to offences provoking or likely 
to lead to a b.T-each peace viz. are offence as in common knowledge 
is ordinaiiJy or voj y probably the occasshjn of a bro.jch of the 
peace. A 'breach of peace' does not mean a breach of public 
peace, and the offence of causing liurt to a person involves a 
breach of the peace, whether it takes place in a private room or 
43 in the open street 
Section 107 (ij when an Executive Magistrate recieves infor-
mation that any person Is likely toc:jmmit .1 bioach of the peace 
or disturb the public tranquillity or to do any wrongful act that 
may probably occasion a breach of the peace or fUstrub the public 
tranquillity and is of opinion that there is sufficient ground for 
proceeding, he may, in the manner hereinafter provided, requires 
such person to show cause why lie should not be ordered to execute 
a bond (with or without surities) for keeping the peace for such 
period not exceeding one year i\s the Magistrate thinks fit. 
43. Nazir Uddin, 1933 55 All 850, 
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Tlie nature of the proceedings under section 107 ai e of 
preventive nature. Before initiating an action against the wrong 
doer. Under Section 107 the concerned niagistrate should be 
satisfied that such action is necessary to be taken to prevent 
person from comniittlngbreach of peace and he should record reasons 
44 for his satisfaction 
The action against a person if he is likely (a) to commit a 
breach of peace or disturb the public tianscjui l] ity, or (b) do 
any wronglul act that way probably occasion or breach of peace or 
disturb pubJic tran<|ul llity. The power und^i this section vested 
On Executive Magistrate. In this section information must be reach 
4^ 
to Magistrate either througli police oi any other iiifans " . Magis-
trate must be satis!led that there is sufiiclent ground for pro-
ceedings . 
A Magistrate has power to drop proceedings initiated under 
this section at any stage, even often a formal order under S. Ill 
46 has been drawn up and before an inc^uiry under 5. 116 if there is 
fresh material as soon as he is satlsfi<"d that there is no danger 
of a breacli of peace. In the material on record discloses that 
though these was a danger of breacli of the peace at one time 
because of thf- liappining of subseguont event the danger has dis-
appeared, the court can drop the proceedings and discharge the 
47 
person proceeded against . An order passed without inquiry and 
without inquiry and v^ithout recording evidence to ascertain the 
truth or otherwise of the allegation is not vailed . The infor-
44 . Amit Pal Singh V. Ar>j 1 Kumar Mishia, 1978. Cv . L . J . 1066 . 
4L). Sudarsan Singh V. Govind, 1971. Cv. L. J. 1822. 
40. Ishwar Prasad V. Saqamal (196'J) 2 Cv.L.J. 840. 
47. Hamnarani Sincjh. AIIl 1972 SC 2225. 
48. Chandreshwar Bhattacliar] ee V. Assam 1982 Cv.L.J. 2248 
Arjun Singh V. M.P. 1984 Cv.L.J. 1616 (M.P.). 
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motion must be of a clear and definite kind directly affecting 
the person against whom process is issued, and it should disclose 
tangible facts and details so they can take: action against what 
he is going to do. The danger must be present and immediate to 
disturb the peace and public tranquillity., the fact that such a 
49 breach is likely to take place at a future time is not enough 
It is wrongful act to perform relegious ceremonies in a 
place not set apart for the purpose with one deliberate intention 
50 
of Wounding t h e r e J o g i o u s f e e l i n g s of the noicjhl jours „ but t h e 
g r a n t i n g of l e a s e s t o t e n a n t s of land in o n e ' s p o s s e s s i o n i s no t 
a w i o n g f u l a c t . 
The p e r s o n in fo rmed a g a i n s t o r t h e p l a c e where t h e b r e a c h of 
t h e po.Jce i s afnuol ianded shou ld be wiLli.in th ' ' j ui i s d i c t ion of t h e 
b2 Magistrate, temporary residence is enough 
Section 108 - (l) Vjhen (an executive Magistrate) recieves 
information that there is witliin his local juridiction any person 
who, within or without such jurisdiction-
(i) either orally or in writing or in any othoj- manner, intention 
ally disseminates or attempts or disseminate or asets the dessi-
mination of -
(a) any matter the publication of wfiich is punishable under 
sections 124A, 153D or 295 of the Indian Penal Code (45 of 
1860). 
4 9 . Dasdeo (1903) 26 A l l 190, 193 ; Si l ivrani (1904) 6, Bombay L.R. 
665 ; flamchandra H a l d a r (1908) 3 5 , C a l c u t t a , 6 7 4 . 
5 0 . M u r l i S ingh (1911) 33 A l l 7 7 5 . 
' ^ 1 - t J r i v e r (1898) 2 5 , C a l c u U a 7 9 8 . 
5 2 . Shama Chargn Cliakrava.r Li V. r,:)l.u ;!nii(l,il ( 1 8 9 7 ) 24 C a l c u t t a 344, 
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(ii) makes, produces, publishes or keeps for sale, imports, 
exports, conveys, sells, Uts to hire, distributes, publicity 
exhibits or in any other manner puts into circulation any 
absence matter such as is referred to in section 292 of 
Indian Penal Code, 
and ttie Magistrate is oi openion tiiat there is sufficient 
ground for proceeding, the Magistrate may, in ttie manner herein-
after provided lequire such person to show cause wjiy he should 
not be ordered to execute a bond, with or without sureties, for 
his good behaviour for such period, not exceeding one year, as 
the Magistrate tliinks fit. 
No proceedings shall be taken under this section against the 
editor, proprietor, printer, or publisher of any publication 
registered under and edited printed any publisiied in conformity 
with the rules laid down in the Press and Registration pf Book 
Ac_tj_ 1867 (2b of 1867) with reference to any matter contained in 
such publication except by the order or under the authority of 
the state government or some officer empowered by the state govt, 
in this behalf. 
In tills section the objf.^ cL Ls to t<ike security for cjood 
behaviour is for prevention and not for punishment of offence by 
the Magistrate, It is to prevent offences in near future. The 
previous conviction or pending cases are not good and reasonable 
gound to take benefit for good be'haviour-. It is wrong to add 
past offences in the punishment. In each case that is a guestion 
fact which must be determined with reference to antecedents of 
53 the person and other surrounding circumstances 
A person comes within tlie scope of the sectior. if he 
disseminates mattei which reveals an intention to piomote ff^elings 
53. Vaman Gaktiaram (19U9) 11 Bombay L.ll. 743, 
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of enmity between classes. It means 'matter which is the vehicle 
of an attempt to promote enmity' 
Section - 110 - When (,an executive Magistrate) recieves 
information that there is usethen his local j ur isciic tion a 
person who -
(f) habitually cominits, a attoinpt to commit, or abets the 
commission of 
(i) (f; The Untouchability (Offences) Act 19b5 (22 of 195LJJ. 
Such Magistrate may in tlie manner, hereinafter 
provided, require such person to show cause why he should not be 
ordered to execute a bond, wltli :iutltios for his (jood behaviour 
for such peiiod, not exceeding tiiree y(^ars, as ttie Magistrate 
thinks fit. 
The main object of this section is prevention ancj not punish-
ment of habitual offenders. It is to liked solely fo.r thf^  purpose 
of securing future good behavior, it can never be used for the 
55 purpose of purrishinc} past offences^ . Dancjorous character means 
a person vA\o is dangerous and hazaj-dous to tlie community, witliout 
being in security. 
Section 111 - When a Magistrate acting under sections 107, 
108, 109 or 110 deems it necessary to requiie any person to show 
cause under sucti section, he stiall make an order in writing, 
seitiny faitli the substance of the information recieved, the 
amount of the bond to be executed, the term for which it is 
to be in force and the number, cliaracter and class of sureties 
(if any) ret}uired. 
Wiien a person is called uf)on to show cause wliy lie should not 
^^- P.K. Chakravarti (1926) 54 Calcutta'59, Swami Sarupa Mauolo 
(1940) 16 Lucknow 260. 
'J'-J- Umbica Prashad (1877) 1 GUI 268, 271. Raja (1885) 10 Bombay 
174, 175. 
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be required to give security for good behaviour, he must be 
ready with his evidence when he appears in obedience to the 
notice. The burden of proof lies upon the prosecution to 
establish circumstances justifying the action of the Magistrate 
56 in calling upon person to furnish security . The Magistrate 
must give proper notice with charges. The sources of informa-
tion need not be disclosed. Time and amount for surities must 
be resonable. 
Section 116(4) - For the purpose oi tliis section the fact 
that a person is an habitual affonder or is so desperate and 
dangerous as to sender his being at large without security 
hazardous to the community may be pj ovcd by evifJence of general 
repute or otherwise, 
yyilaltabad High Court^ laiddowri that heresay, vague and 
general statements that a man is a habitual offender is not 
admissible but evidence of that wtio is personally speaking. 
Section 120 - The bond to be executed by any such person 
shall bind him to keep the peace ox to ()e of good behaviour, as 
the case may be, and in the lattri' case tlie cominission ox attempt 
to commit, or ttie abetment of, any offence punishable with 
imprisonment, whereever it may b'> coiimii t tccl, is a breacti oi ttie 
bond. 
If there is breacfi of bond tfien the onus lies on him to 
show that he is not liable. 
56. Abdul Kadir (1886) 9 All 452. 
5"^ * Hup Singh (1904) 1 ALJ 616. 
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It the above mentioned preventive measure used in 
appropriate time with the honesty than most of the communal 
classes can be avoided and the confidence can be (ieveloped in 
the mind and heart of tlie people. Law enforcing agency of 
India should overhanded and lacuna should be orazed. The worst 
communal atmosphere can be controlled by sincere by sincere 
efforts not only from government side but fiom public r,ide too. 
This is the high time to control the lawlessness in India. All 
the freedom should within the Indian constitution. 
"If you serve the creature of God you 
wil l get honour and d ign i ty in the 
glor ious protec t ion of God. 
Those who do take the name of God 
on t h e i r tongues but have malice and 
hatred for o t h e r s , they can never 
purify t h e i r h e a r t s . Though in the 
whole day and night they do pious 
deed but they can never achieve any 
peace in t h e i r dreams". 
Guru Nanak 
"The biggest temple and mosque and 
gurudwara i s the place where man works 
for the good of mankind". 
Ft.jawaliar Lai Hehru 
Today if an ang61 cones down from the 
heaven and announces standing on Kutub 
Minar of Delhi tha t Swaraj can be 
achieved within 24 hours provided our 
India d iv ides Hindu and Muslims into 
two halves / I wi l l leave out swaraj but 
not the unity in l e a s t . Because if the 
achievement of swaraj i s delayed i t wi l l 
be harmful only to India but if our uni ty 
goes away continuously i t wi l l be harm-
ful to the whole humanity". 
Maul an a Abul Kalam Azad 
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
After p a s s i n g through t h i s t a s k I have some sugges t ions 
D i f f e r e n t c h a p t e r s lia\^ been d e a l t s e p a r a t e l y . 
The coun t ry was e a r l y w a i t i n g for such t ime when 
i t w i l l get t h e o p p o r t u n i t y t o frame t h e Indla>^Const l tu t ion 
acco rd ing t o t h e choice and wish of t h e p e o p l e , accord ing t o 
t h e need of t h e t ime which would t a k e care of t h e p a s t 
s u f f e r i n g s and make the fu tu re l i f e g l o r i o u s and p r o s p e r o u s 
The count ry had a l r e a d y s a c r i f i c e d l o t , we got freedom 
of 
a f t e r s l a v e r y / c e n t i a r i e s . In freedom of s t r u g g l e a l l p a r t i c i p a t e d 
wi thou t d i s t i n c t i o n of c a s t e c reed sex , p lace of b i r t h . 
I t i s w i l l not be b e n e f i t t e d t o t h e n a t i o n t o i gno re a 
r e a l i t y and t o t a k e h a s t y and unbalanced d e c i s i o n . At t h e 
c o s t of i n t e g r a t i o n of na t ion and communal harmony we are 
r e a d y t o s a c r i f i c e any th ing . 
In my op in ion a s epa ra t e m i n i s t r y a t t h e c e n t r e and 
s t a t e l e v e l should be formed whose so le Job must be t o handle 
t h e communal r i o t s , r e g i o n a l c o n f l i c t s , a n t i - n a t i o n a l a c t i v i -
t i e s which i s u rgen t need of t ime Ind ia i s p a s s i n g th rough 
a very bad and c r i t i c a l phase in he r h i s t o r y . The very e x i s -
t e n c e of the coun t ry a un i t ed whole i s a t s t a t e . The f o r c e s 
of d i s t a b i l i t y , d i s u n i t y and d i s i n t e g r a t i o n are a t work. 
There should be a s e p a r a t e v i g i l e n c e department and i n t e l l i g e n c e 
s e c t i o n of t h e p o l i c e in r i o t protte a r e a s who w i l l c o l l e c t 
in format ion about r i o t a r c a s t e c l a s h e s between Hindu-Muslim 
Minor i ty and m a j o r i t y , upper c a s t e and lower c a s t e c o n f l i c t s . 
And work as a watch dog over t h e p o l i c e , so p o l i c e i n n o l -
vement in communal, c a s t e c o n f l i c t s can be avo ided , sometimes 
p o l i c e involved in l o o t i n g , m o l e s t a t i o n . At t h i s t ime p o l i c e 
fo r ce needs a r e o r g a n i z a t i o n fo r c o n t r o l l i n g t h e s i t u a t i o n 
o t h e r w i s e ' a f t e r some time ca t w i l l be out of bag . Po l i ce 
must be given s o p h i s t i c a t e d weapons bu t t h e i r use must 
be r e s t r i c t e d * s i t u a t i o n , Frequent f i r i n g on t h e mob must be 
a v o i d e d / i n t h e same p a t t e r n as i t was done by B r i t i s h e r s . 
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All the top o f f i c i a l s D i s t r i c t Magistrate (DM) 
Suprentendant of police ( s .P . ) must be responsible for 
communal r i o t s , must be put in to departmental inquiry if 
r i o t or communal r i o t s are not cont ro l led within 24 hours . 
If time i s exceeded, they must be Immediately t r ans fe r r ed 
and bad entry must be recorded. The d i s t r i c t adminis t ra t ion 
having l o t of power and knowledge about other f a c t o r s . They 
should handle the s i tua t ion very promptly so t h a t can be nip 
In the bud. 
P o l i t i c i a n s , i n t e r f e r e n c e during the communal t ens ions 
must be avoided and peace loving c i t i z e n s of the l o c a l i t y must 
be consulted, p o l i t i c i a n s defame the o f f i ce r s in l o c a l i t y 
for 'vote g a i n ' , sometimes they cross the l i m i t to show 
t h e i r power and approach in the eye of masses. I'/hole system 
i s shat tered by the p o l i t i c i a n s . Their every act ion Is 
connected with vo t e . They can do anything Babri-MasJ id-Ram 
Janam Bhoomi i s sue , Khallstan,Kashmir problem e t c . are ra i sed 
by p o l i t i c i a n s for t h e i r u l t e r i o r motive and ga in . They must 
be dea l t and a r res ted under sed i t ion because i t i s the 
offence which i s against the nat ion as well as agains t soc ie ty . 
I t i s the fundamental r igh t of c i t i z e n to lead a d ign i f i ed 
and peaceful l i f e . The dark and menancing clouds of communa-r 
l lsm are r i s i n g and co l l ec t ing much to the panic of a l l the 
peace loving of Budhas/Gandhi's land. They gave the lesson 
of peace t r u t h and non-violence brotherhood. They never gave 
the t r i v i a l grief to animals what I can say about man. But 
ugly forces of communalists and ant in at ion al ism ra i s ed t h e i r 
heads. 
Nowadays a s i tua t ion i s such tha t everything i s being 
looked at communal angle. Our education system must be such 
a nature tha t can Inculcate the nat ionalism and brotherhood 
in the minds of ch i ld ren . Because the d i f fe ren t school have 
d i f f e ren t sy l l abus . Some chapter of the h i s to ry i s wrongly 
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i n t e r p r e t e d . Younger generation are the future of na t ion . We 
d o n ' t have r i g h t to pol lu te the l i f e o,f coming genera t ion . 
Reservation of j o b ' s must be on the economic c r i t e r i a . 
Employment must be provided to the a l l youth so the exp lo i -
t a t i o n can be minimise to some e x t e n t . If they v;ill be 
employed so, they don ' t have time for a g i t a t i o n , s t r i k e s for 
p o l i t i c a l and r e l i g i o u s demonstration. There are examples 
of s tudents organizat ion who look act ive p a r t i c i p a t i o n in 
some way or other Akhil Bhartiya Vidhart i Par ishad. Students 
Islamic Movement of India, Student Federation of Ind ia . 
Muslims and Hindus shares the common grief and happy 
in f e s t i v a l s procession but p o l i t i c i a n s pol lu ted whole 
atmosphere for t h e i r gain. Hol i , Dashehra, Deepawali, Muharram 
Idd are celebrated together but p o l i t i c i a n s widened the gape. 
In the v i l l ages prople have much a f f i l i a t i o n in customs and 
t r a d i t i o n , t h e i r mind i s not much pol lu ted as in the c i t i e s . 
I l l i t e r a t e are b e t t e r than us . When our f o r e - f a t h e r s were 
i l l i t e r a t e they fought with B r i t i s h , But today a f te r becoming 
educated we are unable to figlit these e v i l s communal ism 
regional ism, cast^ism and an t i - s ecu l a r p r i n c i p l e s . 
The r e l i g i o u s procession must not be allowed on the 
s t r e e t s they are not meant for roads . Religion i s p r iva te 
matter t ha t must be used or profess at pr ivate p laces not on 
the s t r e e t s . During procession whole l i f e i s ef fected and 
i t i s fundamental r i g h t to every c i t i z e n have peaceful l i f e 
with d ign i ty , free movements. Loudspeakers in the procession 
and from r e l i g i o u s places must not be used. Procession should 
be allowed in specia l circumstances but without loudspeakers 
with specified r o u t e s . 
Communalisni of any form,colour at any l eve l i s very 
dangerous for the na t ion . The r e l i g i o u s leader b e t t e r I c a l l 
them t r a d e r s of r e l i g i o n s took the advantage of masses 
i l l i t e r a c y . 
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Unequal development of the region i ndus t r i a l concen-
t r a t i o n to a p a r t i c u l a r area also create the communal 
t ens ions i . e . Aligarh, Moradabad, Ferozabad, Meerut^ Banaras, 
Kanpur, Ahmedabad, Baroda, Bhlwandi are example of i n d u s t r i a l i s e d 
c i t i e s which are mostly affected by t h i s ugly communal ism. 
Are v;e going to back to those dark f r i gh t fu l p r e p a r t i -
t i o n days ? Are we going to another p a r t i t i o n not in s ingle 
piece , but into several p i eces . Because communal i s t s succe-
s s i o n i s t s and s e p a r a t i s t s are very active in a l l corners of 
the country. They are active d i r e c t l y or i n d i r e c t l y in one 
form or other form in the nameia of r e l i g i o n , c u l t u r e , language 
They pose a pseudo-nationalism. This i s high time to handle 
the problem of communal ism very ca re fu l ly , g u i l t y and 
urgent ly so na t ional in tegra t ion can be protected from 
d i s i n t e g r a t i o n . 
The Law Commission of India in i t s 4 2nd Report in 1971 
recommended for enhancement in the imprisonment upto seven 
years and to enlarge def in i t ion to Include the i n s u l t of 
book of c o n s t i t u t i o n , the nat ional f l ag , the nat ion anthem. 
There should be National In tegra t ion camps of s tudents 
(compulsory) at d i s t r i c t l e v e l , at plus two s t a t e l e v e l . 
They should be issued c e r t i f i c a t e and marks t h a t should be 
p lus point in job . Nori'.students camps also be arranged to 
expose to i n t e r - r e l i g i o n t r a d i t i o n c u l t u r e , customs, her i tage 
and matter of na t iona l importance. Eradication of social e v i l s 
including communalism, casteisni, untouch a b i l i t y br ide 
burning, cliild marriage, dowry system, and incu lca t ing 
n a t i o n a l i t y accepted values l i k e Democracy^ Social ism, 
secularism and Nationalism. 
I t i s the duty of the government t ha t the sense of 
i n secu r i t y , f r a u s t r a t i o n , fear misunderstanding mis-apprehen-
sion and d i s t r u s t be removed from the mind of s o c i a l l y , 
1. Law Commission 42nd Report of 1971. 
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economically, educat ional ly backward c i t i z e n s of Ind ia . To 
maintain the nat ional ism above mentioned f ac to r s must be 
removed or the soc ie ty must be based on f a i t h , t r u s t under-
s tanding. The free society from a l l the problems but u l t i -
mately to the nation whole. The youth ' s energy must be used 
in the r igh t d i r ec t ion for the development of na t ion , 
I am f in i sh ing whole th ings in the words of Pandit 
Nehru ; 
The whole future of India depends upon t h i s nat ional 
in tegra t ion because nat ional in tegra t ion i s very b a s i s for 
any nat ional f e e l i n g s . If there i s no nat ional i n t e g r a t i o n , 
you might say t h a t there i s no sense of n a t i o n a l i t y , or 
na t ional ism. People t a l k about nat ional ism when they mean, 
l e t us say, Hindu Nationalism or Muslim Nationalism or Sikh 
nat ional ism. Do not deny the fact t h a t they are n a t i o n a l i s t s . 
But i t i s not the nationalism we are aiming to achieve. I t i s 
the nat ional ism, if you l i ke of a p a r t i c u l a r community. So 
you have to be c lear In mind as to what we are aiming at 
the dominance of one community in the country however big 
or from what the nat ional point of views, everybody being 
and having equal oppor tun i t i e s . If the l a t e r , as obviously 
in every country i t has to be, then we have to curb every-
th ing tha t tends to create these narrow nat ional i sm, because 
communalism i s u l t imate ly a narrow type of nat ional ism -
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the t ime. These d i s rup t ive tendencies are at work a l l the 
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2. Nehru address at the conference of the Inspector General 
of Police at Delhi in January 1962 quoted in Nehru on 
p o l i c e , wri t ten by B.N. Mullik (Dehradun 1990), pp. 43-44, 
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we should follow old slogan l lve^ and Let l i v e . 
The need of the day i s to inculcate in the minds 
of the Indians* fee l ings of universa l brotherhood* communal 
harmony and mutual t o l e rance . This i s c l e a r l y , not an easy 
t a sk to accomplish but subs tan t i a l progress can be made in 
t h i s d i rec t ion of a l l of us s t a r t t h i s work afresh with 
renewed vigour, enthusiasm and zeal to f u l f i l the g rea t e s t 
need of oiir Motherland today i . e . National I n t e g r a t i o n , 
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